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Abstract
Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a popular statistical Artificial Intelligence (AI)
technique for building autonomous agents, but it suffers from the curse of dimen-
sionality: the computational requirement for obtaining the optimal policies grows
exponentially with the size of the state space. Integrating heuristics into RL has
proven to be an effective approach to combat this curse, but deriving high-quality
heuristics from people’s (typically conflicting) domain knowledge is challenging,
yet it received little research attention. Argumentation theory is a logic-based AI
technique well-known for its conflict resolution capability and intuitive appeal. In
this thesis, we investigate the integration of argumentation frameworks into RL
algorithms, so as to improve the convergence speed of RL algorithms.
In particular, we propose a variant of Value-based Argumentation Framework
(VAF) to represent domain knowledge and to derive heuristics from this knowl-
edge. We prove that the heuristics derived from this framework can effectively
instruct individual learning agents as well as multiple cooperative learning agents.
In addition,we propose the Argumentation Accelerated RL (AARL) framework
to integrate these heuristics into different RL algorithms via Potential Based Re-
ward Shaping (PBRS) techniques: we use classical PBRS techniques for flat RL
(e.g. SARSA(λ)) based AARL, and propose a novel PBRS technique for MAXQ-
0, a hierarchical RL (HRL) algorithm, so as to implement HRL based AARL.
We empirically test two AARL implementations — SARSA(λ)-based AARL and
MAXQ-based AARL — in multiple application domains, including single-agent
and multi-agent learning problems. Empirical results indicate that AARL can im-
prove the convergence speed of RL, and can also be easily used by people that
have little background in Argumentation and RL.
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1 Introduction
We take decisions every day, and the ability for making good decisions is an impor-
tant reflection of people’s intelligence. Two decision-making strategies are widely
used in our daily lives: the proactive decision-making strategy, which predicts
possible outcomes of each available option and evaluates these outcomes before
making the decision; and the reactive strategy, which simply tries options, ob-
serves and evaluates their outcomes, and remembers the best option, so that when
the same situation is encountered again, the best option can be directly invoked.
Intuitively, when the environment is deterministic and the outcomes can be eas-
ily predicted, the proactive strategy can be more effective; otherwise, the reactive
strategy can be more useful as the proactive strategy cannot work effectively when
the environment is highly unpredictable. In many real cases, the environment is
stochastic and we cannot precisely predict all possible outcomes; but still, we may
have some domain knowledge about the environment or the optimal decisions,
based on which we can perform some proactive planning. In these cases, making
decisions by jointly using these two strategies is more likely to lead to the optimal
decisions than using any of these strategies alone. The general research target of
this dissertation is to design intelligent agents that can make decisions by jointly
using the proactive and reactive strategies.
Our research falls under the remit of Artificial Intelligence (AI), and much AI re-
search has been devoted to building proactive or reactive decision-making agents.
For example, Argumentation Theory (e.g. as given in [Dun95]), which resolves
conflicts between different options using the simple idea that ‘the one who holds
the last word laughs best’, has been widely used for designing proactive agents,
e.g. in [KM03, FTMW14]; and Reinforcement Learning (RL) [SB98], a Machine
Learning algorithm based on the idea of ‘trial and error’, has been widely used in
designing reactive, sequential-decision-making agents, e.g. in [NCD+06, SSK05].
Despite their strengths, both face problems when used alone in real applications:
for example, a main problem faced by RL is the curse of dimensionality, which
states the computational requirement for obtaining the optimal policies grows ex-
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ponentially with the size of the state space; as for argumentation, it still lacks
a mechanism for performing sequential-decision-making under stochastic envi-
ronments. Given the complementary advantages of these two techniques (RL’s
advantage of making sequential decisions in stochastic environment, and Argu-
mentation’s advantage of proactive reasoning and planning), we believe that their
integration can result in a technique, which not only is able to reactively perform
sequential decision making in stochastic environments, but also able to proactively
make draft action plans based on prior knowledge. A main contribution of this
thesis is a methodology for systemically and effectively incorporating these two
techniques. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first proposal for integrating
these two techniques.
In the remainder of this chapter, we first briefly describe the problems we want
to tackle and how we tackle these problems in Section 1.1, and then we give a non-
technical introduction of Argumentation Theory and RL in Section 1.2 and 1.3,
respectively. We summarise the contribution of this dissertation in Section 1.4, and
provide a brief outline of the dissertation structure in Section 1.5. The publications
which have resulted from this thesis are presented in Section 1.6, and the statement
of originality is in Section 1.7.
1.1 Overview
This dissertation addresses the topic of planning and learning for stochastic, se-
quential decision making. The term ‘stochastic’ means that the environment in
which decisions are taken has uncertain factors, i.e. the outcome of actions may
not be deterministic. The ‘sequential’ aspect of the decision problem reflects the
fact that the immediate costs or benefits of an action only play a small part in deter-
mining the true long-term value of this action. In other words, we are not focusing
on making a ‘one-shot’ decision, which maximises the immediate utility; instead,
we attempt to make decisions that maximise the long-term rewards. The decision-
making problem is framed from the perspective of an agent or a group of agents
that are situated in a stochastic environment, and the agents have some sensors to
detect certain signals in the environment. Our goal is to develop algorithms that
can find these agents’ optimal policy, which describes a strategy maximising the
long-term rewards received by the whole group of agents in this environment,1 and
1In this thesis, we only consider the cooperativemulti-agent learning problem, in the sense that the
goal each learning agent is to maximise the whole team’s long-term reward.
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Figure 1.1: A scenario in a simple Wumpus World. The smiling face stands for
the agent. Note that the agent does not directly know the location of
the Wumpus, the pit or the exit.
these algorithms involve both planning (proactive decision-making) and learning
(reactive decision-making).
As a concrete example, consider the decision making problem in a simpleWum-
pus World, a classic application domain in AI [RN09]. The Wumpus World is a
grid world, where there are some Wumpuses, some pits and an exit. Each exper-
iment in the Wumpus World consists of a series of episodes. At the beginning of
each episode, an agent is located in some square in the Wumpus World. The agent
has four available actions: go up, go down, go left and go right. These actions
move the agent one square towards the intended direction if there are no walls next
to the agent in the intended direction; otherwise, the agent will remain in the same
square. When the agent steps into a square that has a pit or a Wumpus, the agent
dies and the episode ends. When the agent is in a square (non-diagonally) next to
a pit or a Wumpus, it detects breeze or stench, respectively. The agent’s task is
to arrive at the exit as quickly as possible, without being killed by a Wumpus or
falling into a pit.
Now suppose the agent is in a square such that it feels stench and breeze, as
illustrated in Figure 1.1. Also, we have domain knowledge that, in this scenario,
go up and go left do not lead to death. Neither the proactive nor the reactive
decision-making strategy can effectively find the best policy in this situation when
used alone: by using the proactive planning alone, although the agent can infer
13
that go up and go left are better than the other available actions (as we will see
in the next section), it cannot decide which is the best action; on the other hand,
by using the reactive strategy alone, the agent needs to perform all actions before
it identifies the best action, although it is unnecessary to try actions go right and
go down. So, intuitively, the best solution is to use these two strategies together:
first use proactive planning to select some promising actions, and then use the
reactive strategy to systematically test their performances and find the best. This
example illustrates the motivation of our research. In the following two sections,
we will describe, in detail, which proactive and reactive technique we focus on in
this thesis, and further motivate why we integrate these techniques.
1.2 Proactive Decision Making and Argumentation
Proactive decision making involves making plans and predictions to avoid a po-
tential disaster or to increase the likelihood of a potential success. Reasoning and
planning abilities play important roles in this process. Since people naturally use
logic to perform reasoning [Mac01], logic-based approaches are widely used in
designing reasoning and planning algorithms in AI (see, e.g. [Min01]). Among
the logic-based techniques, Argumentation Theory [RS09] has attracted consider-
able and increasing research attention in recent years, because of its conceptual
simplicity as well as strong conflict-resolving capability.
Argumentation is usually traced back to Aristotle’s work in formal deductive
reasoning and rhetoric [Irw89]. In its classical treatment within philosophy, the
study of argumentation is concerned with how assertions are proposed, discussed,
and resolved in the context of issues upon which several diverging opinions may
be held [BCD07]. The important early motivations that brought Argumentation
Theory into use in AI arose from the issue of reasoning and explanation in the
presence of incomplete and uncertain information. As classical logic is proved
to be inadequate in addressing these issues [Rei80], non-monotonic logic has at-
tracted substantial research interest within AI, and formal logics of Argumentation
emerged as one style of formalising non-monotonic reasoning (e.g. see discus-
sions in [CML00]). In the non-monotonic logic reasoning formalisms, conclusions
drawn may be later withdrawn when additional information is obtained [Ant97],
and the idea of Argumentation is that reasoning can be performed by constructing
and evaluating arguments, which are composed of a number of reasons for the va-
lidity of a claim. Argumentation is considered as a non-monotonic logic because
14
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Figure 1.2: An AF for representing the domain knowledge given in Section 1.1.
new information may give rise to new counter-arguments defeating arguments that
were originally acceptable. Whether a claim can be accepted, therefore, depends
not only on the existence of an argument that supports this claim, but also on the
existence of possible counter-arguments, that can then themselves be attacked by
counter-arguments, etc.
In this thesis, we focus on computational argumentation frameworks, starting
with the influential work of Dung [Dun95]. In Dung’s Abstract Argumentation
Frameworks (AFs), an argumentation framework is only consisting of a set of
arguments and a binary attack relation. Therefore, AFs are usually represented
by directed graphs, where each node stands for an argument and each directed arc
stands for an attack. A more comprehensive and detailed review of Argumentation
Theory will be given later in Chapter 2.
As an illustration, let us still consider the example we presented in Section 1.1.
The domain knowledge can be represented by the AF in Figure 1.2, where L (U) is
a shorthand for argument ‘recommend the agent to perform action go left (go up)
if going left (going up) is deemed to be safe’. Attacks between arguments are
represented by directed arcs in Figure 1.2: an arc pointing from argument A to
argument B means ‘A attacks B’, and a two sided arc connecting argument A and
B means that A and B mutually attack one another. In Figure 1.2, we can see that
two arguments L and U mutually attack each other, because, at each moment, the
agent can at most perform one action. Also, we can see that, in this AF, there
are no arguments supporting actions go down or go right, because there is no do-
main knowledge suggesting that these actions are safe; instead, sensory informa-
tion (i.e. the agent feels stench as well as breeze in the current square) suggests
that performing these actions may be dangerous. Since we have no ‘applicable’ in-
formation to encourage the agent to perform go right and go down, no arguments
supporting these actions appear in this AF. By comparing the domain knowledge
we presented in Section 1.1 and the AF illustrated in Figure 1.2, we can see that
the domain knowledge as well as the conflicts therein are concisely and precisely
represented by the AF.
To resolve conflicts in AFs and identify the ‘winning’ arguments, multiple cri-
teria, also known as semantics, are proposed [Dun95] and some algorithms are
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developed for computing winning arguments according to these criteria [MC09].
In the AF shown in Figure 1.2, for example, different winning arguments may be
obtained by using different semantics: according to a ‘sceptical’ semantics, neither
of these two arguments is winning, because no one can ‘defeat’ the other and thus
convincingly win; instead, according to a ‘credulous’ semantics, both of these ar-
guments win, because each of them can counter-attack all arguments attacking it.
Later in Chapter 2, we will revisit this example and introduce some other criteria
for selecting winning arguments in greater detail.
Furthermore, based on AFs, new computational argumentation frameworks have
been developed, and these new frameworks have even stronger conflict-resolving
abilities. For example, Value-based Argumentation Frameworks (VAFs) [BCA09]
extend AFs with values so that the relative importance of each argument can be
ranked. In order to choose the winning arguments in a VAF, we not only need
to consider the attack relation between arguments, but also take into account the
relative importance of different arguments. In other words, VAFs can take ad-
vantage of more information (the relative importance of arguments) to select the
winning arguments and, therefore, they have stronger capability in resolving con-
flicts contained in the domain knowledge (details of VAFs will be presented later
in Chapter 2). In addition, a particularly noticeable advantage of VAFs, which
is not shared by other extensions of AFs (e.g. Preference-based Argumentation
Frameworks [AC02]) is that the values in VAFs often represent people’s expecta-
tions of the outcomes of different arguments, and in some applications (e.g. the
energy usage adviser system we introduced later in Chapter 6) the domain expert
can correlate the values in VAFs with numerical values straightforwardly. Hence,
by using VAFs, people can easily rank the actions according to the rankings of
their outcomes; by doing this, people can not only rank arguments, but also pro-
vide the reasons for this ranking. This property of VAFs facilitates people to jus-
tify their rankings of arguments. Because of the conceptual simplicity as well as
strong conflict-resolving capability, AFs and their extensions have been widely
used in designing decision support tools in many real applications, e.g. for legal
[PS07] and medical [FCS+13] decision-making support. However, to the best of
our knowledge, AFs have not been used in stochastic sequential decision-making
problems yet, because they lack systemic mechanisms in dealing with uncertainty
and time series simultaneously. Considering the strengths and limitations of argu-
mentation frameworks, in this thesis we integrate a variant of VAF into machine
learning techniques for tackling stochastic sequential decision problems.
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1.3 Reactive Decision Making and RL
Reactive decision making is often used in situations when people cannot or do not
want to plan for problems because they have no prior knowledge about how to
solve these problems. In reactive decision making, people simply try each option,
observe their outcomes and decide which is the best option. This process is expen-
sive, because trying each option is time-consuming and performing some actions
may lead to undesirable outcomes. However, by using computer simulations, ‘trial
and error’ processes in reactive decision making can be much cheaper, and this
leads to the development of RL algorithms in AI [SB98].2
The RL framework is a considerable abstraction of the problem of goal-directed
learning from interaction. The interaction between a RL agent and its environment
is illustrated in Figure 1.3. We can see that the agent and the environment interact
at each of a sequence of discrete time steps3 t = 0, 1, 2, · · · . We refer to each
interaction between the agent and the environment as a learning step. At each time
step t, the agent receives some representation of the environment: state st, and on
that basis selects an action at. In the next time step, in part as a consequence
of action at, the agent receives its numerical reward rt+1, and finds itself in a
new state st+1. Note that, in different learning steps, performing the same action
in the same state may result in different reward and next state; this represents
the stochastic nature of the environment. This interaction repeats until the agent
reaches a terminal state, and the procedure ranging from putting the agent at the
initial state to the agent reaching a terminal state is called an episode.
A RL experiment consists of one or many episodes. People (either the designer
of the RL system or the user) need to specify when a RL experiment terminates: for
example, an experiment can terminate after learning for ten episodes, or terminate
after one hour of learning. In this thesis, we restrict our attention to episodic RL
problems, i.e. RL problems in which each episode consists of a finite number
of learning steps and each experiment consists of a finite number of episodes.
The target of RL is to identify mappings from states to actions, which return the
actions to be performed in each state, such that by following these mappings, the
2 In this thesis, we focus on the model-free RL algorithms, because they do not learn the dynamic
of the environment explicitly and are thus most conceptually close to the idea of ‘trial and error’
and proactive decision making. We will give greater details of model-free RL techniques later in
Chapter 2.
3 The time sequence can also be continuous in RL, but for simplicity, most RL problems are
modelled as having discrete time series [SB98]. In this thesis, we focus on the discrete time RL
problems.
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Figure 1.3: The interaction between a RL agent and the environment.
long-term cumulative reward can be maximised. Such mappings are known as
optimal policies in the RL literature, and RL algorithms amount to any method
that is suited to find the optimal policies.
RL can be used to design multi-agent learning systems, where there are multiple
agents learning independently [BBS08]. In this thesis, we focus on one specific
form of multi-agent RL: cooperative multi-agent RL, whose goal is to maximise
the whole team’s long-term cumulative reward. Single-agent RL problems can be
viewed as special cases of cooperative multi-agent RL, where there is only one
agent.
Naively, the optimal policies can be found by trying all possible policies, stor-
ing the cumulative rewards they lead to, and selecting the policy that leads to the
highest long-term rewards. This naive approach is computationally expensive and
memory-consuming; as a result, different RL algorithms use different ‘tricks’ to
reduce the time and memory space required to find the optimal policies. How-
ever, no matter what tricks RL algorithms use, the computational requirement for
obtaining the optimal policies increases exponentially with the size of the state
space. This is the famous curse of dimensionality faced by all RL algorithms,
and it is a main obstacle for applying RL to large-scale and realistic problems, for
example in robotics control problems [BS01, SB98].
A widely used idea to combat the curse of dimensionality is to integrate prior
knowledge into RL algorithms. By using prior knowledge, RL agents do not need
to ‘learn from scratch’ and can instead take advantage of some existing instruc-
tions derived either from people’s domain knowledge or other agents’ learning ex-
periences. Potential-Based Reward Shaping (PBRS) [NHR99] is one of the most
widely used techniques for incorporating instructions into RL. It can be applied to
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many popular RL algorithms, e.g. Q-Learning [WD92] and SARSA(λ) (a detailed
introduction of SARSA(λ) will be given later in Chapter 2). Its idea is to give
more promising actions some extra rewards, so that the agent is more encouraged
to perform the recommended actions. The most significant advantage of PBRS
is that no matter whether the instructions are right or not, the PBRS-augmented
RL algorithms are still able to converge to the optimal policy after enough time
of learning [NHR99, WCE03]. PBRS techniques have been successfully used in
both single-agent (e.g. [WCE03]) and multi-agent (e.g. [GK08]) RL problems. A
more detailed introduction of PBRS will be given later in Chapter 2.
Besides using domain knowledge, another popular group of RL techniques to
improving the convergence speed is Hierarchical RL (HRL). HRL algorithms ex-
ploit temporal abstraction, where decisions are not required at each step, but rather
invoke the execution of temporally extended activities which follow their own poli-
cies until termination. Each temporally extended activity can also invoke other
activities to solve itself, resulting in a hierarchical reconstruction of the original
problem. By doing so, HRL algorithms not only enable quick convergence in
complex applications, but also facilitate people to use high-level domain knowl-
edge to instruct learning. On the contrary, all the other non-HRL algorithms are
referred to as flat RL algorithms. Some popular HRL algorithms like MAXQ-0
[Die00] have been proved to be able to converge faster than flat RL algorithms
in some applications. However, HRL algorithms are also faced with the curse of
dimensionality and the classic PBRS techniques cannot be applied to HRL algo-
rithms to accelerate them. As a result, there are still difficulties in applying HRL
algorithms to large-scale problems [BM03].
In this thesis, we focus on using prior knowledge to improve both flat and hier-
archical RL algorithms’ performances, because results of proactive planning can
be naturally used as instructions for agents. In particular, we investigate the incor-
poration of PBRS techniques and HRL algorithms, which can enable the heuristics
to be easily integrated into HRL algorithms, without altering its original (hierar-
chical) optimal policies. We will present the resulting algorithm PBRS-MAXQ-0
later in Chapter 5.
1.4 Contribution
From the perspective of decision-making research, this thesis contributes a frame-
work for designing cooperative agents that can make decisions jointly using proac-
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tive and reactive decision-making strategies; from the perspective of AI research,
this thesis contributes a framework for combining logical and statistical AI algo-
rithms; and from a technical perspective, the main contributions of this thesis are
presented as follows:
• We propose Argumentation Accelerated RL (AARL), a generic framework
for representing domain knowledge by a variant of VAFs, deriving high-
quality heuristics from this domain knowledge and incorporating these heuris-
tics into RL algorithms via Potential-Based Reward Shaping (PBRS) tech-
niques. We prove that the heuristics generated by AARL can not only in-
struct individual learning agent, but also coordinate multiple cooperative in-
dependent learning agents.
• We propose an algorithm called PBRS-MAXQ-0, which incorporates classi-
cal PBRS into a popular HRL algorithm: MAXQ-0 [Die00]. We prove that
this algorithm is able to converge to the (hierarchical) optimal policy with
arbitrary heuristics (potential values) being used. This algorithm allow for
the integration of AARL and HRL algorithms.
• We implement AARL on two widely used RL algorithms: SARSA(λ) and
MAXQ-0, and test the resulting algorithms performances in multiple appli-
cation domains: some are single-agent learning problems, while some others
are multi-agent cooperative learning problems. In particular, we use these
algorithms to implement a real system called the Energy Usage Recommen-
dation System (EURS), and we design a real-data-based simulated user to
interact with this system so as to train it and test its effectiveness.
1.5 Structure of This Dissertation
In Chapter 2 we present the background material in Argumentation Theory and
Reinforcement Learning. As for Argumentation Theory, we give a detailed and
technical introduction of Abstract Argumentation Frameworks and Value-based
Argumentation Frameworks. With regard to RL, we introduce the most widely
used mathematical models for RL, and present some popular RL algorithms and
techniques that are directly used in this thesis.
In Chapter 3, we propose a generic argumentation framework for represent-
ing people’s domain knowledge, and we prove that by computing the ‘winning’
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arguments in this framework, heuristics with several desirable properties can be
obtained; also, we discuss how to incorporate this framework into RL algorithms
to build the Argumentation Accelerated RL (AARL) algorithms.
In Chapter 4, we present our a SARSA(λ)-based AARL, and empirically test
its effectiveness in multiple application domains, including singe-agent learning
problems (e.g. a Wumpus World problem) and cooperative multi-agent learning
problems (e.g. the RoboCup Soccer Takeaway games).
In Chapter 5, we present the PBRS-MAXQ-0 algorithm, which provides a method
for integrating recommendations into Hierarchical RL algorithms without altering
their original optimal policies. We theoretically prove the convergence property
of this algorithm, and empirically test its effectiveness in the Taxi problem and a
stochastic Wumpus World.
In Chapter 6, we present our MAXQ-based AARL algorithm using the PBRS-
MAXQ-0 algorithm given in Chapter 6. Moreover, to comprehensively evalu-
ate the effectiveness of our AARL algorithms, we use both the SARSA(λ)- and
MAXQ-based AARL to solve a novel energy usage recommendation problem.
We use data collected from a real user to simulate this user’s behaviour, and use
this simulated user to train agents based on these two different RL algorithms,
respectively.
In Chapter 7 we conclude this thesis and discuss future works.
1.6 Publications
The work presented in this thesis has resulted in several publications and one paper
currently under review:
• (Chapter 3 and 4) Y. Gao, F. Toni and R. Craven. Argumentation-Based
Reinforcement Learning for RoboCup Soccer Keepaway. In Proceedings of
20th European Conference on Artificial Intelligence, 2012. [GTC12]
• (Chapter 3 and 4) Y. Gao and F. Toni. Argumentation Accelerated Rein-
forcement Learning for RoboCup Keepaway-Takeaway. In Theory and Ap-
plications of Formal Argumentation, LNCS Volume 8306, pp 79-94, 2014.
[GT13]
• (Chapter 3 and 4) Y. Gao and F. Toni. Argumentation-Based Reinforcement
Learning for RoboCup Soccer Takeaway. In Proceedings of 13th Interna-
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tional Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems, 2014.
[GT14b]
• (Chapter 3 and 4) Y. Gao and F. Toni. Argumentation Accelerated Rein-
forcement Learning for Cooperative Multi-Agent Systems. In Proceedings
of 21st European Conference on Artificial Intelligence, 2014. [GT14a]
• (Chapter 5 and 6) Y. Gao and F. Toni. Potential-Based Reward Shaping for
Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning. Under review.
1.7 Statement of Originality
I declare that this thesis was composed by myself and that the work it presents is
my own, except where otherwise stated.
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2 Background
In the previous chapter, we briefly introduced the basic ideas of Argumentation
Theory and Reinforcement Learning (RL). In this chapter, we provide a fuller treat-
ment of these areas. In particular, in Section 2.1, we describe the intuition behind
Argumentation Theory in greater detail, give a technical introduction of Abstract
Argumentation Frameworks (AFs) and Value-based Argumentation Frameworks
(VAFs), and introduce some argumentation semantics: criteria used for deciding
‘winning arguments’. Then in Section 2.2, we introduce the mathematical models
of RL and present some widely used RL algorithms and techniques. At last, we
conclude in Section 2.3.
2.1 Argumentation Theory
In this section, we first briefly review Argumentation Theory in Section 2.1.1, so as
to obtain further insights into the core idea of Argumentation. Then we introduce
AFs, one of the first computational argumentation framework, in Section 2.1.2, and
introduce VAFs in Section 2.1.3. Some widely used semantics are also covered in
this chapter, and we use the Wumpus World example, which was introduced in
Section 1.1, to illustrate how these argumentation frameworks resolve conflicts
and obtain the ‘winning arguments’ by using these semantics. For a more com-
prehensive introduction of Argumentation Theory, the readers can refer to, e.g.
[RS09, CML00, BCD07].
2.1.1 A Brief Overview of Argumentation Theory
Rather than as a paradigm whose study is of independent interest in itself, Argu-
mentation was initially developed as a supportive analytic tool for non-monotonic
reasoning [CML00]. However, Argumentation later received attention from re-
searchers in different fields, e.g. law, philosophy, decision making and computer
science, and this multi-disciplinary community made important contributions in
developing models of argumentation.
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Toulmin [Tou58] introduced a conceptual, semi-formal model of argumentation.
He considered a representation for legal arguments, in which four elements are
distinguished: claim, warrant (a non-demonstrative reason that allows the claim),
datum (the evidence needed for using the warrant), and backing (the grounds un-
derlying the reason). Counter-arguments are also arguments that may attack any
of the four elements of an argument. Toulmin’s work is mainly of historical in-
terest now, because it made little progress in formally understanding ‘argument
acceptability’ as we know today.
Pollock’s work also had profound influence on the early development of Ar-
gumentation Theory [Pol87, Pol91]. Pollock postulated that reasoning operates
in terms of reasons, and reasons can be assembled to comprise arguments. He
distinguished two kinds of reasons: non-defeasible and defeasible. The notion of
defeasible reason is defined in terms of a special kind of knowledge called de-
featers. Defeaters are new reasons that attack the justificatory power that a certain
(defeasible) reason has for its conclusion. Pollock refers to two kinds of defeaters,
rebutting defeaters and undercutting defeaters. A rebutting defeater is a reason
that attacks a conclusion by supporting the opposite one, while an undercutting
defeater is a reason that attacks the connection existing between a reason and a
conclusion. The arguments considered in Pollock’s work are structured: each ar-
gument is an inference tree, where the roots of the trees are statements, the leaf
nodes are premises, and the paths from leaf nodes to root nodes are aforemen-
tioned reasons.
In parallel with this development of the formal logical theory, the early 1990s
also saw important uses of argumentation techniques in the computational treat-
ment of legal reasoning (a survey can be found in [BCV97]). The significance of
argumentation with regard to non-monotonic logic [SL92, Bre94] and the tech-
nical treatment evident in Artificial Intelligence contributions to non-monotonic
reasoning and the argumentation-based methodologies offered in the field of legal
reasoning found some degree of common ground in the exploitation of logic pro-
gramming paradigms and knowledge-based systems. It was in this context, build-
ing upon the argument-based treatment of ‘negation-as-failure’ of Kakas, Kowal-
ski and Toni [KKT92], together with Eshghi and Kowalski’s work on abductive
interpretation [EK89], that the influential contribution of Dung [Dun95] appeared:
Dung presented a theory for argumentation whose central notion is the acceptabil-
ity of arguments. Abstract Argumentation Frameworks (AFs) described in [Dun95]
are now regarded as providing an important bridge between argumentation theory
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as a supporting analytic tool for non-monotonic reasoning and the independent
exploitation of argumentation models in wider AI contexts. A fuller treatment of
Dung’s AFs will be given below in Section 2.1.2.
However, in many contexts, the attack relation between arguments is not the
only concern when we decide which arguments are acceptable: arguments also
have a force which derives from the value they advance or protect. Thus an argu-
ment may be defended not only by counter attacking its attackers, but also by rank-
ing its value more highly than those of its attackers. Moral and legal disagreements
should be seen in terms of different preferences for the values which the conflict-
ing arguments defend or promote: this is a major insight of work in jurisprudence
such as that of [PB80]. For making decisions in such scenarios, the notion of an
argument found in AFs is too abstract, and some extensions of AFs are thus pro-
posed: for example, Modgil [Mod09] integrated meta-level argumentation-based
reasoning about preferences into AFs, such that arguments can not only attack
arguments, but also can attack attacks; and Bench-Capon [BC03] proposed the
Value-based Argumentation Frameworks (VAFs), which relate arguments to their
supporting values and allow these values to be ranked to reflect the preferences of
the audience to which the arguments are addressed. A more detailed description
of VAFs will be given below in Section 2.1.3.
2.1.2 Abstract Argumentation Frameworks
An AF [Dun95] is a pair (Arg,Att) where Arg is a set of arguments and Att ⊆
Arg × Arg is a binary relation ((A,B) ∈ Att is read ‘A attacks B’). Consider
F = (Arg,Att), S ⊆ Arg and B ∈ Arg. S attacks B iff some member of S attacks
B. S is conflict-free iff S attacks none of its members. S defends B iff S attacks
all arguments attacking B. Semantics of AFs are defined as sets of ‘winning’ ar-
guments, known as extensions. For example, S is an admissible extension iff S
is conflict-free and defends all its elements. We say that an argument is admis-
sible iff it is contained in an admissible extension. Admissible semantics is one
of the most widely used semantics, and it captures the idea that a set of ‘winning
arguments’ should be non-contradictory (conflict-free) and be able to protect all its
member arguments from external attacks (by defending all its elements). Based on
the concept of admissible semantics, other semantics are developed. For example,
S is a preferred extension iff S is maximally (with respect to ⊆) admissible for
F; S is a complete extension iff S is conflict-free and S = {A|S defends A}; S
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is the grounded extension iff S is minimally (with respect to ⊆) complete. Simi-
larly, we say that an argument is preferred, complete or grounded iff it is contained
in at least one preferred, complete or grounded extension, respectively. From the
definitions of these semantics, we can see that each preferred/complete/grounded
extension is also admissible, but not vice versa; each preferred extension is a com-
plete extension, but not vice versa; and the grounded extension is the intersection
of all complete extensions (so the grounded extension is unique) [Dun95]. In this
thesis, we mainly use the preferred and grounded semantics to select ‘winning ar-
guments’. Also note that there can be several preferred extensions ‘credulously’
accepting arguments that can be coherently defended, whereas the grounded ex-
tension is guaranteed to be unique [Dun95], consisting solely of the uncontrover-
sial arguments and being thus ‘sceptical’. Both the preferred extensions and the
grounded extension can be empty.
As a concrete illustration, let us consider the Wumpus World example intro-
duced in Section 1.1. Credulously, we may think that performing go up and go left
are both acceptable, because both these actions are safe, and the other actions are
dangerous (go right and go down). Sceptically, however, we may think that nei-
ther go up nor go left is ‘winning’, because neither of them is uncontroversially
better than the other. We build an AF for this problem and use different semantics
to select the ‘winning’ arguments. The AF is represented as the graph in Figure 1.2.
Formally, this AF can be represented by a pair (ArgT ,AttT ), where
• ArgT = {L,U},
• AttT = {(L,U), (U, L)}.
Set {L} ({U}) is an admissible extension, because it is conflict-free and is able to
defend all its elements. By definition of the complete and preferred extensions, we
can also easily see that {L} ({U}) is a preferred and a complete extension. Also,
note that the empty set ∅ is also an admissible extension and a complete extension.
Neither {L} nor {U} is the grounded extension, because they are not minimally
(with respect to ⊆) complete; instead, the grounded extension in the AF is the
empty set ∅. The different extensions obtained by the preferred and grounded se-
mantics reflect the credulous and sceptical nature of these two semantics: when
there are multiple conflicting but ‘equally good’ arguments, preferred extensions
will give all of them (maybe in different extensions), whereas the grounded exten-
sion will contain none of them. Also, we can see that the winning actions iden-
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tified by the preferred and grounded extensions are consistent with our credulous
and sceptical reasoning results presented earlier in this subsection, respectively.
2.1.3 Value-Based Argumentation Framework
Value-based Argumentation Frameworks (VAFs) [BC03] are an extension of AFs
by incorporating values as well as preferences over them into AFs. The values used
in VAFs, in many cases (e.g. in the example follows shortly and in the RoboCup
Keepaway/Takeaway games presented later in Chapter 4), can be viewed as peo-
ple’s expectations of the results of some arguments. The key idea is to allow for
attacks to succeed or fail, depending on the relative worth of the values promoted
by the competing arguments. Given a set V of values, an audience Valpref is a
strict partial order over V (corresponding to the preferences of an agent), and an
audience-specific VAF is a tuple (Arg,Att, V, val,Valpref), where (Arg,Att) is an
AF and val : Arg → V gives the values promoted by arguments. In VAFs, the
ordering over values, Valpref, is taken into account in the definition of extensions.
In Valpref, for two values v1, v2 ∈ V, ‘v1 is more preferred than v2’ is denoted as
v1 >v v2. The simplification of an audience-specific VAF is the AF (Arg,Att
−),
where (A,B) ∈ Att− iff (A,B) ∈ Att and val(B) is not more preferred than
val(A) in Valpref, i.e. val(B) 6>v val(A). (A,B) ∈ Att
− is read ‘A defeats B’.
Then, (acceptable) extensions of a VAF are defined as (acceptable) extensions of
its simplification (Arg,Att−). We refer to (Arg,Att−) as the simplified AF derived
from (Arg,Att, V, val,Valpref).
As an illustration, still consider our earlier Wumpus World problem, and sup-
pose that we add a new piece of domain knowledge that ‘the exit is in the left-hand
side of this agent’. Given this domain knowledge, performing action go left po-
tentially increases the speed to escape from this world and, therefore, promotes a
value ‘exiting the Wumpus World quickly and safely’. Formally, we extend the
earlier illustrative AF with the value set VT consisting of values:
• vexit: exiting the world quickly and safely,
• vsafe: avoiding being killed.
Let valT be such that L promotes vexit (i.e. valT (L) = vexit) and U promotes
vsafe. From the description of each value and the promotion relation, we can see
that each value actually corresponds to the (expectation of the) outcome of some
argument(s). For example, L promotes vexit because we expect that performing
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go left can lead to the results described in vexit. As for the preference over the
values, as an example, we let ValprefT give vexit >v vsafe. Then we obtain a VAF
(ArgT ,AttT , VT , valT , ValprefT ) and derive the simplified AF (ArgT ,Att
−
T ), where
Att−T = Att \ {(U, L)} = {(L,U)}. The attack from U to L is eliminated because
the value vsafe promoted by U is lower ranked than the value vexit promoted by L.
Because U cannot defend itself from the attack from L, the unique preferred and
grounded extension for the simplified AF is {L}, indicating that, when performing
go left can lead to quicker exit of this world, go left is the winning action given
the preference explained by ValprefT .
However, we note that some requirements in VAFs restrict its usage in knowl-
edge representation in RL problems. For example, in VAFs, the value ranking (i.e.
Valpref) is required to be a strict partial order; however, in some real applications
(e.g. the RoboCup Keepaway/Takeaway games in Chapter 4), the domain expert(s)
may rank multiple values with the same preference, indicating that these values are
equally preferred. Therefore, in order to use VAFs to represent people’s domain
knowledge in RL problems, we may need to relax some requirements in standard
VAFs and propose a new variant of VAFs.
2.1.4 Computation of Argumentation Semantics
Computing the winning arguments according to different semantics is generally
a complex problem. Different types of computation are listed in Table 2.1, and
the computational complexity for the grounded and preferred semantics are sum-
marised in Table 2.2. From these two tables we can see that computing preferred
extensions is generically more expensive than computing the grounded extension.
Note that the simplification in VAFs (see Section 2.1.3) can be accomplished by
traversing all attacks once; therefore, for an AF with n arguments, n ∈ N∗, there
can be at most n2 attacks, so the complexity of the simplification computation is
O(n2).
Standard computational mechanism for computing argumentation semantics,
e.g. [DMT07] and [DT09], are defined using trees and disputes, respectively,
and only construct relevant parts of extensions. Answer Set Programming (ASP)
[Lif02] can instead be used to support the full computation of extensions [TS11],
and there exist several efficient ASP solvers, including Smodels1, DLV2 and clasp3.
1http://www.tcs.hut.fi/Software/smodels
2http://www.dlvsystem.com
3http://potassco.sourceforge.net
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Table 2.1: Some types of computation in abstract argumentation frameworks (ad-
justed from Table 5.1 in [DW09]). Given an abstract argumentation
framework AF = (Arg,Att), ET (AF) is the set of all extensions of se-
mantics type T .
Problem Instance Question
V ERT AF = (Arg,Att), S ⊆ Arg Is S ∈ ET (AF)?
CAT AF = (Arg,Att), x ∈ Arg Is there any x s.t. x ∈ S, S ∈ ET (AF)?
NET AF = (Arg,Att) Is there any S ∈ ET (AF), S 6= ∅ ?
Table 2.2: Complexity of some types of computation for the preferred and
grounded semantics (adjusted from [DW09]).
Problem T = preferred T = grounded
V ERT coNP-complete P
CAT NP-complete P
NET NP-complete P
Based on ASP and its solvers, multiple methodologies have been developed to
compute different argumentation semantics, e.g. [EGW08, FW09, DGWW11,
NCO08, WN09]. ASPARTIX [WN09] is a widely used ASP-based tool, and it
can compute many widely used argumentation semantics (including all semantics
we have mentioned in Section 2.1.2) in both AFs and VAFs. In the remainder of
this thesis, we use ASPARTIX, implemented on DLV, to compute the preferred
and grounded extensions.
2.2 Reinforcement Learning (RL)
As we have discussed in Section 1.3, the Reinforcement Learning (RL) framework
is a considerable abstraction of the problem of goal-directed learning from interac-
tion, and RL algorithms amount to techniques to find the best policy that leads to
the goal. In this section, we give a more detailed description of the RL framework
from two perspectives: the problems we aim to tackle, and the techniques we use
to tackle these problems.
The Wumpus World problem we introduced in Section 1.1 is an illustration of
the problems that RL tackles: there is a goal state the agent wants to achieve, but
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the agent is currently in a state different from the goal state. Also, the agent has
certain actions available in each state, such that by performing different actions, the
agent can move to different new states and receive different rewards/punishments.
The problem is how to find the best sequence of actions that can lead the agent
to the goal state with highest rewards. This problem is known as a sequential
decision-making problem [Lit96]. Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) and Semi-
MDPs (SMDPs) provide formal models of these problems: they provide a simple
yet powerful method for modelling states, actions, state transitions and rewards
received in each transition. As a result, most RL work uses MDPs or SMDPs to
model the underlying problems. A detailed introduction of these two models is
presented below in Section 2.2.1.
If complete information of a MDP/SMDP is known a priori, the sequential
decision-making problem can be effectively solved by using classic planning tech-
niques, e.g. Dynamic Programming [Bel56a] or Teleo-Reactive [Nil94]. However,
in many problems, especially some real problems (e.g. the RoboCup Soccer games
that we will introduce later in Section 3.1.1), the agent virtually has no prior knowl-
edge about the problem and it has limited sensory information during its interac-
tion with the environment. Classic planning techniques have difficulties in solving
these problems, and RL algorithms are thus developed to combat the ‘incomplete
knowledge’ challenge. RL techniques are based on Dynamic Programming, but
they offer two important advantages over Dynamic Programming [SB98, Die00]:
(1) RL methods are online, i.e. the policies are evaluated and improved simulta-
neously; therefore, once RL finds that a policy is bad, it will reduce the time used
to evaluate this policy but, instead, turn to look for some other better policies. In
other words, the online property of RL allows RL to focus only on the policies
that are important and spend less time on those less promising ones. (2) RL can
employ function approximation algorithms (e.g. neural networks [MWS95] or tile
coding [SB98]) to represent the agent sensory information, so that the experiences
learnt in one state can be used in some other ‘close’ states as well, and this helps
RL to scale better; this property is especially useful in continuous environment.
Later in this section, we introduce two widely used RL algorithms in Section 2.2.2
and 2.2.3.
Although RL algorithms can effectively obtain the optimal policies in certain
problems, for example a small scale Wumpus World, in large-scale and real appli-
cations, standard RL algorithms usually suffer from the curse of dimensionality:
the number of possible policies grows exponentially with the number of possible
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states. To combat this curse, some techniques for accelerating RL are proposed.
We introduce two widely used such techniques in Section 2.2.4 and Section 2.2.5.
Since it is impossible and unnecessary to cover all RL algorithms or techniques
in this Section, we only cover those that are directly used in the remainder of
this thesis. We refer the reader to [SB98] and [BM03] for a more detailed and
comprehensive introduction of RL.
2.2.1 Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) and Semi-MDPs
Most RL research is based on the formalism ofMarkov Decision Processes (MDPs),
because they provide a simple framework in which to study basic RL algorithms
and their properties. In this thesis, we focus on discrete-time, countable action
and finite length episode MDPs, because they are simple yet powerful enough to
model the RL problems we aim to tackle. A MDP is a tuple (S,A, P,R, γ), where
S is the set of states, A is the set of actions, P (s′|s, a) is the transition proba-
bility of moving from state s to s′ by performing action a, R(s′|s, a) gives the
immediate reward received when action a is executed in state s, moving to state
s′, and γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor, which is used when computing long-term
rewards. The goal of planning in a MDP is to find a policy π : S → A, specifying
for each state the action to take, so as to maximise the expected discounted sum
of future rewards. We call polices that meet this requirement the optimal policies,
denoted as π∗. The value function V pi(s) represents the expected discounted sum
of rewards that will be received by following π starting in state s:
V pi(s) = E[rt + γrt+1 + γ
2rt+2 · · · |st = s, π]
where rt = R(st+1|st, π(st)) is the immediate reward received in time step t, st is
the state visited in t. Besides the value function, also known as V-values, another,
arguably more widely used function in RL is the state-action-value function, often
referred to as Q-values. Qpi(s, a) is the expected discounted return for executing
action a in state s and thereafter following policy π:
Qpi(s, a) = E[rt + γrt+1 + γ
2rt+2 · · · |st = s, at = a, π].
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where at stands for the action performed in time step t. A famous result about
value functions is that V-values satisfy the Bellman equation for a fixed policy π:
V pi(s) =
∑
s′
P (s′|s, π(s))[R(s′|s, π(s)) + γV pi(s′)]. (2.1)
From the Bellman’s equation, we can see that the value function of a state s (i.e.
V pi(s)) can be recursively defined by the value function of the next state (i.e.
V pi(s′)). By doing this, the problem of obtaining the current state’s value function
can be solved by obtaining the next state’s value function and obtaining the imme-
diate reward (this is trivial, because immediate rewards can be directly observed).
Since the next state is ‘closer’ to the termination state, computing the value func-
tion of the next state is slightly simpler than computing the current state’s value
function. From a computer science perspective, the Bellman’s equation breaks
the decision problem in MDPs into smaller sub-problems, and suggests that the
decision making problems in MDPs have optimal substructure, i.e. an optimal
solution can be constructed efficiently from optimal solutions of its sub-problems
[Bel56b, CLR+01].
From a more mathematical perspective, Bellman’s equation guarantees the con-
vergence property of the value function. To be more specific, Equation (2.1) can
be rewritten as:
T piV pi(s) = V pi(s)
where T pi is the Bellman operator underlying π such that
(T piV )(s) =
∑
s′
P (s′|s, π(s))[R(s′|s, π(s)) + γV (s′)].
Note that this is a linear system of equations in V pi and T pi is an affine linear
operator [KMA97]; if 0 < γ < 1 then T pi is a maximum-norm contraction and
the fixed-point equation T piV pi(s) = V pi(s) has a unique solution for any s ∈ S
[Ber95].
For an optimal policy π∗, the value function is:
V ∗(s) =
∑
a
P pi
∗
(a|s)
∑
s′
P (s′|s, a)[R(s′|s, a) + γV ∗(s′)]
where V ∗(s) is the V-value at state s by following the optimal policy π∗, and
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P pi
∗
(a|s) is the probability of performing action a in state s in the optimal policies.
The Bellman equation also holds for the Q-values:
Qpi(s, a) =
∑
s′
P (s′|s, a)[R(s′|s, a) + γQpi(s′, π(s′))]. (2.2)
We denote the Q-value for performing action a at state s and thereafter following
policy π∗ as Q∗(s, a). The Bellman equation also holds for Q∗(s, a):
Q∗(s, a) =
∑
s′
P (s′|s, a)[R(s′|s, a) + γmax
a′
Q∗(s′, a′)].
Given Q∗(s, a) for all state-action pairs (s, a), the optimal policy π∗ at state s can
be obtained as follows:
π∗(s) = argmax
a
Q∗(s, a).
Semi-MDPs (SMDPs) are a generalisation of MDP in which the actions can
take variable amounts of time to complete. We restrict our attention to discrete-
time SMDP, and let the random variable τ ∈ N+ denote the number of time steps
action a takes in state s. Similar to MDPs, a SMDP is also represented as a tu-
ple (S,A, P,R, γ), but functions P and R are dependent on the random variable
τ . In particular, the transition probability function P is extended to be the joint
distribution of the result state s′ and the number of time steps τ when action a is
performed in state s: P (s′, τ |s, a). Similarly, the reward function is extended to
R(s′, τ |s, a), representing the reward received by performing action a in state s
and reaching state s′ after τ number of time slots. The value function (V-value)
also satisfies the Bellman’s equation in SMDP:
V pi(s)=
∑
s′,τ
P (s′, τ |s, π(s))[R(s′, τ |s, π(s))+γτV pi(s′)],
so does the action function (Q-value):
Qpi(s, a) =
∑
s′,τ
P (s′, τ |s, a)[R(s′, τ |s, a) + γQpi(s′, π(s′))].
For illustrating how to use a MDP to model a RL problem, let us still consider
the Wumpus World application introduced in Section 1.1.4 Recall that the agent’s
4 Here we only illustrate the idea of MDP, namely all actions in this illustration take one and only
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Figure 2.1: A 2× 2Wumpus World.
goal is to arrive at the exit square without visiting any square with a pit or Wumpus.
We can use the following MDP to model this problem:
• State set S. Note that a state should distinguish the current scenario from
other scenarios in this problem, and it should also include available and
needed information for decision-making in the current scenario. Given this
understanding, we use a vector to represent a state, consisting of the co-
ordinate location of the current square, and two boolean values indicating
whether the agent feels breeze and stench in this square, respectively. For
example, in the Wumpus World in Figure 2.1, the agent’s current state is
< 0, 0, F, T >, where F and T are shorthands of false and true, respec-
tively. Note that when the current state is < 0, 1, F, T >, an episode is
terminated, because in this state the agent is eaten by the Wumpus. We call
the states that terminate an episode as terminal states.
• Action setA. As we have described in Section 1.1, four actions are available
to the agent in each state: go left, go right, go up and go down. As a result,
the action set A consists of these four actions.
• Transition function P . The transition function describes, by performing
action a in state s, which state s′ the agent will reach in the next time slot.
one time step to finish. An illustration of SMDPs will be presented later in Section 2.2.3.
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In the Wumpus World problem, an action will move the agent one square
towards the intended direction if there is no wall in the intended direction.
In other words, the transition function is implicitly defined by the actions.
For example, still consider the scenario in Figure 2.1, we can see that P (<
1, 0, F, F > | < 0, 0, F, T >, go right) = 1 because performing go right in
< 0, 0, F, T > will definitely move the agent to < 1, 0, F, F >.
However, in many real problems, for example the RoboCup Soccer Keep-
away/Takeaway games (introduced later in Chapter 3), the transition func-
tion is unknown, i.e. the agent does not know what next state it will reach
by performing an action in a state. Some RL algorithms are able to learn the
best policy without prior knowledge of the transition function P , including
the RL algorithms we will introduce later in this section.
• Reward function R. Note that rewards are used to instruct the agent to
achieve the tasks of the problem. Given the goal of this problem, we let
the agent receive -1 for each action it performs. Also, we let it receive an
additional reward +501 when it arrives at the exit, and receive an additional
reward -999 when it steps into a square with a Wumpus. The reason that
we give a negative reward to each action is to reduce the total number of
steps needed to exit the world. Also note that some RL algorithms (e.g.
SARSA and MAXQ as we will introduce below in Section 2.2.2 and 2.2.3,
respectively) do not require any knowledge of the reward function a priori.
• Discount factor γ. Recall that γ defines how ‘short-sighted’ the agent is:
the bigger the γ is, the agent gives more weights to the long-term rewards.
In this example problem, we assume that our agent is extremely ‘far-sighted’
and, therefore, we let γ = 1.
A naive method to find the optimal policy of a MDP is to perform all possible
polices, compare their Q-value (i.e. the long-term cumulative reward) at each state-
action pair (s, a), and select the policy that has the highest Q(s, a) in each (s, a)
pair as the optimal policy. However, the number of policies grows exponentially
with the number of possible states. For example, consider the MDP above for the
Wumpus World. Since the agent can perform four actions in each state, there are
4|S| policies in total. This is a reflection of the well-known curse of dimensionality
faced by all RL algorithms for solving (S)MDPs.
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2.2.2 SARSA Learning Algorithm
SARSA [RN94] is a simple yet powerful RL algorithm, and it has been used in
many application domains, for example the RoboCup Keepaway and Takeaway
games, which will be introduced in detail later in Chapter 6. Particularly noticeable
features of SARSA include its fast convergence speed and its model-free property
[SB98]. Some factors that contribute to the fast convergence property of SARSA
include: (1) SARSA is an on-policy learning method, meaning that the policy
being evaluated is also the policy being used by the agent, and, meanwhile, the
agent continuously updates the policy according to the latest trajectory. This al-
lows SARSA to select the policy that is optimal with respect to the latest learning
experiences. (2) SARSA is a Temporal Difference (TD) based learning method,
meaning that it updates the Q-value of each state-action pair by using the next
state-action pairs’ Q-value, and this allows SARSA to back-propagate the delayed
stimulus information (i.e. rewards) quickly (this will be illustrated shortly in this
subsection). Also, SARSA does not require any prior knowledge about the tran-
sition function of the underlying MDP, and it does not explicitly reconstruct the
transition function (in RL literature, this kind of RL algorithms are referred to as
model-free algorithms): all it needs to store are the Q-values (illustrated below).
This model-free property allows SARSA to be used in applications where the tran-
sition function is unknown. Also note that SARSA can be used in either MDP or
SMDP problems, i.e. the actions in SARSA can take one or more time slots to
finish.
Pseudo code of SARSA is presented in Algorithm 1. A walk-through of this
algorithm will be given below. We first describe some learning parameters in this
algorithm: α ∈ R, α ∈ [0, 1] is the learning rate parameter, which controls how
significantly the current Q-value will be changed after each update; γ is the dis-
count factor; in line 4 and 7, ǫ-greedy is an action selection policy, which chooses
the action to perform in the current state: by using ǫ-greedy, the action with high-
est Q-value is chosen with probability 1 − ǫ, and a uniformly random action is
chosen with probability ǫ. As the learning proceeds, both ǫ and α values should
be gradually decreasing to 0, meaning that less exploration is needed and Q-values
should be updated in smaller steps. Note that the purpose of choosing some ran-
dom actions with probability ǫ is to prevent the learning agent trapped in a local
sub-optimal policy, and ǫ-greedy is a method to trade off between exploration (i.e.
choosing an action that does not have the highest Q-value in the current state) and
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(b) Step 2
Figure 2.2: The first episode of the SARSA-based learning in the 2 × 2 Wumpus
World in Figure 2.1. Each square has four numbers, each representing
the Q-value of the corresponding action in that square.
exploitation (i.e. choosing the action that has the highest Q-value in the current
state). Actually, the ǫ-greedy action selection policy can be viewed as an approxi-
mation of the Greedy in the Limit with Infinite Exploration (GLIE) policy [Thr92],
which requires that (1) each action is executed infinitely often in every state that
is visited infinitely often, and (2) in the limit (i.e. after infinitely many episodes of
learning), the policy is greedy with respect to the Q-value function with probability
1.
Algorithm 1 The SARSA algorithm (adjusted from [SB98]).
1: Initialise Q(s, a) for all states s and actions a arbitrarily
2: while the experiment does not terminate do
3: Initialise the current state s
4: Choose action a in s by using ǫ-greedy
5: while s is not a terminal state do
6: Execute action a, observe the next state s′ and immediate reward r
7: Choose action a′ from s′ by using ǫ-greedy
8: Q(s, a) := (1− α)Q(s, a) + α(r + γQ(s′, a′))
9: s := s′
10: a := a′
11: end while
12: end while
We illustrate how this algorithm works by considering the Wumpus World in
Figure 2.2. Note that in this Wumpus World game, each episode ends when the
agent is killed (either by falling into a pit or being eaten by a Wumpus), and a
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new episode immediately starts with the environment reset. The Wumpus is in
square (0, 1), the exit is in square (1, 1), and the agent is put in square (0, 0) at
the beginning of each episode. An experiment consists of multiple episodes, and
before the start of the first episode, without loss of generality, we initialise all Q-
values to 0 (line 1 in Algorithm 1). Now we consider the first episode. According
to line 3, we first initialise the starting state of the agent as < 0, 0, F, T > (note
that the first boolean value indicates whether the agent feels breeze in the current
state, while the second one indicates whether it feels stench). Then we choose the
action to be performed in s, by using ǫ-greedy (line 4). For illustration purpose,
we let ǫ = 0, such that the agent always chooses the action that can maximise the
Q-value in the current state. Since all actions’ Q-values in this state are 0 now,
the agent can choose any action according to ǫ-greedy. Suppose the agent chooses
to perform go up, and it goes to square (0, 1) and receives a reward of -1000, i.e.
s′ =< 0, 1, F, T > and r = −1000 (line 6). Then the agent chooses the action
to be performed in s′ (line 7). Once again, according to ǫ-greedy, the agent can
select any action because all actions’ Q-values in s′ are 0. Suppose the agent also
chooses go up in s′. Given the current state s, current action a, reward r, next
state s′ and next action a′, we update the Q-value of state-action pair (s, a) (line
8). For simplicity, we let α = 1. Since Q(s, a) = Q(s′, a′) = 0, we can easily
see that the new Q(s, a) value is -1000. We then update the current state s and the
current action a (line 9 and 10), and re-enter the loop between line 5 and line 11.
Now s =< 0, 1, F, T >, and it is a termination state because there is a Wumpus in
this square. Therefore, the algorithm quits the loop and this episode ends. The Q-
values until now are given in Fig 2.2(b). We can see that each iteration of the loop
between line 5 and line 11 is actually an interaction between the RL agent and the
environment; thus, each iteration of this loop is a learning step (see Section 1.3).
The first episode has only one learning step.
After the first episode finishes, the second episode starts immediately (line 3).
The initial state is the same as in the first episode. However, when selecting the
action to be performed in s, go up will not be chosen because its Q-value is the
lowest among all actions’ Q-values in s. Because all the other three actions’ Q-
values are 0, the agent can randomly select any of those actions. The current situ-
ation is illustrated in Figure 2.3(a). Suppose the agent chooses a = go right (line
4); then it will receive reward r = −1 and go to a new state s′ =< 1, 0, F, F >
(line 6). Since s′ has not been visited before, all actions’ Q-values in s′ are 0
and, therefore, the agent will choose a random action a′ in s′. Suppose it chooses
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
 


(b) Step 2


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






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
 


(c) At the end of step 2
Figure 2.3: The second episode of the SARSA-based learning.
a′ = go up. According to line 8, we can easily obtain that the new Q(s, a) value
is −1. The algorithm then updates s and a (lines 9 and 10) and re-enters the loop
starting from line 5. Note that, in step 2, a = go up and s =< 1, 0, F, F > (Fig-
ure 2.3(b)). By performing a in s, the agent receives reward +500, and moves into
a new state s′ =< 1, 1, F, T >. Once again, since all actions’ Q-values in s′ are 0,
a random action a′ is chosen: let us suppose it is go up. We can easily obtain that
Q(s, a) = +500. Since the agent arrives at the exit, the second episode ends now
(Figure 2.3(c)). Thus the second episode has two learning steps.
Now the agent has its third episode in this experiment. The initial state s is still
< 0, 0, F, T >. In state s, the agent will first choose action go left or go down,
because the Q-values of these two actions at s are still 0, whereas the other two
actions’ Q-value are all negative (Figure 2.4(a)). Suppose the agent chooses a =
go down, it will receive r = −1 and the new state s′ = s. Easily we can see
that Q(s, go down) will be updated as -1. In step 2 (Figure 2.4(b)), the agent will
choose go left to perform because it has the highest Q-value in state s, and will
receive r = −1, remain in the same state (i.e. s′ = s), and update Q(s, go left) =
−1. In step 3 (Figure 2.4(c)), all actions except go up have the same Q-value, and
we assume the agent chooses a = go right. A reward r = −1 will be received,
and the new state is s′ =< 1, 0, F, F >. In s′, action go up will be selected (i.e.
a′ = go up), because its Q-value is +500 while all the other actions’ Q-values are
0. So the value of Q(s, a) is updated as follows: Q(s, a) = −1 + 1 × [−1 +
1 × 500 − (−1)] = 499. In step 4 (Figure 2.4(d)), the agent performs go up in
state < 1, 0, F, F >, and this will lead the agent to the exit, which terminates this
episode (Figure 2.4(e)). This episode has four learning steps.
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
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
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
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 


(a) Step 1
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



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 

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(b) Step 2



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





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


 


(c) Step 3


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
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(d) Step 4
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 


(e) At the end of step 4
Figure 2.4: The third episode of the SARSA-based learning.
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In all episodes afterwards, the agent will first perform go right, and then per-
form go up to reach the exit. So all episodes afterwards have two steps, and we
can see that this is the best policy in this Wumpus World. Also note that, given our
specific setting (α = 1, γ = 1, ǫ = 0), Q(s, a) for all state-action pairs (s, a) will
not change in all following episodes. In other words, in this experiment, SARSA
converges to the optimal policy after three episodes of learning. From this illustra-
tion, we can have a direct feeling of how SARSA converges.
After illustrating how SARSA learns, we briefly discuss a very important opera-
tion in SARSA: the Q value updating, as presented in line 8 in Algorithm 1. Since
actions are chosen according to these Q values, the Q value updating plays a key
role in SARSA. We can see that given the current state s, current action a, reward
r, next state s′ and next action a′, the value of Q(s, a) is updated by using both
the existingQ(s, a) value as well as the new estimation ofQ(s, a): r+γQ(s′, a′).
The fact that r + γQ(s′, a′) is an estimation of Q(s, a) can be seen from Equa-
tion (2.2): if the transition function P is deterministic, i.e. performing a at s will
lead to one specific state s′, then Q(s, a) = r + γQ(s′, a′). However, in most
real applications, P is not deterministic and, therefore, by receiving each r, the
SARSA algorithm only changes the old Q(s, a) value by a small step α, such that
after many rounds of update, the value of Q(s, a) can asymptotically approach its
true value. It has been proved [RN94] that when α asymptotically approaches 0
at certain rates, and when the agent uses a GLIE action selection policy, after long
enough time of learning, Q(s, a) of any state-action pair (s, a) will converge to
Q∗(s, a) with probability 1.5
Also, we have discussed in the first paragraph in this subsection that SARSA’s
quick convergence is partly due to its TD-based updating, and this allows SARSA
to ‘back-propagate’ delayed information more quickly. We now describe what is
the information back-propagation and why SARSA’s TD nature helps to acceler-
ate it. Let us revisit step 3 in the third episode in our aforementioned illustra-
tion (Figure 2.4(c)). In this step, s =< 0, 0, F, T >, a = go right, r = −1,
s′ =< 1, 0, F, F > and a′ = go up. We know that performing a′ in s′ receives
a big positive reward +500, and this is a piece of important information we want
to ‘propagate’, because our goal is to maximise the long term rewards. Because
in TD-based Q-value updating (line 8 in Algorithm 1), Q(s, a) will be updated by
using Q(s′, a′), the information contained in Q(s′, a′) will be propagated back-
5 To be more specific, [RN94] proved that when limT→∞
∑T
t=1 αt = ∞, limT→∞
∑T
t=1 α
2
t <
∞, where αt is the learning step in the tth episode, the convergence is guaranteed.
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ward to Q(s, a). The updated Q(s, a) value is 499, as shown in Figure 2.4(d),
and we can see that the reward of reaching the exit (+500) has been successfully
propagated to Q(s, a). We can see that by each learning step, the reward can
propagate one state back. Intuitively, a more effective back-propagation should be
able to back-propagate a reward to all states on the trajectory that leads to the cur-
rent state. This more effective back-propagation can be achieved by the Eligibility
Traces technique [SS96], which will be introduced later in Section 2.2.4.
Although RL algorithms like SARSA are widely used and have been proved to
be effective in some application domains, they by no means completely circumvent
the curse of dimensionality. To further combat this curse, some more advanced RL
algorithms are developed, including the Hierarchical RL algorithms introduced
next.
2.2.3 Hierarchical RL (HRL) and MAXQ
Research in classical planning has shown that hierarchical methods such as hierar-
chical task networks [CT91], macro actions [FHN72, Kor85] and state abstraction
methods [Sac74, Kno90] can provide exponential reductions in the computational
cost for obtaining good plans. However, many RL algorithms, e.g. SARSA, are
‘flat’ methods in the sense that they treat the state space as a huge flat search space.
This means that the paths from the start state to the goal state are very long, and
the length of these paths determines the cost of learning and planning, because
information about future rewards must be propagated backward along these paths.
Considerable research has been devoted to Hierarchical Reinforcement Learn-
ing (HRL) techniques [Sin92, PR97]. A feature shared by all HRL techniques
is that HRL algorithms exploit temporal abstraction, where decisions are not re-
quired at each step, but rather invoke the execution of temporally extended activ-
ities which follow their own policies until termination [BM03]. Each temporally
extended activity can also invoke other activities to solve itself, resulting in a hi-
erarchical reconstruction of the original problem. Among all HRL algorithms,
MAXQ [Die00] is one of the most widely used, because unlike some other pop-
ular HRL algorithms, e.g. Options [SPS99] and Hierarchical Abstract Machines
[PR97] which treat the original problem as a whole, MAXQ decomposes the orig-
inal problem into multiple sub-problems, and each sub-problem can be solved by
invoking solutions of other sub-problems. This allows solutions of multiple sub-
problems to be learnt simultaneously. In this thesis, we focus on MAXQ as the
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representative of HRL algorithms.
In MAXQ, each temporally extended activity (or sub-problem) is denoted as a
sub-task. In particular, if this sub-task can invoke other sub-tasks to solve itself, it
is referred to as a composite sub-task; otherwise, it is referred to as a primitive sub-
task, or more simply, an action. MAXQ decomposes the overall value function for
a policy into a collection of value functions for individual sub-tasks. A core MDP
M is decomposed into a set of sub-tasks HM = {M0,M1, · · · ,Mn}, forming a
hierarchy with M0 the root, i.e. solving M0 solves M . Actions taken to solve M0
may be primitive actions or policies that solve other composite sub-tasks, which
can in turn invoke primitive actions or policies of other sub-tasks. Throughout
this subsection, we let i range over the indices of all sub-tasks in the sub-task set
HM = {M0,M1, · · · ,Mn}, i.e. i ∈ {0, · · · , n}.
For a composite sub-task Mi, the sub-tasks and primitive actions into which Mi
is decomposed are called the children of Mi, and Mi is called the parent of its
children sub-tasks. Formally, a sub-task is defined as follows6:
Definition 1. Given a MDP M = (S,A, P,R), a sub-task Mi in a MAX decom-
position ofM is a pair, < Ti, Ai >, defined as follows:
1. Ti ⊆ S is the set of terminal states, while S \ Ti is the set of active states,
also denoted as Si. The policy for sub-task Mi can only be executed if the
current state s is in Si. If, at any time that sub-taskMi is being executed, the
MDPM enters a state in Ti, thenMi terminates immediately.
2. Ai is a set of ‘actions’ that can be performed to achieve sub-task Mi. These
actions can either be primitive actions from A, or they can be other sub-
tasks. We denote members in Ai as children of sub-task Mi. No sub-task is
allowed to invoke itself recursively either directly or indirectly.
Each primitive action a ∈ A is a primitive sub-task such that a is always executable
and always terminates immediately after execution.
From the definition above, we can see that each sub-task Mi corresponds to a
SMDP Di = (Si, Ai, Pi, Ri), where Si and Ai are defined in Mi, Pi(s
′, τ |s, a)
describes the probability of performing action a ∈ Ai in state s ∈ Si and leading
to state s′ ∈ S by taking τ number of time slots, and Ri(s
′, τ |s, a) describes
the reward received by performing action a ∈ Ai in state s ∈ Si and leading to
6Definition 1 is adjusted from Definition 2 in [Die00].
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state s′ ∈ S by taking τ number of time slots. Note that most MAXQ-based RL
algorithms (e.g. MAXQ-0, which will be introduced below in this subsection) do
not need any knowledge of functions Pi and Ri a priori.
A MAXQ decomposition is usually represented by an acyclic directed graph
called MAXQ task graph. The parent-children relations are concisely represented
in these graphs. The root of a MAXQ task graph represents the original MDP
M , and this means that by solving the root sub-task, the whole problem is solved
(i.e. the optimal policies are obtained). As an illustration, we design a MAXQ
decomposition for an extended Wumpus World. We extend the Wumpus World
application introduced in Section 1.1 by adding some gold into this World and five
actions for the agent: shoot left, shoot right, shoot up, shoot down and pickup.
The first four new-added actions will shoot an arrow to the square next to the agent
in the intended direction, and if there is a Wumpus in that square, the arrow kills
the Wumpus, and this will earn the agent some reward. Note that the agent has an
infinite number of arrows, but shooting an arrow without killing any Wumpus will
receive negative reward. Action pickup will collect a gold if there is a gold in the
current square (each square can have at most one gold). The agent can see glitter
iff there is a gold in the current state, and performing a pickup without collecting
any gold will receive negative rewards. The ultimate goal of this extendedWumpus
World is ‘to collect all gold and arrive at the exit, without being killed by aWumpus
or a pit’. Also note that we add two new elements in the state vector (see Section
2.2.1 for the state vector): an integer indicating the number of uncollected gold
in the World, and a boolean value indicating whether the agent sees glitter in the
current square.
To achieve the ultimate goal, some sub-goals should be achieved first: for exam-
ple, we can easily identify two sub-goals: to collect all gold safely, and to navigate
to the exit safely. These two sub-goals, in turn, involve achieving some other sub-
sub-goals: to collect all gold involves navigation, killingWumpuses and picking up
gold (pickup); and to exit involves navigation and killing Wumpuses. Navigation
involves performing actions go left, go right, go up and go down (we call these
four actions navigation actions in the Wumpus World), and killing Wumpuses in-
volves performing shoot left, shoot right, shoot up and shoot down(we call these
four actions hunting actions). We can see that these sub-goals have a hierarchical
relation, in the sense that a ‘high-level’ sub-task can invoke certain ‘lower-level’
sub-tasks to solve itself.
Given this hierarchy, we design the MAXQ task graph shown in Figure 2.5,
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where each rectangular shape represents a sub-task, either composite or primitive.
Note that sub-task Navigate(x, y) has two arguments, indicating which position
(x, y) the agent attempts to navigate to. Actually, a sub-task with argument(s)
is a shorthand for many similar sub-tasks: for example, Navigate(x, y) actually
representsX × Y sub-tasks, whereX and Y are the number of columns and rows
in the Wumpus World, respectively.
Root
Collect Exit
pickup Hunt Navigate(x,y)
shoot_up
shoot_down shoot_left
shoot_right
go_right
  go_left
 go_up
go_down
Figure 2.5: The task graph for the stochastic Wumpus World problem.
According to the goal of each sub-task, we can specify its terminal states. In
the extended Wumpus World, we let Root terminate when all gold are collected
and the agent arrives at the exit, or when the agent is killed. In other words, Root
terminates iff an episode terminates. We let Collect terminate when all golds in
the map are collected, and let Exit terminate when the agent successfully arrives
at the exit, because the sub-goals of these two sub-tasks are ‘collecting all gold
safely’ and ‘arriving at the exit safely’, respectively. Sub-task Hunt terminates if
the agent cannot feel stench in the current square, Navigate(x, y) terminates when
the agent arrives at square (x, y). All primitive actions, by Definition 1, terminate
immediately. Note that a child sub-task automatically ‘inherits’ the terminal states
of the parent sub-task that is invoking this child sub-task in the current execution.
For example, suppose in one execution, Collect invokes Navigate(x, y); once the
agent reaches a terminal state of Collect, sub-task Navigate(x, y) also terminates
immediately.
A MAXQ decomposition defines sub-tasks, particularly the parent-children re-
lation between sub-tasks. However, the execution of children sub-tasks is un-
ordered, namely as far as the current state s is in Si, sub-task Mi can invoke any
of its children sub-tasks in any order. To specify the invoking strategy for each
sub-task, we define a policy πi for each sub-task Mi, such that πi : Si → Ai is
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a function, and πi(s) indicates which child of Mi is invoked in state s. The set
containing all sub-tasks’ policies, {π0, · · · , πn}, is called a hierarchical policy for
the MAXQ decomposition HM , usually denoted as π. So the goal of a MAXQ
algorithm is to obtain the optimal hierarchical policy π∗ such that each member π∗i
in π∗ is the optimal policy for SMDP Di.
To obtain the optimal hierarchical policy, we need to define the expected cu-
mulative rewards received by each sub-task’s policy, so as to select the optimal
policy for each sub-task. Let V pi(i, s) denote the cumulative reward of performing
sub-task Mi in state s following hierarchical policy π, where i is a shorthand for
Mi. When i terminates at s, sub-task i is not allowed to be performed in s and,
therefore, V pi(i, s) = 0; otherwise,
V pi(i, s) =
{ ∑
s′ P (s
′|s, i)R(s′|s, i) if i is primitive,
Qpi(i, s, πi(s)) if i is composite.
(2.3)
Note that P (s′|s, i) and R(s′|s, i) are actually shorthands of P (s′, τ = 1|s, i) and
R(s′, τ = 1|s, i), respectively, because primitive actions take one and only one
time step to finish. WhenMi is a primitive action, V
pi(i, s) is the expected immedi-
ate reward of performing actionMi in state s; otherwise, V
pi(i, s) isQpi(i, s, πi(s)),
the expected return for Mi of performing sub-task Mpii(s) in state s and then fol-
lowing π untilMi terminates:
Qpi(i, s, πi(s)) = V
pi(πi(s), s) + C
pi(i, s, πi(s)) (2.4)
where the completion function Cpi(i, s, πi(s)) defined as
Cpi(i, s, πi(s)) =
∑
s′,τ
P pii (s
′, τ |s, πi(s))γ
τV pi(i, s′) (2.5)
gives the expected return for completing sub-task Mi after sub-task Mpii(s) termi-
nates. P pii is the transition probability inMi given a policy π. Equations (2.3), (2.4)
and (2.5) provide a recursive way to write the value function given a hierarchical
policy.
To illustrate how the cumulative rewards are recursively decomposed into C,
V and Q values, we consider a scenario in the extended Wumpus World game
shown in Figure 2.6. Rewards for navigation actions are the same as we described
above in Section 2.2.1, and killing a Wumpus or collecting a gold receives +100.
However, performing a hunting action without killing any Wumpus or perform-
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Figure 2.6: An example scenario in the extended Wumpus World.
ing pickup without collecting any gold receives -50 and -10, respectively. Now
suppose we have obtained the optimal hierarchical policy π∗, and we compute the
V pi
∗
, Cpi
∗
and Qpi
∗
value for each sub-task in each state. By following the opti-
mal policy, the agent will use five steps to escape from this World: (1) perform
shoot right to kill the Wumpus; (2) perform go right to arrive at square (1, 0); (3)
perform go up to arrive at square (1, 1); (4) perform pickup to collect gold; and
(5) perform go left to arrive at the exit square. Rewards received by the agent
in these five steps are 100, -1, -1, 100 and 500, respectively. So by summing
up each step’s rewards, we can easily obtain that V pi
∗
(Root, s1) = 698, where
s1 =< 0, 0, F, T, F > (the third boolean value indicates whether the agent sees
glitter) is the initial state of the agent.
Now we view this optimal policy from a hierarchical perspective: we can see
that within sub-task Root, the agent first invokes Collect and then invokes Exit.
In Collect, it first invokes Hunt, and then invokes Navigate(1, 1), and invokes
pickup at last. Let us look into the execution of Hunt. We can see that the agent
performs shoot right in Hunt and kills a Wumpus. So V pi
∗
(s1, shoot right) =
100. After performing shoot right, the stench disappears and Hunt also termi-
nates. In other words, shoot right is the last child invoked in Hunt, and therefore
Cpi
∗
(Hunt, s1, shoot right) = 0. So, according to Equation (2.3), V
pi∗(Hunt, s1) =
Qpi
∗
(Hunt, s1, shoot right); in addition, according to Equation (2.4), we obtain
Qpi
∗
(Hunt, s1, shoot right) = V
pi∗(shoot right, s1)+C
pi∗(Hunt, s1, shoot right) =
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100.
After Hunt terminates, the state is s2 =< 0, 0, F, F, F >. Since Collect has not
terminated yet, it needs to invoke a child sub-task at s2. We can see that it invokes
Navigate(1, 1), which, in turn, invokes some navigation actions. We omit the exe-
cution details ofNavigate(1, 1), and directly obtain that V pi
∗
(Navigate(1, 1), s1) =
−2, because we know the agent takes two steps to move to square (1, 1). Af-
ter Navigate(1, 1) terminates, the state is s3 =< 1, 1, F, F, T >, and Collect
chooses to perform pickup at s3. The primitive action pickup terminates imme-
diately, and Collect also terminates because all gold are collected. Therefore,
V pi
∗
(Collect, s1)=V
pi∗(Hunt, s1)+C
pi∗(Collect, s1,Hunt), and the second addend
can be expanded as V pi
∗
(Navigate(1, 1), s2) + C
pi∗(Collect, s2,Navigate(1, 1)),
whereCpi
∗
(Collect, s2,Navigate(1, 1)) is the rewards received afterNavigate(1, 1)
finishes and before Collect terminates. Because only pickup is performed after
Navigate(1, 1) finishes, we can obtain that Cpi
∗
(Collect, s2,Navigate(1, 1)) =
V pi
∗
(pickup, s3). Since performing pickup in state s3 collects a gold, we can
easily see that V pi
∗
(pickup, s3) = 100, so we obtain that V
pi∗(Collect, s1) =
100− 2 + 100 = 198.
After Collect terminates, the state is s4 =< 1, 1, F, F, F >, and Root selects
Exit, which in turn invokes Navigate(0, 1). We omit the execution of Exit and
directly obtain that V pi
∗
(Exit, s4) = 500. Root and Exit both terminate when
the agent arrives at the exit, and this episode ends. Because Root invokes Col-
lect and Exit during this episode, we have V pi
∗
(Root, s1) = V
pi∗(Collect, s1) +
V pi
∗
(Exit, s4). By now, we obtain that V
pi∗(Root, s1) = 198+500 = 698, and we
can see that the value of V pi
∗
(Root, s1) computed by step-by-step reward cumula-
tion equals the value computed by using C and V values. The whole hierarchical
execution process is summarised in Figure 2.7.
Based on this recursive definition, Dietterich [Die00] proposes theMAXQ-0 al-
gorithm to learn the optimal hierarchical policy from sample trajectories. Pseudo
code of this algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2. The main part of this algorithm
is theMAXQ-0 function. This function basically does two things: (1) updating C
and V values by using rewards collected along the sample trajectories, and (2) ex-
ploiting the current C and V values to produce a policy, which is best with respect
to the current C and V values, and using this policy to generate new trajectories.
We now go through the details of function MAXQ-0(i, s), where i is a sub-
task and s is a state. Since MAXQ-0 recursively invokes itself, we first look at
the base case of this function, namely when i is a primitive action (lines 4 to 7
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Figure 2.7: The hierarchical execution process of the Wumpus World example
shown in Figure 2.6.
in Algorithm 2). First, the algorithm executes action i, observe reward r and new
state s′ (line 5). Then the algorithm updates the value of V (i, s) according to the
rule given in line 6. Note that αt(i) is the learning rate parameter for sub-task i in
the tth episode. αt(i) ∈ R, αt(i) ∈ [0, 1]. This parameter is required to decrease
after each episode [Die00], i.e. αt(i) > αt+1(i), and the purpose of doing this is
to ensure that after an infinitely long time of learning, when C values converge to
Cpi
∗
, they will not be subject to any change. After the V value gets updated, the
algorithm then pushes the current s into list seq (line 7), and returns this list so that
s can be used to update C values for composite sub-tasks that invoke i.
Then we look into the recursive part of this function (lines 8 to 22). When
it does not terminate, the function first chooses a child of i: a, according to an
action-selection policy Ordered GLIE (OGLIE) (details given shortly in this sub-
section). Then the function recursively invokes itself, by using a and the current
s as the argument (line 11). After MAXQ-0(a, s) returns, two tasks are finished:
(1) all states visited during the execution of a are returned, with the last visited
state in the head of the list, and (2) all i’s descendants’ C values and V values are
updated. Also, the execution of a at s transits the agent to a new state, s′ (line 12).
Then the algorithm estimates the value of V (i, s′), so as to perform the TD-based
updating of C values (see Section 2.2.2 for TD, more detailed descriptions of this
updating will be given shortly). For the time being, we skip the details of func-
tion Evaluate(a, s), and only assume that this function will return the estimated
value of V (i, s′) by using all i’s descendants’ C and V values. Details of function
Evaluate will be given shortly. Now we have the current state s, current action
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Algorithm 2MAXQ-0 with all-states updating.
1: /*Recursive part: function MAXQ-0*/
2: functionMAXQ-0(Sub-task i, State s)
3: seq := () /*initialise seq as an empty list*/
4: if i is a primitive action then
5: execute i, receive reward r and observe next state s′
6: Vt+1(i, s) := (1− αt(i)) · Vt(i, s) + αt(i) · rt
7: push s onto the beginning of seq
8: else
9: while sub-task i does not terminate at s do
10: choose an action a according to an Ordered GLIE policy
11: childSeq := MAXQ-0(a, s) /* recursive call */
12: observe next state s′
13: Vt(i, s
′) := Evaluate(i, s′)
14: N := 1
15: for each s in childSeq do
16: Ct+1(i, s, a):=(1− αt(i))Ct(i, s, a) + αt(i)γ
NVt(i, s
′)
17: N := N + 1
18: end for
19: append childSeq onto the front of seq
20: s := s′
21: end while
22: end if
23: return seq
24: /*Main Programme*/
25: initialise all V and C values arbitrarily
26: while the experiment does not terminate do
27: MAXQ-0(root sub-task 0, starting state s0)
28: end while
a, next state s′, and the expected reward to be received within i at the next state
s′: V (i, s′). By using this information, the algorithm will update all visited states’
completion functions (lines 15 to 18). This update is TD-based because it uses the
next state’s V -value: V (i, s′) to update the current state’ C-value. Note that N
(appearing in lines 14, 16 and 17) counts the time gap between the current state
and the state being updated, because all states in seq are stored in the last-in-first-
out order. When sub-task i terminates in state s, functionMAXQ-0 will return all
states visited during the execution of i in s to the parent sub-task j of i (line 23), so
that the completion functions C(j, s, i) can be updated in functionMAX-0(j, s).
Two issues remain unexplained about function MAXQ-0: (1) how function
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Evaluate(i, s) evaluates the value function V (i, s), and (2) how the function se-
lects a child sub-task of i (line 10). Now we discuss the first issue. Pseudo code
of function Evaluate(i, s) is presented in Algorithm 3. Now we look into this
function to see how it evaluates the value of V (i, s), where i is a sub-task and s
is a state. When i is a primitive action, the function simply returns the value of
V (i, s) (line 3). Otherwise, the function constructs V (i, s) by exploiting the re-
cursive decomposition structure of V (i, s) (lines 5 to 9). From Equation (2.3), we
can see that V (i, s) can be decomposed into the sum of two addends: V (a, s) and
C(i, s, a), where a is the child of i that is performed in s. The C(i, s, a) value is
directly stored by the algorithm, and V (a, s) can be computed by recursively in-
voking the function itself (line 6). By obtaining the estimated value of all V (a, s),
the algorithm greedily chooses a child a∗ such that a∗ can maximise the value of
V (i, s) (line 8), and, at last, returns the greedy estimation of V (i, s) (line 9).
Algorithm 3 The function used in MAXQ-0 to greedily evaluate a sub-task.
1: function Evaluate(Sub-task i, State s)
2: if i is a primitive action then
3: return Vt(i, s)
4: else
5: for all child sub-task a of i do
6: Vt(a, s) := Evaluate(a, s)
7: end for
8: a∗ := argmaxa[Vt(a, s) + Ct(i, s, a)]
9: return Vt(a
∗, s) + Ct(i, s, a
∗)
10: end if
It has been proved that by using an OGLIE (Ordered GLIE, in which ties be-
tween sub-tasks with the same V-values are broken in a fixed order) action selec-
tion policy, MAXQ-0 is guaranteed to converge to the hierarchical optimal policy
[Die00]. In practice, people usually use an ordered ǫ-greedy action-selection pol-
icy to approximate the OGLIE policy. An ordered ǫ-greedy policy is very similar
to ordinary ǫ-greedy; the only difference is that ordered ǫ-greedy breaks ties ac-
cording to a predefined fixed order. Pseudo code of the ordered ǫ-greedy policy
is presented in Algorithm 4, whose inputs are a sub-task i, a state s, a real value
ǫ ∈ R, ǫ ∈ [0, 1] and an order pref over all sub-tasks. We can see that if the input
sub-task i is a primitive action, this function simply returns i itself (line 3); other-
wise, it computes the value functions of all children of i, also by invoking function
Evaluate (line 6). After that, it greedily selects children of i and puts them in list
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(line 9). With a probability of ǫ, a random child of i is returned (line 12); for the
other 1− ǫ probability, the function returns the best child of i (lines 14 to 17).
Algorithm 4 The ordered ǫ-greedy sub-task-selection policy.
1: function chooseChild(Sub-task i, State s, Float ǫ, SubtaskRanking pref )
2: if i is a primitive action then
3: return i
4: else
5: for all child sub-task a of i do
6: Vt(a, s) := Evaluate(a, s)
7: end for
8: list := ()
9: insert all argmaxa[Vt(a, s) + Ct(i, s, a)] into list
10: initialise a random number r ∈ R, r ∈ [0, 1]
11: if r < ǫ then
12: return a random child of i
13: else
14: if there are more than one sub-task in list then
15: return the sub-task in list that is most preferred according to pref
16: else
17: return the only sub-task in list
18: end if
19: end if
20: end if
Another point worth highlighting is the TD-based updating rule of the comple-
tion functions C (between lines 15 and 17 in Algorithm 2). We show the similarity
between this C-value updating rule and theQ-value updating rule in SARSA (line
8 in Algorithm 1) so as to obtain some insights into how C values are updated
in MAXQ-0. As we have discussed in Section 2.2.2, Q is updated as follow:
(1 − α)Q(s, a) + α(r + γQ(s′, a′)), where Q(s, a) is the old Q value of state-
action pair (s, a) and r+γQ(s′, a′) is a new estimation of the true value ofQ(s, a).
This structure also applies to the updating rule for C values: according to Equa-
tion (2.5), γNV (i, s′) is an estimation of the true value of C(i, s, a). Note that
N indicates the time gap between the next state s′ and the state being updated: s.
Since the first state in seq is the last visited state in sub-task a, its time gap to the
next state s′ is 1; the earlier a state s is visited, the longer the time gap between
s and s′. Because each primitive action takes exactly one time step to finish, the
number of state transitions exactly equals the length of the time gap between states.
FromAlgorithm 2 and Algorithm 3, we can see that the quantities that need to be
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stored in the MAXQ-0 learning process are just theC values for all composite sub-
tasks and the V values for all primitive actions. All other values will be constructed
dynamically by invoking function Evaluate, according to the decomposition rule.
Compared with flat RL algorithms, e.g. SARSA, MAXQ-0 has been proved to
have better performances in certain applications domains, e.g. the Taxi problems
[Die00] (details of this application will be given in Chapter 5). Also, because the
hierarchical structure itself results from people’s domain knowledge, the MAXQ
algorithms provide a new approach for domain experts to use their knowledge to
instruct the learning procedure. However, because of the introduction of composite
sub-tasks, the action space of MAXQ is larger than that of the flat RL algorithms,
and this may result in slower convergence speed [BM03]. Furthermore, in each
composite sub-task, all children are allowed to be chosen for arbitrary numbers of
times. These factors may cause the slow convergence speed of MAXQ algorithms,
even in relatively small-scale problems [Die00]. One of the main contributions
of this thesis is to introduce a method for tackling this problem, as presented in
Chapter 5.
2.2.4 Eligibility Traces
As we have discussed above in Section 2.2.2, the quick convergence property of
SARSA is partly attributed to SARSA’s TD-based Q-value updating mechanism,
which accelerates the reward back-propagation. However, the back-propagation
in SARSA is just one step, meaning that in each learning step, a reward can be
propagated only one state backward. An ideal reward back-propagation method
should be able to achieve the ‘whole trajectory’ propagation: once the current
state-action pair receives its immediate reward, all historical state-action pairs on
the trajectory leading to the current state should be able to share a proportion of the
current reward, and the proportion is decided by the discount parameter γ as well
as their distance to the current state: the longer the distance, the less proportion
a historical state-action pair shares, because the reward is discounted by γ per
learning step. The Eligibility Traces technique (ET) [SS96] is developed to achieve
this ideal back-propagation.
An eligibility trace is a temporary record of the occurrence of an event, such as
the visiting of a state or the execution of an action. The trace marks the memory
parameters associated with the event as eligible for undergoing learning changes.
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When a TD error7 occurs, only the eligible state-action pairs are assigned credit or
blame for the error. Thus, eligibility traces help bridge the gap between events and
training information. Like TD methods themselves, ET is a basic mechanism for
temporal credit assignment. Almost any TD-based RL algorithms can be combined
with Eligibility Traces [SB98].
Now we briefly describe how ET helps SARSA to achieve the ‘whole trajectory
back-propagation’. The ET-augmented version of SARSA is called SARSA(λ)
[SS96], where λ ∈ R, λ ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter used to control how much credit
should be delivered back to previous state-action pairs’ Q-values. The pseudo
code of SARSA(λ) is presented in Algorithm 5. The basic structure of SARSA(λ)
is very similar to that of SARSA (Algorithm 1). Here we only highlight the aug-
mented part. Initially, all state-action pairs’ eligibility trace are initialised as 0 (line
3). On each state-action pair visit, its corresponding eligibility trace is set to be 1,
meaning that this state-action pair has just been visited (line 10). Note that δ in line
9 represents the difference between the new estimation of Q(s, a) and the existing
value of Q(s, a). This value is the information (immediate reward plus TD error)
we want to propagate backwards to all previous state-action pairs on the trajectory.
To this end, we update all eligible state-action pairs’ Q-values according to the rule
given in line 12. A state-action pair (s, a) is eligible iff its corresponding eligibil-
ity trace e(s, a) 6= 0. In the updating rule in line 12, we can see that the second
addend on the right-hand side is a product of three values: the learning step α, the
information we want to back-propagate δ, and e(s, a), the value indicating to what
extent state-action pair (s, a) is eligible for receiving the latest information. After
the update, the eligibility trace of (s, a) is discounted by γλ, meaning that (s, a) is
less eligible for receiving the latest reward in the next update, because the distance
(i.e. number of learning steps) from pair (s, a) to the latest pair increases.
To further understand the relation between SARSA(λ) and standard SARSA, we
consider a special case of SARSA(λ): SARSA(0). We can see that when λ = 0,
once a new state-action pair (s′, a′) is obtained, only the previous state-action pair
(s, a) is updated, because only its corresponding eligibility trace is non-zero; all
earlier pairs’ Q-values are not affected, because their eligibility traces are all 0,
after updating according to line 13 in Algorithm 5 where λ = 0. As a result, we
can see that SARSA(0) is exactly the same as standard SARSA, and SARSA(λ)
7Q(s′, a′) − Q(s, a), where s, a is the current state-action pair, and s′, a′ is the next state-action
pair, is called a TD error. We can see that in SARSA, Q-values are updated by using this TD
error (line 8 in Algorithm 1)
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Algorithm 5 The SARSA(λ) algorithm with replacing eligibility traces (adjusted
from [SB98]).
1: Initialise Q(s, a) for all state s and action a arbitrarily
2: while the experiment does not terminate do
3: Initialise e(s, a) = 0 for all s and a
4: Initialise the current state s
5: Choose action a from s by using ǫ-greedy
6: while s is not a terminal state do
7: Execute action a, observe the next state s′ and immediate reward r
8: Choose action a′ from s′ by using ǫ-greedy
9: δ := r + γQ(s′, a′)−Q(s, a)
10: e(s, a) := 1
11: for all s and a do
12: Q(s, a) := Q(s, a) + αδe(s, a)
13: e(s, a) := γλe(s, a)
14: end for
15: s := s′
16: a := a′
17: end while
18: end while
is essentially a generalisation of standard SARSA, in the sense that by tuning λ
between 0 and 1, we can tune to what extent we want to back-propagate the current
information to previous state-action pairs.
To illustrate the advantage of SARSA(λ) over standard SARSA (i.e. SARSA(0)),
we consider again the illustrative Wumpus World example we introduced in Sec-
tion 2.2.2. This time we use SARSA(1) to learn, and suppose that, initially, the
agent is in the state shown in Figure 2.3(a). All Q-values are initialised as shown
in this figure. So the current state is s1 =< 0, 0, F, T > (line 4 in Algorithm
5). Suppose the agent randomly selects go right at s1 (line 5), so a = a1 =
go right. By performing a, the agent moves to s′ = s2 =< 1, 0, F, F >, and
receives reward r = −1 (line 7). Suppose that in s′, the agent chooses go up, so
a′ = a2 = go up (line 8). Easily, we obtain that δ = −1 (line 9), and we update
e(s, a) = e(s1, a1) = 1 (line 10). For simplicity, we let α = γ = λ = 1. Because
all e values except e(s1, a1) are 0, only Q(s1, a1) is updated in line 12. The new
value of Q(s1, a1) is -1. After updating s = s2 (line 15) and a = a2 (line 16), the
algorithm moves to the next learning step. Until now, the Q-values are the same as
the Q-values updated by using standard SARSA, as shown in Figure 2.3(b).
In the second learning step, by performing a = go up, the agent reaches the exit
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state s′ = s3 =< 1, 1, F, T >, and receives reward r = 500 (line 7). Suppose
a′ = go up (line 8), so δ = 500 + 0 − 0 = 500 (line 9). Then we update the
eligibility trace of the current state-action pair: e(s, a) = e(s2, a2) = 1 (line 10).
Recall that, until now, only two state-action pairs’ eligibility traces are non-zero:
e(s1, a1) = e(s2, a2) = 1. Given these two non-zero eligibility traces, we can
update their corresponding Q-values (line 12): Q(s1, a1) = −1 + 1× 500× 1 =
499, and Q(s2, a2) = 0 + 1 × 500 × 1 = 500. Then this episode ends. We can
easily see that in all episodes afterwards, the agent will perform the optimal policy,
and the Q-values will not change any longer. Compared with standard SARSA,
SARSA(1) does not need all learning steps illustrated in Figure 2.4.
2.2.5 Potential-Based Reward Shaping (PBRS)
Reward shaping, as a medium to convey domain knowledge into RL, has been
proved to be effective to improve the convergence speed of RL algorithms in both
single-agent and multi-agent problems [NHR99, DGK11]. However, despite its
effectiveness in many experiments, if used improperly, reward shaping can also
mislead the learning process [RA98]. To deal with such problems, Potential-Based
Reward Shaping (PBRS) is proposed by [NHR99] as the difference of some poten-
tial function Φ over the current state s and the next state s′. By integrating PBRS
into MDP, the value function in state s following policy π becomes:
Vˆ pi(s) = E[
∞∑
t
γt(rt + γΦ(st+1)− Φ(st))|st = s, π]
The augmented part, γΦ(st+1) − Φ(st), is called the potential-based shaping re-
ward. The purpose of integrating potential values in such a form is to ensure that
after a sufficiently long time of learning, V pi can be easily recovered from Vˆ pi(s).
For example, suppose s0, s1, · · · is a trajectory generated by a policy π. Given this
trajectory, we can extend Vˆ pi as follows:
Vˆ pi(s) = [r0 + γΦ(s1)− Φ(s0)] + γ[r1 + γΦ(s2)− Φ(s1)] · · ·
= −Φ(s0) + r0 + γr1 + · · ·
= V pi(s)− Φ(s0). (2.6)
We can see that most potential values cancel each other out, and only the first
state’s potential value is left. So the original value function V pi can be easily re-
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constructed from the potential-values-augmented value function Vˆ pi. So we can
see that by integrating potential values into the original MDP in this way, regard-
less of the potential values being used, the optimal policy of the original MDP
is not altered. This ‘robustness’ property of PBRS is arguably the most signifi-
cant advantage over the traditional reward shaping techniques [RA98] and other
approaches for integrating heuristics into RL, e.g. [BRC08].
However, in PBRS, since the potential values are only based on states, they can-
not provide hints on which actions are more promising in some state. To tackle
this problem, Wiewiora et al. [WCE03] extended PBRS to the case of shaping
functions based on both states and actions: Φ(s, a), and proposed a method of inte-
grating Φ(s, a) into RL algorithms: the look-ahead advice (LA) technique8. They
proved that by using look-ahead advices, arbitrary potential values can be incor-
porated into RL without altering its optimal policy, and they empirically showed
that LA can effectively improve the convergence speed of SARSA(λ), by using
sophisticated potential values.
For example, by using LA in SARSA(λ) (we call the resulting algorithm LA-
SARSA(λ)), line 9 in Algorithm 5 is changed as follows:
δ := r + γQ(s′, a′)−Q(s, a) + γΦ(s′, a′)− Φ(s, a), (2.7)
and when greedily choosing actions in state s, the greedy action a∗ maximises the
sum of the Q-value and the potential value at state s:
a∗ := max
a
[Q(s, a) + Φ(s, a)]. (2.8)
This rule for selecting actions is referred to as a biased ǫ-greedy action selection
policy, because the ‘greedy’ actions are selected to maximise the Q-values biased
by a potential value.
As an illustration, let us consider using LA-SARSA(0) in the Wumpus World
scenario shown in Figure 2.2(a). Suppose we have the following potential values
Φ(< 0, 0, F, T >, go right) = Φ(< 1, 0, F, F >, go up) = 100, and all other
state-action pairs’ potential values are 0. These potential values can be viewed
as a numerical representation of the domain knowledge that ‘in < 0, 0, F, T >
(< 1, 0, F, F >), performing go right (go up) is more promising’. In episode 1
8 Wiewiora et al. [WCE03] have also proposed another method for integrating potential values
into RL called look-back advice. However, they claimed that look-back advice cannot be proved
theoretically sound; therefore, we focus on the LA technique in this thesis.
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(Figure 2.2(a)), when selecting actions (line 5 in Algorithm 5), by using Equation
(2.8), we can see that the agent will choose to perform go right because all actions’
Q-values are 0 in this state, and the potential value of go right is much higher
than other actions’. Similarly, in episode 2, when the agent is at < 1, 0, F, F >,
the agent will choose go up. So by using these potential values, it only takes
two learning steps to find the optimal policy. This example illustrates how PBRS
techniques can use potential values to represent heuristics, and use these potential
values to accelerate RL algorithms.
Despite the effectiveness and simplicity of PBRS in many applications, it has
also been widely recognised that the performance of PBRS heavily depends on the
quality of the potential values, and proposing high quality heuristics to derive in-
structive potential values can be challenging [Mar07]. However, this problem has
received little research attention until now. One of our contributions in this thesis
is to introduce a generic framework for deriving high quality heuristics and poten-
tial values from people’s domain knowledge, even when the knowledge contains
conflicts.
2.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we review two families of Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques for
decision making: Argumentation Theory and Reinforcement Learning (RL). We
not only present their technical details, but also illustrate their working processes
via theWumpusWorld application, so as to provide some further insights into their
advantages and limitations. In particular, we show that Argumentation Theory is
strong in representing knowledge, resolving the conflicts therein and performing
logic reasoning over the knowledge, but has no systemic approach in dealing with
sequential decision-making problems; RL, on the other hand, has multiple ‘tricks’
and techniques in solving sequential decision-making problems, but is faced with
the curse of dimensionality. Potential-Based Reward Shaping (PBRS) and Hierar-
chical RL (HRL) techniques shed some light on how to use heuristics to combat
this curse, but they lack a systemic methodology to derive high-quality heuristics
from domain knowledge.
To summarise, as representatives of proactive and reactive decision-making AI
techniques, both Argumentation Theory and RL have limitations when used alone.
As we have discussed in Chapter 1, we believe that integrating proactive and reac-
tive decision-making techniques can result in more powerful decision-making al-
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gorithms, because people use these two kinds of decision-making strategies jointly.
In the remainder of this thesis, we will investigate the integration of these two tech-
niques and evaluate the resulting algorithms’ effectiveness in multiple application
domains.
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3 Argumentation Frameworks for
Reinforcement Learning
In the previous chapters, we have discussed that although integrating heuristics into
RL via Potential-Based Reward Shaping (PBRS, see Section 2.2.5) is an effective
method to combat the curse of dimensionality faced by the RL algorithms, deriv-
ing heuristics from people’s domain knowledge may not be an easy task. In this
chapter, we propose a generic argumentation framework to tackle this problem.
To be more specific, this framework is based on the Value-based Argumentation
Frameworks (VAFs, see Section 2.1.3), and it is used to generate heuristics for
multiple independent yet cooperative RL agents. Later in Chapters 4 and 6, we
will incorporate heuristics generated by this framework into two different kinds of
RL algorithms; the resulting algorithms are called Argumentation Accelerated RL
(AARL) algorithms.
This chapter is organised as follows: firstly, in Section 3.1, we motivate our
argumentation framework by illustrating the problems of deriving heuristics from
conflicting domain knowledge; then, in Section 3.2, we present the framework and
prove some of its properties. After that, we introduce the architecture of AARL in
Section 3.3. We review related works in Section 3.4 and, finally, we conclude this
chapter and discuss future works in Section 3.5
3.1 Motivation
RoboCup Soccer Keepaway and Takeaway games [SSK05, IE08] are widely used
testbeds for evaluating RL algorithms. Because of the high complexity of these
games, heuristics are often used to accelerate RL’s convergence speed in these
games [DGK11]. However, domain knowledge in these problems can be conflict-
ing and, thus, proposing ‘good’ heuristics for these problems can be very chal-
lenging. In this section, we will concretely show some of these challenges in Sec-
tion 3.1.1 so as to motivate our work. After that, we summarise why we choose to
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use Argumentation to derive heuristics for RL from people’s domain knowledge,
in Section 3.1.2.
3.1.1 The RoboCup Soccer Games
RoboCup Soccer is an international project which aims at providing an experimen-
tal framework in which various technologies can be integrated and evaluated1. In
order to facilitate RL research in this application domain, two simplified tasks have
been developed: the Keepaway game [SSK05], and the Takeaway game [IE08].
The basic settings of these games are the same: N + 1 (N ∈ N, N ≥ 1) keepers
are competing withN takers on a fixed-size field. Keepers attempt to keep posses-
sion of the ball within their team for as long as possible, whereas takers attempt to
win possession of the ball as quickly as possible. A game scenario involving two
keepers and three takers is shown in Figure 3.1. At the start of each episode, the
keeper in the top-left corner holds the ball, while all the other keepers are on the
right. All takers are initially in the bottom-left corner. An episode ends when the
ball goes off the field or any taker gets the ball, and a new episode starts immedi-
ately with all the players reset. We call a Keepaway (Takeaway) game consisting
ofN +1 keepers andN takers aN -Keepaway (N -Takeaway, respectively) game.
In Keepaway, only the keeper holding the ball learns; all the other keepers and
all takers act in accordance with hand-coded strategies. In Takeaway, on the con-
trary, all takers learn independently while all keepers play in accordance with hand-
coded strategies. So Takeaway games are cooperative multi-agent learning prob-
lems, whereas Keepaway games are single-agent learning problems taking place
in multi-agent scenarios.
Most research on Keepaway/Takeaway games is performed in the RoboCup
Soccer Simulation Platform2, and agents are assumed to have a perfect knowledge
of the environment: they can observe the accurate position of the ball and each
agent. In the remainder of this chapter, in all Keepaway and Takeaway examples,
we also adopt this assumption that all learning agents have perfect information of
the environment. The simulation platform only provides primitive actions for each
agent, e.g. change the velocity of each wheel3 to some value. Directly using these
primitive actions in RL results in poor performances and, as a result,macro actions
1 See http://www.robocup.org/ for more information.
2 For more information about the Simulation platform, please refer to http://wiki.
robocup.org/wiki/Soccer_Simulation_League.
3 Each robot is actually a cubic shaped vehicle with two wheels.
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Figure 3.1: An example scenario in RoboCup Soccer Game. The ball is the white
circle next to keeperK1.
have been proposed first in Keepaway games by Stone et al. [SSK05], and then
adjusted by Iscen and Erogul [IE08] in Takeaway games. To be specific, there are
two macro actions for Keepaway:
HoldBall(): stay still while keeping the ball,
PassBall(p): kick the ball towards keeperKp,
and two macro actions for Takeaway:
TackleBall(): move towards the ball/K1 to tackle the ball,
MarkKeeper(p): go to mark keeperKp, p 6= 1,
where Kp, p ∈ {1, · · · , N + 1} represents the pth closest keeper to the ball (so
K1 is the keeper in possession of the ball). Takers are also indexed according to
their distance to the ball: T1 is the closest taker to the ball, while TN is the farthest
taker to the ball. When a taker marks a keeper, the taker stops between the ball
holder and that keeper, in the hope of intercepting the ball if it is passed to that
keeper. A taker is not allowed to mark the ball holder. Overall, in a N -Keepaway
(N -Takeaway) game, there are N + 1 macro actions available for each learning
agent in each state.
SARSA(λ) is the most widely used algorithm for both Keepaway and Takeaway
games (e.g. [SSK05, IE08, GTC12, GT14a]). Because these problems are with
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continuous state space, to discretise the space, tile coding function approximation
techniques [SB98] are used together with SARSA(λ). However, even after dis-
cretisation, the state space is still big4 and, therefore, standard SARSA(λ) usually
takes a very long time to find the optimal policy, especially in Takeaway games,
which involve multiple learning agents (the time that SARSA(λ) needs to find the
optimal policies are given later in Chapter 4). Since the game itself is easy to un-
derstand, people can easily propose some advise for agents, and the advise can feed
into recommendations (heuristics) so as to accelerate RL. As a concrete example,
consider the scenario shown in Figure 3.1. We focus on giving recommendations
to takers (i.e. view this scenario as a snapshot of a Takeaway game). We first
propose the following domain knowledge based on our observation of the game,
where q ∈ {1, 2}:
1. Tq should tackle the ball if it is closest to the ball holder, because it can
tackle the ball most quickly;
2. Tq should mark a keeper if the angle between Tq and this keeper, with vertex
at the ball holder, is the smallest among all takers, because then Tq can block
the pass to that keeper most quickly;
3. Tq should mark a keeper if Tq is closest to this keeper, because then Tq can
approach this keeper most quickly.
Given this domain knowledge and the current state (Figure 3.1), we can give
several recommendations to each taker. As for T1, we can recommend it to tackle
the ball according to the first item in the domain knowledge, and recommend it
to mark K3 according to the second. Similarly, we can recommend T2 to mark
K2 because of items 2 and 3, and recommend T2 to mark K3 because of item 3.
However, we can see that there are conflicts between these recommendations: for
example, T1 is recommended to perform both TackleBall() andMarkKeeper(3),
but it can perform at most one action at each moment. We call the conflicts between
recommendations that recommend the same agent to perform different actions in-
ternal conflicts. In addition, we can see that both T1 and T2 are recommended to
mark K3, but asking multiple takers to mark one keeper is a waste of resources:
one taker is able to do the job, so we think there exists a conflict between these two
recommendations. This conflict is between recommendations of the same action
4 The exact number of states depends on the number of agents involved. In a 2-Keepaway game,
there are roughly 300 states. More details can be found in [SSK05].
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to different agents, and we call conflicts of this kind external conflicts. From this
example, we can see that to give useful heuristics, we not only need to give domain
knowledge, but also need to resolve conflicts arising from this domain knowledge.
3.1.2 Why Incorporate Argumentation into RL
From the example above, we see the potential of using heuristics derived from
domain knowledge to accelerate the learning speed of RL. However, in order to
obtain high-quality heuristics from domain knowledge, we need to ensure that:
1. The heuristics should be the result of logical reasoning over the state (agents’
observation of the current environment) and the domain knowledge. For ex-
ample, the heuristics we give to T2 is the result of performing logical rea-
soning over both the current state (T2’s distance to keeper K3 is the closest
among all takers) and the domain knowledge (the third item of the domain
knowledge we provided in Section 3.1.1).
2. The heuristics we give to RL should be self-consistent, i.e. conflicts (either
internal or external) should be resolved.
3. The process of deriving heuristics from domain knowledge should be easy
to understand, so that people can supervise the deriving process and evaluate
the resulting heuristics.
Using argumentation to represent domain knowledge and derive heuristics meets
all these requirements since:
1. Argumentation theory has a well-founded logic foundation and is widely
used in knowledge representation (see, e.g. [BH08]). Many kinds of logic
reasoning can be performed in Argumentation Frameworks (AFs) by using
different semantics [Dun95].
2. AFs can naturally model conflicts between recommendations with the attack
relation, and several extensions of AFs have been developed to resolve con-
flicts more efficiently, e.g. Value-based Argumentation Frameworks (VAFs)
(see Section 2.1.3).
3. Because of the structural and the conceptual simplicity of AFs, AFs have
been recognised as an intuitive methodology for people to understand the
reasoning process. This is also supported by recent psychological research,
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which indicates that people reason in order to argue [MS11]. In addition, by
using VAFs, besides arguments, people can also give reasons behind each
argument (i.e. the values, see Section 1.2 and Section 2.1.3) and the ranking
of these reasons; this further facilitates people to represent and justify their
domain knowledge. Later, in Chapter 4, we perform an experiment involving
128 students to show that arguments can easily used to propose effective
heuristics by people with virtually no background in argumentation.
For these reasons, we will use argumentation for deriving heuristics from domain
knowledge for RL.
3.2 Argumentation Frameworks for Reinforcement
Learning
We first explicitly define the problems we aim to tackle, i.e. the problems that
our technique can be applied to (Section 3.2.1). Given the problem definition,
we introduce the form of arguments we use (Section 3.2.2), and then define our
argumentation frameworks and show that ‘rationally acceptable’ arguments for
these frameworks correspond to ‘good’ heuristics for the agents (Section 3.2.3). At
last, we discuss how to derive heuristics from the ‘rationally acceptable’ arguments
(Section 3.2.4).
3.2.1 Problem Definition
We consider a MDP problem consisting of K (K ∈ N∗) agents in total. Among
them, L (L ∈ N∗,K ≥ L) agents are learning independently yet cooperatively
to achieve a shared goal, and each agent has the same set of available actions; the
other K − L agents are acting according to fixed strategies. A fixed strategy is
a function σ : S × A → R such that for any state s ∈ S and action a ∈ A,
σ(s, a) ∈ [0, 1] indicates the probability of performing action a at state s, and it is
a constant. We can see that function σ specifies the actions to be performed in each
state, and their chances to be performed. Also, note that different non-learning
agents can use different fixed strategies. We denote these L cooperative learning
agents asAgent1 , . . . , AgentL, and denote the action set asAct = {a1, . . . , aM},
where M ∈ N,M ≥ 2 is the number of available actions. Note that generally
Act 6= A, because the available actions for the learning agents can be different
from those for the non-learning agents.
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To illustrate this problem definition, let us consider the N -Keepaway and N -
Takeaway problems (see Section 3.1.1). In a N -Keepaway game, since there are
2N + 1 agents (N + 1 keepers and N takers) in total, K = 2N + 1. Among
them, since only one agent is learning, namely the ball holder, so L = 1. Also,
since there are N + 1 macro actions for the learning keeper,M = N + 1. In a N -
Takeaway game, the total number of agents is the same as that of a N -Keepaway.
So we have K = 2N + 1. However, since all takers are learning independently
and cooperatively, L = N . Also, because each taker has N + 1 macro actions,
M = N + 1.
3.2.2 Argument for RL
It is usually easier for domain experts to propose ‘action-based’ domain knowledge
for certain agents [Mar07], i.e. suggesting an agent to perform some action at some
state. Thus, we use action-based arguments in the following form:
Ag: Agenti performs con(Ag) IF pre(Ag)
where Ag is the name of this argument, con(Ag) (the conclusion of Ag) is the
action that Ag recommends, pre(Ag) (the premise of Ag) describes under which
conditions argument Ag is applicable, and Agenti indicates which agent this ar-
gument belongs to, where i ∈ {1, · · · , L}. We say an argument Ag supports an
action aj , j ∈ {1, · · · ,M}, iff con(Ag) = aj . Throughout this section, unless
stated otherwise, i and j will range over learning agents and available actions,
respectively, i.e. i ∈ {1, · · · , L} and j ∈ {1, · · · ,M}.
We denote Agenti’s observation of the current state by Stai. We denote that
an argument A’s premise is true according to Stai by Stai |= pre(A). We say
an argument A is applicable with respect to Agenti iff A belongs to Agenti and
Stai |= pre(A). Let Arg
∗
j be the set of arguments supporting action aj , i.e. A ∈
Arg∗j iff con(A) = aj , then
Arg∗ = ∪Mj=1Arg
∗
j
is the set of all candidate arguments. We assume that each agent is aware of all
arguments in Arg∗.
Example 1. (Candidate arguments in Keepaway game.) Earlier in Section 3.1.1,
we have given some domain knowledge for takers. Here, similarly, we give some
domain knowledge for the learning keeper as follows:
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• The ball should be passed to an ‘open’ keeper, because by doing this, the
risk of the ball being intercepted is lower;
• The ball should be passed to a keeper which is ‘far’ from all takers, because
by doing this, the keepers’ team is more likely to have possession of the ball
for longer;
• The ball holder should hold the ball, by default, because by doing this, the
ball holder can have possession of the ball for longer time.
We explicitly define ‘open’ and ‘far’ as follows: a keeper is ‘open’ if the angle
between this keeper and any taker, with vertex at K1, is greater than 15 degree; a
keeper is ‘far’ if its distances to all takers are bigger than 10 units (the width and
height of the field in Figure 3.1 are both 40 units). Since the domain knowledge
above is action-based, we can naturally represent it in the form of arguments, as
follows:
• O(p): K1 performs PassBall(p) IF Kp is open
• F(p): K1 performs PassBall(p) IF Kp is far
• HD: K1 performs HoldBall() IF True
where p ranges over all keepers not holding the ball, i.e. for aN -Keepaway game,
2 ≤ p ≤ N + 1. Indeed, the ball holder cannot pass the ball to itself but can
pass it to the any other keeper. So for a N -Keepaway game, there are 2N + 1
candidate arguments in total. We call the keepers that do not hold the ball the free
keepers. Subsequently, in all examples (either Keepaway or Takeaway games) in
this chapter, unless stated otherwise, p ranges over the free keepers.
Example 2. (Candidate arguments in Takeaway game.) Given the domain knowl-
edge we present in Section 3.1.1, we propose the following arguments:
• TqTK: Tq performs TackleBall() IF Tq is closest to the ball
• TqSA(p): Tq performs MarkKeeper(p) IF the angle between Tq and Kp,
with vertex atK1, is smallest among all takers
• TqSD(p): Tq performs MarkKeeper(p) IF Tq’s distance to Kp is shortest
among all takers
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where q ∈ {1, · · · , N}. In aN -Takeaway game, because there areN free keepers,
each taker Tt has one argument TtTK,N arguments of TtSA(p), andN arguments
of TtSD(p). Thus we can see that each taker has 2N +1 candidate arguments, and
the whole takers’ team have 2N2 + N candidate arguments. Subsequently, in all
examples in this chapter, unless stated otherwise, q ranges over all takers in both
N -Takeaway and N -Keepaway games.
3.2.3 Argumentation Frameworks
Arguments as given earlier may have conflicts with one another, and these conflicts
can be either internal or external. For example, in the illustrative example we
gave in Section 3.1.1, both T1 and T2 are recommended to mark K3, according
to different arguments; so, intuitively, these arguments have conflicts with each
other (we will revisit this example below in Example 4). To systematically resolve
these conflicts, we define argumentation frameworks as follows, to organise the
arguments given earlier and represent conflicts between them.
Definition 2. Given Sta = 〈Sta1, · · · , StaL〉, where Stai is Agenti’s observa-
tion of state s, then a Sta-specific cooperative argumentation framework is a tuple
SCAF = (Arg,Att) s.t.:
1. Arg = 〈Arg1,· · ·,ArgL〉 s.t. Argi ⊆ Arg
∗ and A ∈ Argi iff A is applicable
with respect to Agenti
2. Att ⊆ ∪Li=1Argi×∪
L
i=1Argi s.t. (A,B) ∈ Att iff for some g, h ∈ {1, · · · , L}:
a) con(A) = con(B), A∈Argg, B∈Argh and g 6= h, or
b) con(A) 6= con(B) and A,B ∈ Argg.
We refer to a Sta-specific cooperative argumentation framework as a SCAF, and
we call (∪Li=1Argi,Att) the AF derived from SCAF.
Remark. We follow two steps to build a SCAF: 1. select applicable arguments
for all learning agents and 2. build attacks between these applicable arguments.
In step 1, we check the premise of each argument that belongs to Agenti (i ∈
{1, · · · , L}) to see whether this argument’s premise is true according to Stai, so
as to select applicable arguments for Agenti. In step 2, we build attacks between
any two applicable arguments if and only if: a) these two arguments are applica-
ble with respect to different agents but support the same action (external conflict),
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Figure 3.2: The derived AF of SCAFs for the Keepaway game (left) and the Take-
away game (right) in the scenario shown in Figure 3.1.
or b) these two arguments are applicable with respect to the same agent but sup-
port different actions (internal conflict). In particular, note that if there is only one
learning agent (i.e. L = 1), there can be no external conflicts and attacks are
therefore only built according to rule b). Also note that given these rules of build-
ing attacks, if argument A attacksB in a SCAF, thenB also attacks A, namely the
attack relation is symmetric.
Example 3. (Continuation of Example 1.) We build the SCAF for the scenario
shown in Figure 3.1. Note that since we are considering the Keepaway game, only
the ball holder is learning and we build the SCAF for this learning keeper. First we
select applicable arguments by checking all candidate arguments’ premises one by
one. We first check the applicability of O(2) and O(3). Note that a keeper is open
if the angle between this keeper and all takers, with vertex atK1, is larger than 15
degree (see Example 1 earlier in Section 3.2.2). Given this criterion, K2 is open
and, thus, O(2) is applicable. However,K3 is not open according to this criterion,
soO(3) is not applicable. Then we check the applicabilities of arguments F(2) and
F(3). Note that a keeper is far if its distances to all takers are larger than 10. The
distance between K2 and T2 is not larger than 10; so F(2) is not applicable. But
the distance between K3 and any taker is larger than 10, so F(3) is applicable. As
for HD, it is always applicable. So the applicable argument set in this scenario is
{O(2),F(3),HD}.
Then we build attacks between these three applicable arguments. By item b) in
Definition 2, we can see that these three arguments mutually attack one another.
The derived AF of this SCAF is illustrated in Figure 3.2(a).
Example 4. (Continuation of Example 2.) We build the SCAF for the Takeaway
game in the scenario shown in Figure 3.1. We first select the arguments for T1.
Because T1 is closest to the ball, T1TK is applicable; its angle with K2 is not
the smallest, but its angle with K3 is the smallest, so T1SA(2) is not applicable
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and T1SA(3) is applicable. Because T2 is closer to both K2 and K3, T1SD(2)
and T1SD(3) are not applicable. So the applicable argument set for T1 is Arg1 =
{T1TK, T1SA(3)}. Similarly, we can obtain Arg2 = {T2SA(2), T2SD(2), T2SD(3)}.
Then we build attacks between these applicable arguments. We first build internal
conflicts according to rule b) in Definition 2. As for T1, since T1TK and T1SA(3)
support different actions, these two arguments attack one another. As for T2, be-
cause argument T2SA(2) and T2SD(2) support the same action, there is no attacks
between these two arguments. But these two arguments both are in a mutual attack
relation with T2SD(3), which supports a different action. Then we build external
conflicts according to a) in Definition 2. Since T1SA(3) and T2SD(3) support the
same action to different takers, these two arguments attack one another. So Att =
{(T1TK, T1SA(3)), (T1SA(3), T1TK), (T2SD(2), T2SD(3)), (T2SD(3), T2SD(2)),
(T2SA(2), T2SD(3)), (T2SD(3), T2SA(2)), (T1SA(3), T2SD(3)), (T2SD(3),
T1SA(3))}. The derived AF of this SCAF is illustrated in Figure 3.2(b). This AF
can be viewed as an argumentation-based representation of the heuristics (recom-
mendations) described in Section 3.1.1.
In the remainder of this chapter, we let Argij be the set of arguments that are
applicable with respect to Agenti and support action aj :
Argij = Argi ∩ Arg
∗
j
We prove that each Argij is ‘rationally acceptable’, as follows:
Proposition 1. Let (Arg,Att) be a SCAF and AF = (∪Li=1Argi,Att) be the AF
derived from it. Then, Argij is an admissible extension for AF.
Proof. By definition of Att, Argij is conflict-free because arguments therein have
neither external conflicts (they belong to the same agent) nor internal conflicts
(they support the same action). Let A ∈ Argij and B ∈ Arg \ Argij . If (B,A) ∈
Att, then (A,B) ∈ Att necessarily. So Argij can defend all its elements and, thus,
is admissible.
Remark. Proposition 1 sanctions that, in a SCAF, all actions supported by appli-
cable arguments are ‘equally good’ for an agent, since their arguments can defend
themselves. There may be several such ‘equally good’ actions for an agent, and
different agents may have the same ‘equally good’ actions: these situations are
not desirable in a cooperative MAS of the kind we consider, where one agent can
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only performs one action in each time step and different agents are supposed to
perform different actions. To address this problem, we extend the notion of SCAF
with values and ranking thereof (as in VAFs, see Section 2.1.3):
Definition 3. Given Sta = 〈Sta1, · · · , StaL〉 as in Definition 2, a value-based
SCAF is a tuple VSCAF = (SCAF,V, val,ValprefSta) s.t.:
1. SCAF is a Sta-specific cooperative argumentation framework;
2. V is a set (of values);
3. val : Arg∗ → V is a function from Arg∗ to V; and
4. ValprefSta is a preorder over V under Sta.
We denote val(A) = v, for A ∈ Arg∗, as A 7→ v, and say that A promotes v.
Also, we denote ‘v1 if more preferred than v2 in ValprefSta’, for v1, v2 ∈ V, as
v1 ≥v v2. If v1 ≥v v2 and v2 ≥v v1, we denote v1 =v v2. If (∪
L
i=1Argi,Att)
is the AF derived from SCAF, then we refer to (∪Li=1Argi,Att,V, val,Valpref
−
Sta)
as the VAF derived from VSCAF, where Valpref−Sta is a strict partial order >v such
that ∀v1, v2 ∈ V, v1 >v v2 if and only if v1 ≥v v2 and v2 6≥v v1. We refer to a
value-based SCAF simply as a VSCAF.
Note that, as in standard VAFs, each argument can only promote one value while
each value can be promoted by several arguments. ValprefSta reflects the value
preference in one state observation Sta. Also note that, unlike in standard VAFs
where the value ranking is a strict partial order (i.e. for any two values v1 and v2,
if v1 >v v2 in the value ranking, v2 >v v1 is not permitted; see Section 2.1.3),
we allow multiple values to be equally preferred in a VSCAF, by using a preorder
instead of a strict partial order. By allowing multiple values to be equally ranked,
domain experts can represent their knowledge more greater flexibility (see Exam-
ple 6 below). We assume that agents share the same value set and value preference
in each state Sta, in line with our assumption that agents are cooperative. Given
this value preference, a simplified AF can be derived from the VAF derived from
a VSCAF, as in standard VAFs (see Section 2.1.3 for the simplification process).
We will refer to
AF− = (∪Li=1Argi,Att
−)
as the simplified AF derived from the VAF derived from (SCAF,V, val,Valpref)
(with SCAF = (Arg,Att)).
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Figure 3.3: The simplified argumentation frameworks for the Keepaway game
(left) and the Takeaway game (right) in the scenario shown in Fig-
ure 3.1. Note that these two simplified argumentation frameworks are
derived from AFs in Figure 3.2(a) and 3.2(b), respectively, by deleting
the attacks from arguments promoting lower ranked values to argu-
ments promoting higher ranked values.
Example 5. (Continuation of Example 3.) In order to define values, let us con-
sider again the domain knowledge in Example 1: this not only recommends ac-
tions under certain conditions, but also gives the reason behind these recommen-
dations. For example, besides recommending the ball holder to pass the ball to
an ‘open’ keeper, the first piece of domain knowledge also gives the reason for
this recommendation: ‘the risk of the ball being intercepted is lower’. These rea-
sons for each recommendation can be represented by three values: LESS INT ,
TEAM LONG and HOLD LONG, standing for ‘lower the risk of interception’,
‘help the keeper’s team to have possession of the ball for longer’ and ’help the
ball holder to have possession of the ball for longer’, respectively. As a result,
we have V = {LESS INT, TEAM LONG,HOLD LONG}. Then the promotion
relation, val, can be naturally obtained from that domain knowledge: O(p) 7→
LESS INT,F(p) 7→ TEAM LONG,HD 7→ HOLD LONG. Then, by giving a par-
tial ordering of these values (Valpref, we omit the subscript here because the value
preference is specifically for the scenario in Figure 3.1), we can derive the simpli-
fied argumentation framework AF−.
For example, we can give a value ranking as follows: Valpref = {LESS INT ≥v
TEAM LONG ≥v HOLD LONG}. We can obtain that Valpref
− = LESS INT >v
TEAM LONG >v HOLD LONG. Given Valpref
−, we eliminate the attack from
HD to F(3), because the value HOLD LONG promoted by HD is (strictly) lower
ranked than the value TEAM LONG promoted by F(3). We can eliminate all ‘un-
successful’ attacks in a similar way and obtain AF− as illustrated in Figure 3.3(a).
Example 6. (Continuation of Example 4.) In order to propose values, we con-
sider the reasons behind each recommendation, which has been included in the
domain knowledge listed in Example 2. We can see that the reasons (values) of
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those pieces of domain knowledge are ‘tackle the ball more quickly’, ‘mark a
keeper more quickly’ and ‘approach a keeper more quickly’, respectively, and we
denote these three values as QUICK TAC, QUICK MARKand QUICK CLOSE,
respectively. Given these values and the arguments for takers proposed in Ex-
ample 2, we can see that arguments TqTK promote value QUICK TAC, argu-
ments TqSA(p) promote value QUICK MARK and arguments TqSD(p) promote
QUICK CLOSE. Therefore, we have val = {TqTK 7→ QUICK TAC, TqSA(p) 7→
QUICK MARK, TqSD(p) 7→ QUICK CLOSE}.
We give an example ranking of these values: Valpref = {QUICK TAC ≥v
QUICK MARK =v QUICK CLOSE}, and then we can obtain that Valpref
− =
QUICK TAC >v QUICK MARK. Given this value ranking, we can eliminate
the unsuccessful attacks, and the resulting simplified AF− is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.3(b).
Until now, we have defined three kinds of argumentation frameworks: SCAF,
VSCAF and AF− derived from VSCAF. Domain knowledge contained in these
frameworks increases progressively: SCAF selects applicable arguments from all
candidate arguments (Arg∗), and builds the attack relation between the applicable
arguments; based on SCAF, VSCAF includes value-related domain knowledge (the
value set V , the promotion relation val and the partial order of values Valpref); and
AF− can be viewed as a concise representation of VSCAF, such that all impor-
tant information (which arguments are applicable, their relation and their relative
strength) is included in AF−. In other words, SCAF and VSCAF can be viewed
as ‘intermediate products’ in our knowledge representation process, and the final
product is AF−, which is of simple form (compared with SCAF and VSCAF) yet
contains all domain knowledge we need to extract heuristics. As a result, we use
AF− to derive heuristics for RL algorithms.
In order to derive heuristics from AF−, we simply choose the ‘winning argu-
ments’ in AF−, and derive the ‘winning actions’ from the ‘winning arguments’.
This derivation will be discussed below in Section 3.2.4. Here we focus on the
selection of the ‘winning arguments’ themselves and prove that heuristics derived
from these winning arguments have some desirable properties and are therefore
‘high-quality’. To be more specific, we consider two widely used semantics to se-
lect the winning arguments: the preferred and the grounded semantics, as the repre-
sentatives of the credulous and sceptical approach, respectively (see Section 2.1.2).
Lemma 1. If G is a non-empty grounded extension for AF−, then ∃i, j s.t. G ∩
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Argij 6= ∅.
Proof. Suppose A ∈ G. According to the definition of arguments (see Sec-
tion 3.2.2), A must belong to some agent Agentg, g ∈ {1, · · · , L} and supports
some action ah, h ∈ {1, · · · ,M}. As a result, A ∈ Arggh and G ∩ Arggh 6= ∅.
Lemma 2. If P is a preferred extension for AF−, then ∃i, j s.t. P ∩ Argij 6= ∅.
Proof. We just need to prove that all preferred extensions of AF− are non-empty. In
particular, we show that the arguments promoting highest achievable values must
be in some preferred extension of AF−. Suppose AF− = (Arg,Att−), and its set of
achievable values Vach is defined as follows: Vach = {v|v ∈ V, ∃A ∈ Arg s.t.A 7→
v}. v∗ ∈ Vach is a highest achievable value such that ∀v ∈ Vach, v 6>v v
∗. By
definition, there must be some argument A ∈ Arg s.t. A 7→ v∗. Note that Att−
is derived from Att (i.e. the attack relation in SCAF ) by using the simplification
rules (see Section 2.1.3), and all attacks in Att are symmetric. As a result, ∀B ∈
Arg, if (B,A) ∈ Att−, (A,B) ∈ Att−, i.e. {A} can counter-attack all arguments
that attackA. Hence, {A} is an admissible extension for AF−. Because a preferred
extension is maximally (with respect to ⊆) admissible (see Section 2.1.2), there
must exist a non-empty preferred extension in AF−.
Remark. Lemma 1 indicates that if the grounded semantics is used to give rec-
ommendations, when the grounded extension is non-empty, then at least one agent
will receive a recommendation; otherwise, there is no ‘winning argument’ and,
thus, no action is recommended to any agent. On the other hand, Lemma 2 sug-
gests that, when using the preferred semantics to give recommendations, at least
one agent will receive a recommendation and, in particular, the ‘best available
action’ (the argument that promotes the highest achievable value) is guaranteed
to be recommended to some agent.
Theorem 1. If E is a non-empty grounded extension or a preferred extension for
AF−, then ∀i, if ∃p, q ∈ {1, · · · ,M} s.t. Argip ∩ E 6= ∅ and Argiq ∩ E 6= ∅, then
p = q.
Proof. Necessarily, ∃A,B ∈ E s.t. A ∈ Argip, B ∈ Argiq (Lemma 1 and Lemma 2
for grounded and preferred extensions, respectively). If A=B, then the theorem
is obviously true. If A 6=B, by contradiction, assume p 6= q. Then, by definition of
Att, (A,B) ∈ Att and (B,A) ∈ Att. According to the simplification rules in VAFs,
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(A,B) or (B,A) or both are in Att−.5 Hence, E is not conflict-free and so not
grounded/preferred: contradiction.
Remark. By Theorem 1, we show that the non-empty grounded extension or a pre-
ferred extension recommends an agent at most one action. This result is significant
because each agent can only perform one action at each time. Note that, although
each preferred extension recommends only one action to each agent, different pre-
ferred extensions may recommend different actions to the same agent, as shown in
Example 7 below.
Example 7. (Continuation of Example 6.) Consider the simplified argumenta-
tion framework AF− as illustrated in Figure 3.3(b). The grounded extension is
{T1TK}, so only T1 gets a recommendation. However, there are two preferred ex-
tensions for AF−: P1 = {T1TK, T2SA(2), T2SD(2)} andP2 = {T1TK, T2SD(3)},
and they recommend different actions to T2. As an agent can only perform one ac-
tion at a time, we can only select one preferred extension to give recommendations.
We will describe how to break ties between multiple preferred extensions below in
Section 3.2.4.
Theorem 2. If E is the non-empty grounded extension or a preferred extension
for AF−, ∀j, if ∃p, q ∈ {1, · · · , N} s.t. Argpj ∩ E 6= ∅ and Argqj ∩ E 6= ∅, then
p = q.
Proof. ∃A,B as in the proof of Theorem 1. Again, if A=B, the proof is trivial. If
A 6=B but p 6=q, (A,B) or (B,A) or both are in Att− which contradicts that E is
grounded/preferred.
Remark. By Theorem 2, we prove that the non-empty grounded extension or a
preferred extension recommends an action to at most one agent. This result is
especially significant in cooperative multi-agent learning problems (e.g. Takeaway
games), where it is undesirable for multiple agents to perform the same action.
However, the same action could be recommended to different agents by different
preferred extensions, as shown in Example 8 below.
Example 8. (Continuation of Example 6.) Consider again the scenario in Fig-
ure 3.1. Let us focus on giving recommendations to takers. We use a new ranking
of values Valpref = {QUICK CLOSE ≥v QUICK TAC ≥v QUICK MARK}, and
5 According to the simplification rules of VAF (see Section 2.1.3), none of the attacks (if any)
between two arguments A and B can be eliminated if val(A)=v val(B).
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obtain that Valpref− = {QUICK CLOSE >v QUICK TAC >v QUICK MARK}.
Given this new value ranking, we generate a new simplified argumentation frame-
work. The new AF− is illustrated in Figure 3.4. There are two preferred extensions
for AF−: P1 = {T1TK, T2SD(3)} and P2 = {T1SA(3), T2SA(2), T2SD(2)}. We
can see that MarkKeeper(3) is recommended to T2 by P1, but recommended to
T1 by P2. Also, P1 and P2 recommend the same agent different actions. Similarly
to Example 7, this example also suggests that only one preferred extension can be
used to give recommendations at each state.
T1TK T2SA(2)
T1SA(3)
OO
T2SD(3)
OO
//oo T2SD(2)oo
Figure 3.4: The simplified argumentation framework for takers in the scenario
shown in Figure 3.1, given the new value ranking QUICK CLOSE >v
QUICK TAC >v QUICK MARK.
3.2.4 From Extensions to Heuristics
Above, we have introduced SCAF, VSCAF and AF− and proved some properties
of the preferred and grounded extensions of AF−. Recall that our purpose of com-
puting these extensions is to obtain the heuristics, namely the recommended action
for each agent. Here we discuss how to obtain heuristics from the extensions.
When the grounded extension is used, there is one and only one grounded ex-
tension for AF− (see Section 2.1.2). If the grounded extension is non-empty,
each agent Agenti simply needs to find whether there exists any argument in the
grounded extension belonging to Agenti (for definition of ‘belong’, see Section
3.2.2): if there is an argument A belonging to Agenti, since Theorem 1 proves
that each agent can have at most one recommended action, we can just recom-
mend the action supported by A, i.e. con(A) (see Section 3.2.2), to Agenti. The
above method also applies to cases when preferred extensions are used and there
exists only one preferred extension for AF−.
When preferred extensions are used and there are more than one preferred ex-
tensions, we need to break ties between them and select only one preferred exten-
sion to give recommendations: as illustrated above in Examples 7 and 8, although
the recommended actions given by the same preferred extension are ‘compatible’
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with each other, i.e. the same action is not recommended to different agents and
the same agent does not receive different recommended actions, actions recom-
mended by different preferred extensions can be ‘conflicting’. Recall that when
there are multiple preferred extensions for AF−, these preferred extensions are
‘equally good’ (Section 2.1.2). Based on this understanding, we randomly select
a preferred extension and let all cooperative agents use this preferred extension to
obtain its own recommended actions. To this end, we select an agent, called the
captain agent, to perform the random selection; after it selects a preferred exten-
sion, it tells other agents which arguments are contained in the selected preferred
extension.
Note that when there are multiple preferred extensions, all agents must all use
the same preferred extension; otherwise, more than one agent may be recom-
mended the same action: for example, consider Example 8 in Section 3.2.3; if
taker T2 uses preferred extension P1 to generate heuristics while T1 uses extension
P2, both these takers will go to perform MarkKeeper(3), which is undesirable.
So in these cases, communication between agents are essential. However, some
‘tricks’ can be used to reduce the communication burden: for example, if the cap-
tain agent can afford computing the recommended action for each agent, then it
can directly let other agents know their recommended actions, without communi-
cating the whole extension; or when the captain agent cannot afford this, agents
can use a universal predefined system to index all candidate arguments, so that the
captain agent only needs to let other agents know the indices of the arguments in
the selected preferred extension.
The method described above is summarised as a function getRecActFromExt,
whose pseudo code is given in Algorithm 6. This function has two arguments: a
set E containing all extensions of required type (preferred or grounded), and the
agent index i. The purpose of this function is to obtain the recommended action for
Agenti. If the agent does not have any recommended action, this function returns
null.
Now we walk through this function. If there is only one extension in E (lines
2 to 8), the function checks every argument in this extension to see whether any
argument belongs to Agenti: if there is one or more arguments that belongs to
Agenti, the function returns the action supported by these arguments (line 5, note
that these arguments are guaranteed to support the same action, proved in Theorem
1); otherwise, it returns null, indicating that there is no recommended action for
this agent (line 8). If there are multiple extensions in E (lines 10 to 22), when
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Agenti is not the captain agent, this function simply waits for the captain to send
the recommended action for Agenti, and then returns this action (line 11); oth-
erwise, the function builds a table to store all agents’ recommended actions (line
13), and updates this table by finding each agent’s recommended action (line 16).
Finally, the function informs all other agents their recommended actions (line 18
to 20), and return Agenti’s recommended action (line 21).
Algorithm 6 Function for obtaining recommended action from extensions.
1: function getRecActFromExt(ExtensionSet E, AgentIndex i)
2: if there is only one extension S in E then
3: for argument arg in S do
4: if arg belongs to Agenti then
5: return con(arg)
6: end if
7: end for
8: return null
9: else
10: if Agenti is not the captain then
11: receive the recommended action a from the captain agent, and return a
12: else
13: initialise table actTable, whose keys are all agents’ indices, entries are all
null
14: randomly selects an extension S from E,
15: for argument arg in S do
16: find the owner Agentj of arg, and have actTable(j) := con(arg)
17: end for
18: for all agents indices j 6= i do
19: inform Agentj its recommended action actTable(j)
20: end for
21: return actTable(i)
22: end if
23: end if
3.3 Argumentation Accelerated RL (AARL)
Given the argumentation framework we presented above, now we discuss how to
integrate this framework into RL algorithms. As we have mentioned in the begin-
ning of this chapter, the resulting algorithms are called Argumentation Accelerated
Reinforcement Learning (AARL). The architecture of AARL is given in Figure
3.5.
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Figure 3.5: The architecture of AARL.
We now discuss the architecture as well as the workflow of AARL. Before the
learning starts, domain experts first provide some domain knowledge based on
their understanding of the problem, and send this knowledge to module AF. Note
that this knowledge not only includes each agent’s candidate arguments, but also
the value set V, the value promotion relation val, the value ranking ValprefSta in
each state, which kind of extensions (preferred or grounded) should be used to
derive heuristics, and the potential value for each state-action pair: Φ(s, a) (see
Section 2.2.5). Note that because there can be infinitely many states or actions, it is
unrealistic to ask the domain experts to give potential values for each state-action
pair. As a result, we only ask the domain expert to provide a non-negative real
number c, and this number will serve as the potential value for every recommended
action in any state. Details of how to assign the potential values for each state-
action pairs will be presented very shortly within this subsection.
During the learning process (i.e. the interaction between AARL and the envi-
ronment), this knowledge cannot change and remains the same. In other words,
this knowledge delivery from domain experts to module AF is upfront; thus, in
Figure 3.5, we use a dashed arrow to connect these two components. Note that all
other arrows are continuous, meaning that they are activated during each learning
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step (see Section 1.3 for the definition of learning step and Section 2.2.2 for an il-
lustration of it). Because all domain knowledge is provided a priori, if the number
of arguments is not huge, the combinations of all possible argumentation frame-
works can be easily obtained, and their (either preferred or grounded) extensions
can also be computed before the learning starts. Because computing the extensions
can be computationally expensive (especially for the preferred semantics, see Sec-
tion 2.1.4), by doing this, we can avoid the computational overhead introduced by
the argumentation frameworks during the learning, and therefore apply AARL to
real-time applications, e.g. the RoboCup Keepaway and Takeaway games.
AARL amounts to the combination of three modules in Figure 3.5: the AF mod-
ule, the Potential Generator module and the PBRS+RL module. In the beginning
of each learning step, a learning agent first receives the new state st and reward rt.
State st is sent to module AF, so as to let the agent obtain the applicable arguments
(discussed in detail below). Based on all agents’ applicable arguments, module AF
then builds SCAF (Definition 2), VSCAF (Definition 3), derives AF− and obtains
heuristics by computing specific type of extensions of AF− (discussed above in
Section 3.2.4). These derived heuristics, i.e. recommendations of actions, are then
delivered to module Potential Generator.
Before we look into module Potential Generator, we first discuss some issues
about communicating of the applicable arguments. Note that the argumentation
frameworks we build (SCAF, VSCAF and AF−) include all agents’ applicable ar-
guments. Because each agent i selects its applicable arguments based on its own
observation of the environment Stai, to build these argumentation frameworks, an
agent may need to communicate with other agents so as to know their applicable
arguments.6 Because all agents know all candidate argument a priori (this is an as-
sumption we made about our argumentation frameworks, see Section 3.2.2), agents
can use a universal system to index all candidate arguments, and when an agent
needs to let others know its applicable arguments, it only needs to inform the oth-
ers the indices of its applicable arguments. After knowing each agent’s applicable
arguments, any agent can build the SCAF, VSCAF and AF− because all agents use
the same rules to build attacks between applicable arguments and they share the
same value set V, promotion relation val and value ranking ValprefSta in each state.
If preferred extensions are used, only the captain agent needs to build the SCAF,
6If all agents have perfect information of the environment and they all know how other agents
select their applicable arguments, communication is not needed, because each agent can obtain
all other agents applicable arguments.
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VSCAF and AF−, and it can inform the other agents their recommended actions
(see Section 3.2.4); in this case, all non-captain agents only need to communicate
with the captain.
The task of module Potential Generator is to propose potential values (see Sec-
tion 2.2.5) for actions in state st, based on the input heuristics. The basic idea of
this module is to give c to the recommended actions, and give zero potential values
to the un-recommended actions. The reason that we give zero, not negative poten-
tial values, to those un-recommended actions is that the domain knowledge used in
SCAF, VSCAF and AF− is only about which actions are ‘good’, not about which
are ‘bad’ or ‘unknown’. So we use a ‘conservative’ way to give potential values to
those un-recommended actions: giving them zero potential values means that we
are not sure about their goodness and thus we give them neither encouragement
(positive potential values) nor discouragement (negative potential values).
The potential values generated by module Potential Generator will be fitted
into some PBRS-augmented RL algorithms, for example the LA-SARSA(λ) al-
gorithm we introduced in Section 2.2.5, and the PBRS-MAXQ-0 algorithm, which
will be introduced later in Chapter 5. Note that the potential values can directly
affect the action-selection process of the PBRS-augmented RL algorithms (in LA-
SARSA(λ), this has been illustrated in Section 2.2.5; in PBRS-MAXQ-0, this af-
fection will be illustrated later in Chapter 5), so as to improve the learning speed
of RL algorithms.
3.4 Related Work
There has been some research on improving the performance of RL by using high-
level domain knowledge. Marthi [Mar07] proposed abstract MDP to find an ap-
proximation of the true shaping functions by solving a simpler abstract problem
under the instructions of prior knowledge. Grzes and Kudenko [GK08] used the
high-level STRIPS [FN72] operator knowledge in reward shaping to search for
an optimal policy and showed that the STRIPS-based reward shaping converges
faster than the abstract MDP approach. However, these approaches have very high
and restrictive requirements on the domain knowledge being used: for example,
in the abstract MDP approach, people are required to identify which states are
‘similar’, so as to merge these states into one state and therefore propose the ab-
stract MDP; in Grzes and Kudenko’s approach [GK08], people have to provide
STRIPS-style domain knowledge, which cannot contain conflicts. We can see that
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our argumentation framework based approach is able to handle more flexible do-
main knowledge: for example, the domain knowledge we provide in this chapter
for the Keepaway and Takeaway games does not meet the requirement of their ap-
proaches, but can be used in our approach. In addition, their approaches can only
be applied to single-agent learning problems, while ours can be used in multi-
agent problems also. To summarise, our approach is more generic and flexible
than existing techniques for proposing heuristics for RL.
Our work is closely related to work in argumentation-based decision making,
because, in each state, our argumentation framework needs to decide which ac-
tions should be recommended to which agents. Amgoud [Amg09] proposed a
two-phase argumentation-based model for decision making: in the first inference
step, the model uses a Dung style system in which arguments in favour/against
each option (action) are built, then evaluated by using certain semantics; in the
second comparison phase, pairs of alternative options are compared using a given
criterion, which is generally based on the winning arguments computed in the
first phase. Note that, in the first phase, two kinds of arguments are used: prac-
tical arguments, whose conclusions are actions, and epistemic arguments, whose
conclusions are premises of practical arguments. By introducing the epistemic
arguments, the selection of the applicable arguments can also be modelled in an
argumentative way. This distinction between practical and epistemic arguments
is also present in other approaches to argumentation-based decision making, e.g.
[AP09, BCP06]. Note that SCAF and VSCAF only allow practical arguments
and the applicability of each argument is decided by comparing its premise with
the current state, not by using epistemic arguments. Compared with Amgoud’s ap-
proach, the argumentation framework we proposed has two immediate advantages:
(a) by only allowing practical arguments, we reduce the overall number of argu-
ments involved in each learning step, and thus reduce the domain expert’s burden to
propose arguments; this property is especially useful when the domain experts do
not have much expertise in argumentation; and (b) the computational overhead of
selecting the applicable arguments in our approach is lower than that in Amgoud’s
approach: in our approach, the programme just needs to go through the premises
of each argument, but in Amgound’s approach, the programme needs to compute
the winning arguments in an argumentation framework, which involves both prac-
tical and epistemic arguments, and this computation is generally very expensive
(see Section 2.1.4). However, the epistemic arguments allow for more powerful
knowledge representation and justification capability. We leave extending our ar-
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gumentation frameworks with epistemic arguments as a future work, which will
be discussed in greater details later in Chapter 7.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we first presented the challenges of deriving high-quality heuristics
from conflicting domain knowledge, and then proposed a VAF-based argumenta-
tion framework to tackle this problem. We proved that the heuristics generated by
this framework are suitable for cooperative RL algorithms, because each agent re-
ceives at most one recommended action (this property is desirable because each we
focused on problems where agent can perform only one action at each time slot)
and each action is recommended to at most one agent (this property is desirable be-
cause we focused on cooperative RL problems where multiple agents performing
the same action is a waste of resources). In addition, we proposed Argumenta-
tion Accelerated RL (AARL) as an incorporation of our VAF-based argumentation
frameworks with RL algorithms. In particular, we outlined the architecture of
AARL and described the functionality of each of its modules.
In the next chapter, we will instantiate the AARL framework on different RL al-
gorithms so as to empirically test the effectiveness of AARL. We select SARSA(λ)
and MAXQ-0 as the representatives of the flat and hierarchical RL algorithms,
respectively, and implement AARL on these two algorithms. The resulting al-
gorithms — SARSA(λ)- and MAXQ-based AARL — and their performances on
some application domains will be presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6, respec-
tively. In addition, in Chapter 5, we will give the PBRS-augmented MAXQ-0 al-
gorithm: PBRS-MAXQ-0, which is essential for the construction of MAXQ-based
AARL.
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4 SARSA(λ)-based AARL
In Chapter 3, we have proposed a generic argumentation framework for deriv-
ing high-quality heuristics from conflicting domain knowledge. In this chapter,
we integrate the heuristics generated by the aforementioned argumentation frame-
work into SARSA(λ) (see Section 2.2.4), and propose the resulting algorithm:
SARSA(λ)-based Argumentation Accelerated RL (SARSA(λ)-based AARL). We
choose SARSA(λ) as the RL algorithm to implement AARL because it is a simple
and widely used RL algorithm [SB98]; also, it has been integrated with mature
PBRS techniques, e.g. look-ahead advice (LA, see Section 2.2.5), which have
been proved sound and empirically effective.
This chapter is organised as follows: in Section 4.1, we present SARSA(λ)-
based AARL; then we empirically test its effectiveness in the RoboCup Keepaway
and Takeaway games in Section 4.2, and in a Wumpus World game in Section
4.3. Related works are reviewed in Section 4.4, and we conclude this chapter in
Section 4.5.
4.1 SARSA(λ)-based AARL
To propose the SARSA(λ)-based AARL algorithm, let us first revisit the archi-
tecture of AARL we illustrated in Figure 3.5 in Chapter 3. We discussed that
AARL amounts to the combination of three modules: AF, Potential Generator and
PBRS+RL. We choose LA-SARSA(λ) to be the algorithm used in the PBRS+RL
module, and this algorithm has been presented in Section 2.2.5.
For the other two modules, we can see that the output of the AF module, i.e.
the heuristics, are only used in the Potential Generator module; as a result, for
efficiency purposes, we implement one single function with the combined func-
tionality of both these two modules. We name this function getPotential(s), and
its output is a table containing all actions’ potential values in state s. The pseudo
code of this function is presented in Algorithm 7.
Function getPotential has two arguments: the current state s and the learn-
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Algorithm 7 The combined AF module and Heuristics Generator module of
SARSA(λ)-based AARL for a learning agent Agenti.
1: function getPotential(State s, AgentIndex i)
2: Obtain candidate argument set Arg∗, value set V, value promotion relation
val, value ranking Valpref, the argumentation extension type Type, and the
potential value given to recommended actions: c ∈ R, c > 0
3: Obtain all agents’ applicable argument set
4: Build SCAF, VSCAF, and derive AF−
5: E := getExtensions(AF−, T ype)
6: arec := getRecActFromExt(E, i)
7: Build a Table, whose keys are actions, entries are all 0
8: if arec is not null then
9: Table(arec) := c
10: end if
11: return Table
ing agent index i. In the beginning (line 2), getPotential first obtains all domain
knowledge provided by the domain expert. As we have discussed in Section 3.3,
this knowledge is ‘upfront’, i.e. provided before the learning starts and remaining
the same throughout the learning. Given this knowledge, each agent can obtain the
applicable arguments (line 3, note that this may need communication with other
agents, see Section 3.3), and then build SCAF, VSCAF and derive AF− (line 4).
Given AF−, the agent can compute the Type extensions of AF− and store these
extensions in set E (line 5). Note that Type can be preferred or grounded, as dis-
cussed in Chapter 3. Given all extensions, the agent can choose the recommended
action for itself, by invoking function getRecActFromExt (line 6), as defined in
Algorithm 6 in Chapter 3. Note that if this agent does not have any recommended
actions, function getRecActFromExt returns null. After obtaining the recom-
mended action arec, the agent creates a table, in which the entries corresponding
to the recommended actions are c, while the other actions’ corresponding entries
are 0 (lines 7 to 9, for why these potential values are given to each action, see
Section 3.2.4). This table is the output of the function (line 11).
Function getPotential is integrated into LA-SARSA(λ) to give the SARSA(λ)-
based AARL (in Algorithm 8). Here we highlight some significant differences
between this algorithm and LA-SARSA(λ) (see Section 2.2.5):
• Before entering into the first learning step (see Section 1.3 and 2.2.2 for
‘learning step’), we compute the potential values in the initial state and store
the results in table CurTable (line 5 in Algorithm 8). Note that the current
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Algorithm 8 The SARSA(λ)-based AARL for Agenti.
1: Initialise Q(s, a) arbitrarily for all states s and actions a
2: while the experiment does not terminate do
3: Initialise e(s, a) := 0 for all s and a
4: Initialise current state st
5: CurTable := getPotential(st, i)
6: Choose action at from st using the biased ǫ-greedy policy
7: while st is not a terminal state do
8: Execute action at, observe reward rt and new state st+1
9: NextTable := getPotential(st+1, i)
10: Choose at+1 from st+1 using the biased ǫ-greedy policy
11: δ := rt + γQ(st+1, at+1) − Q(st, at) + γNextTable(st+1, at+1) −
CurTable(st, at)
12: e(st, at) := 1
13: for all s, a do
14: Q(s, a) := Q(s, a) + αδe(s, a)
15: e(s, a) := γλe(s, a)
16: end for
17: CurTable := NextTable
18: st := st+1; at := at+1
19: end while
20: end while
state’s potential values are computed before selecting the action to be per-
formed in the current state (line 6), because in LA-SARSA(λ), actions are
selected by using the biased ǫ-greedy policy (see Equation (2.8) in Section
2.2.5), which needs the potential values of all actions.
• After the next state st+1 is observed, this algorithm computes the potential
values for all actions in st+1 and store the results in table NextTable (line
9). Also, this potential value computation is performed earlier than selecting
the action to be performed in st+1, which also requires potential values of
all actions in st+1.
• In Q-value updating (line 11), according to Equation (2.8) in Section 2.2.5,
potential values of both the current state-action pair (st, at) and the next state
action pair (st+1, at+1) are needed. We obtain these two potential values by
visiting their corresponding table entries.
• Towards the end of each learning step (line 17), the algorithm updates table
CurTable by replacing its entries with entries inNextTable. By doing this,
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in the next learning step, potential values for st do not need to be computed
again.
4.2 Experiments in RoboCup Games
We apply SARSA(λ)-based AARL (Algorithm 8) and SARSA(λ) (Algorithm 1)
for each learning agent in the RoboCup Soccer Keepaway and Takeaway games to
test the effectiveness of AARL. Since Keepaway is a single-agent learning problem
and Takeaway is a multi-agent cooperative learning problem (see Section 3.1.1),
by using these games as testbeds, we can comprehensively test the performance of
SARSA(λ)-based AARL.
Our experiments can be divided into three phases, and the complexities of exper-
iments in these phases grow progressively: in phase 1, both keepers and takers use
fixed strategies (see Section 3.2.1 for the definition of fixed strategy); so there is no
learning involved in this phase, and the purpose is to evaluate the performances of
the fixed strategies, because these fixed strategies will play against learning agents
in later phases. In phase 2, we perform experiments in two different Keepaway
games: 2-Keepaway and 3-Keepaway1. In these games, only the ball holder keeper
has learning ability and all the other robots, including all free keepers (i.e. keepers
not holding the ball, see Section 3.1.1) and all takers, act according to fixed strate-
gies (note that keepers and takers follow different fixed strategies). The purpose of
this phase is to test the effectiveness of SARSA(λ)-based AARL in single-agent
learning problems. In phase 3, we perform experiments in two different Takeaway
games: 2-Takeaway and 3-Takeaway. Here, all takers are learning while all keep-
ers act according to some fixed strategy (note that different keepers use different
fixed strategies; these strategies will be described in more detail later in Section
4.2.1). The purpose of this phase is to test the effectiveness of SARSA(λ)-based
AARL in multi-agent cooperative learning problems. Note that in all our experi-
ments, the size of the field is 40× 40. Note that we do not perform experiments in
which both keepers and takers learn, because it has been reported that when both
sides learn simultaneously, both sides could fail to converge [BBS08] 2.
1 In a N -Keepaway or a N -Takeaway game (N ∈ N, N ≥ 2), there are N + 1 keepers and N
takers.
2 This problem is often referred to as the non-stationary problem in multi-agent RL. Note that
major RL algorithms, including SARSA(λ) and MAXQ-0, are guaranteed to converge in MDPs
where the transition function (see Section 2.2.1) is stationary, i.e. P (s′|s, a) is a fixed value
for each states s, s′ and action a. Since in multi-agent RL problems, for each agent, all other
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In our SARSA(λ)-based AARL, we use both grounded semantics and preferred
semantics to give recommendations, and use the ASPARTIX library to compute
extensions (see Section 2.1.4). Because the number of arguments and the number
of value orderings we use is not large (details given below), we can easily list all
possible combinations of AF−, compute their grounded extensions and preferred
extensions before the learning starts, and store all these results in two tables, one
for preferred extensions and the other for the grounded extension, where keys are
states and entries are all extensions in these states. The reason that we compute
these extensions in such an ‘off-line’ style is to reduce the action-selection time:
the RoboCup Simulation Platform requires each agent to return which action it
chooses within 125 milliseconds; our preliminary experiments indicate that when
we compute all these extensions ‘on-line’, ASPARTIX sometimes is not able to
finish within this time limit, and this will cause the agent to perform no action.
As for the communication between agents (this is needed when using preferred
extensions to derive heuristics, see discussion in Section 3.2.4), because each
learning agent is implemented as an independent thread, we let them share a text
file, and in each learning step, each thread can write or read this file so as to allow
the agents to communicate with one another.
Note that the learning keeper and the learning takers make decisions with dif-
ferent frequencies. The RoboCup Simulator allows each robot to update its action
every 125 ms, called a cycle. In the keepers’ team, the ball holder makes decisions
and updates its action once a cycle.3 However, in the Takeaway games, updating
actions once a cycle results in poor performances [IE08]. So we make all the takers
make decisions every five cycles.
We use the same learning settings as in most RoboCup Keepaway and Takeaway
literature [SSK05, IE08, DGK11]. To be more specific, for all RL-based (including
both standard SARSA(λ) and SARSA(λ)-based AARL) agents, the rewards they
receive are as follows: in Keepaway games, the rewards received by the holder
is the time (in seconds) that the holder possesses the ball; while in the Takeaway
agents are viewed as part of the environment, multi-agent RL problems are non-stationary and,
therefore, major RL algorithms are not guaranteed to converge in these problems. Even though
Hu and Wellman [HW98] have reported that in general-sum repeated matrix games, when both
sides use RL, a Nash equilibrium will be finally reached, since the Keepaway and Takeaway
games are far more complex than the problems they considered, their conclusion may not hold
here. We have done some preliminary work on investigating the convergence property of RL
algorithms in the RoboCup Soccer games where both keepers and takers are learning [GT13].
3 When no keeper is controlling the ball, learning is suspended and all keepers act according to
some hand-coded strategy until some keeper obtains the ball and becomes the ball holder. This
hand-coded strategy is provided in the Keepaway platform developed by Stone et al. [SSK05].
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game, in every learning step (i.e. every 5 cycles), each taker receives -1. As
for the learning parameters, throughout all learning phases’ experiments (i.e. the
last two phases of experiments), we use the most widely used learning parameters
[SSK05, IE08, DGK11] as follows: α = 0.125, λ = 1, γ = 1, ǫ = 0.01. As for
the potential value (c in Algorithm 8), we set it as 2 and keep it fixed throughout
the learning. We take c = 2 because we want this number to be comparable to the
rewards received by either learning takers or learning keepers (note that, from our
observation, when keepers are using the hand-coded strategy provided by [SSK05],
each holder roughly holds the ball for 2 seconds); by doing this, agents’ action-
selection process can be effectively influenced by the potential value (see Section
2.2.5 for how potential values influence the action-selection process), while the
learning agent can also easily overcome the imperfect instructions given the by
potential values. All experiments are performed in RoboCup Simulator V15.1.04.
4.2.1 Performances of Both Sides Using Fixed Strategy
We use two fixed strategies for the keepers: the random strategy and the hand-
coded strategy. In the random strategy, the ball holder chooses a random action
to perform. The hand-coded strategy we use is the same as the one in Stone et
al.’s work [SSK05].5 The basic idea of this hand-coded strategy is similar to the
recommendations we give in Section 3.1.1 for keepers: when all takers are quite
‘far’ from the ball, hold the ball; otherwise, choose a secure path to pass the ball.
As for takers, we implement three fixed strategies: the random strategy, the
always-tackle strategy and the argument-based strategy. In the random strategy,
each taker randomly chooses an action periodically; in the always-tackle strategy,
all takers perform TackleBall() at all time; and in the argument-based strategy, at
each state, we build SCAF, VSCAF, AF−, compute the grounded extensions for
AF−,6 invoke function getRecActFromExt to obtain each taker’s recommended
action, and let each taker directly perform its recommended action; for those takers
that receive no recommended action (i.e. whose recommended action is null), we
4 This simulator can be obtained in http://sourceforge.net/projects/sserver/
?source=navbar.
5 Source code of this strategy can be found at www.cs.utexas.edu/˜AustinVilla/sim/
keepaway/, by downloading the file ’keepaway-0.6.tar.gz’ and finding the file ’HandCodedA-
gent.cc’.
6 We have also implemented an argument-based fixed strategy for takers with preferred extensions,
and we find that this strategy’s performance is very close to that of using grounded extensions,
against both random and hand-coded keepers. As a result, the performances of argument-based
takers’ strategies can be viewed as the performance for both grounded and preferred semantics.
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let them perform TackleBall().
Because all these strategies are fixed, when they play against each other, the re-
sulting performances are very stable, in the sense that in one experiment, the length
of each episode is almost the same. So for each fixed strategy combination, we run
one experiment consisting of 300 episodes, and compute the average episode du-
ration (in seconds) and its standard errors7 in this experiment. All results are pre-
sented in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. We can see that under both settings we consider
and against all three takers’ fixed strategies, the keeper’s hand-coded strategy sig-
nificantly outperforms the random strategy (note that for keepers, longer episode
durations indicate better performances). For the takers, when they play against the
hand-coded keepers, the argument-based strategy clearly has the best performance
(note that for takers, shorter episode durations indicate better performances). How-
ever, when playing against random keepers, the intuitively worst strategy— takers’
random strategy— has the best performance among all takers fixed strategies. The
reason for this seemingly counter-intuitive result is that when keepers are using the
random strategy, they are more likely to pass the ball: for example, in games that
involve 4 keepers and 3 takers, when keepers use the random strategy, the ball
holder has 3/4 chance to pass the ball, regardless of the state in the field; on the
contrary, when keepers use hand-coded strategies, the ball holder holds the ball
until some taker is close to it. As a result, the random keepers pass the ball very
often, so the most effective strategy for takers is to performMarkKeeper() actions
more often, because this will increase the chance to intercept the ball. Among all
takers’ fixed strategies, the random strategy performs MarkKeeper() most often
and, therefore, has the best performance against random keepers; the argument-
based strategy performs fewer MarkKeeper(), and its performance is worse than
the random strategy’s performance; the always-tackle strategy, which performs no
MarkKeeper() at all, has the worst performance. Similarly, we can explain why
when playing against random takers, the hand-coded keepers perform better than
the random keepers: random takers are more likely to perform MarkKeeper()
(N/(N + 1) probability for each taker), so keeper’s strategies which hold the ball
more often have better performances.
Given the analysis above,we gain more insights into the characteristics of each
fixed strategy. Among the keeper’s fixed strategies, the hand-coded strategy is
7The standard error is the standard deviation of the sampling distribution of a statistic. It can be
viewed as the standard deviation of the error in the sample mean with respect to the true mean.
For more details, please refer to e.g. [Eve02].
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Table 4.1: The performances of 3 keepers playing against 2 takers, both using fixed
strategies. ‘K’ and ‘T’ and shorthands for keepers and takers, respec-
tively. The numbers are average episode durations (in seconds) ± their
standard errors.
random T always tackle T argument-based T
random K 7.89 ± 0.01 9.31 ± 0.01 8.91 ± 0.00
hand-coded K 22.54 ± 0.03 24.69 ± 0.08 12.78 ± 0.02
Table 4.2: The performances of 4 keepers playing against 3 takers, both using fixed
strategies. ‘K’ and ‘T’ and shorthands for keepers and takers, respec-
tively. The numbers are average episode durations (in seconds) ± their
standard errors.
random T always tackle T argument-based T
random K 7.48 ± 0.01 9.63 ± 0.01 7.88 ± 0.00
hand-coded K 23.58 ± 0.02 28.46 ± 0.06 12.80 ± 0.01
more ‘intelligent’ in the sense that it makes decisions based on the situation in
the field, while the random strategy is more ‘unpredictable’, because it randomly
selects actions to perform. As for the fixed strategies for takers, the always-tackle
strategy never marks keepers, while the random strategy has a high chance to mark
keepers, and the argument-based strategy is in between these two. To summarise,
we can see that there is no clear winner amongst the takers’ fixed strategies: each
of them has its own strengths as well as weaknesses. In Section 4.2.2 and 4.2.3
below, we will use RL-based learning agents to play against these fixed strategies,
to see which learning strategy can develop the best behaviour against its opponents
most quickly.
4.2.2 Experiments in Keepaway games
We first give details of the game settings, and then present the performances of
AARL8 and SARSA(λ) against different fixed strategies of takers.
8 Within this chapter, in cases without ambiguity, we use AARL and SARSA(λ)-AARL inter-
changeably.
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Implementation
As mentioned in Section 3.1.1, at each moment, each agent has ‘perfect knowl-
edge’ of the environment. However, this knowledge is consisting of coordinate lo-
cations, and RL cannot effectively work by directly using these locations as states
[SSK05]. Stone et al. [SSK05] proposed state variables to represent each state, as
shown in Table 4.3. The state variables are proposed not only for describing the
situation in the field, but also for facilitating decision making in RL. For example,
the distances between takers and the ball holder are state variables, because the
holder can use this information to decide when to pass the ball and to whom to
pass the ball. As we can see, all state variables are designed from the perspective
of the ball holder, because the ball holder is the only learner in Keepaway. We say
that these state variables are holder-oriented.
The arguments and values we use have been introduced in Example 1 and Ex-
ample 5, in Chapter 3, respectively. We set the ordering of values (Valpref) as
follows:
• HOLD LONG >v LESS INT >v TEAM LONG iffK1 is safe
• LESS INT >v HOLD LONG >v TEAM LONG iffK1 is under threat
• LESS INT >v TEAM LONG >v HOLD LONG iffK1 is in danger
When minq dist(K1, Tq) > 10, K1 is safe; when 5 < minq dist(K1, Tq) 6 10,
K1 is under threat; when 0 < minq dist(K1, Tq) 6 5, K1 is in danger, where q
ranges over all takers, i.e. q ∈ {1, · · · , N}.
Because the time duration of an action in Keepaway is a variable, e.g. the time
duration of action PassBall(2) can be different in different states, depending on
the distance between the ball holder and keeper K2, this game is modelled as a
SMDP (see Section 2.2.1). Note that both Algorithm 1 and 8 can be directly used
in SMDP problems.
Empirical Results in Keepaway
The performances of AARL-based (Algorithm 8) and SARSA(λ)-based (Algo-
rithm 1) keepers against three fixed takers’ strategies are shown in Figures 4.1, 4.2
and 4.3, respectively. Note that the length of each experiment under different set-
tings is different: for example, results given in Figure 4.1(a) are averaged over 10
experiments, each lasting for 80 hours, while results shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3
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Table 4.3: State variables in a N -Keepaway game.
State Variable(s) Description
dist(Kp, C), p ∈
[1, N + 1]
Distance between keepers and the centre of the
court.
dist(Tq, C), q ∈
[1, N ]
Distance between takers and the centre of the court.
dist(K1,Kp), p ∈
[2, N + 1]
Distance betweenK1 and the other keepers.
dist(K1, Tq), q ∈
[1, N ]
Distance betweenK1 and the takers.
min
q∈[1,N ]
dist(Kp, Tq),
p ∈ [2, N + 1]
Distance betweenKp and its closest taker.
min
q∈[1,N ]
ang(Kp, Tq),
p ∈ [2, N + 1]
The smallest angle between Kp and the takers with
vertex atK1.
are averaged over 40-hour experiments. The reason is that after a long time of run-
ning, the platform becomes unstable and may exit accidentally, so we can hardly
make all experiments last for over 80 hours. From these performances, we can see
that: at least one AARL algorithm significantly outperforms standard SARSA(λ),
regardless of the fixed strategy the takers use and the number of agents involved
in the game. However, none of the two different AARL implementations (with
grounded extensions or with preferred extensions) is significantly better than the
other in all settings. For example, when playing against random takers (Figure
4.1), AARL using preferred extensions outperforms AARL using grounded ex-
tensions, while when playing against argument-based takers (Figure 4.3), AARL
using grounded extensions outperforms AARL using preferred extensions in 3-
Keepaway games. The reason of this mixed result is still unclear and worth further
investigation.
In order to further investigate the learning algorithms’ performances after mul-
tiple hours of learning, we present ‘last’ performances of different algorithms
against three different takers’ fixed strategies in Tables 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6. Note
that we do not present the pairwise p-values9 in these tables, but we refer to them
9 In statistics, the p-value is a function of the observed sample results (a statistic) that is used for
testing a statistical hypothesis. If the p-value is equal to or smaller than the significance level
(usually 0.05), it suggests that the observed data are inconsistent with the assumption that the
null hypothesis is true, and thus that hypothesis must be rejected and the alternative hypothesis is
accepted as true. All p-values presented in this chapter, unless stated otherwise, are computed by
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rithms do not have significant differences (p-value: 0.48). The reason of the mix
results for AARL-grounded is still unclear. However, by comparing these learning
algorithms’ performances with that of hand-coded keeper’s strategy (see Tables
4.1 and 4.2), we can see that all learning algorithms’ performances are signifi-
cantly better than that of the hand-coded strategy (p-values are all smaller than
0.01). This result indicates that when playing against some simple and easy-to-
predict strategies, RL-based learning algorithms can achieve better performances
than sophisticatedly designed hand-coded strategies.
From Table 4.6, we see that in both 2- and 3-Keepaway games, both AARL-
preferred and AARL-grounded significantly outperform SARSA(λ) (p-values are
all smaller than 0.01), and these two AARL implementations do not have sig-
nificant difference in their performances (p-value: 0.17). However, by comparing
these learning algorithms’ performances with that of the hand-coded keeper’s strat-
egy (see Tables 4.1 and 4.2), all these learning algorithms perform significantly
worse than the hand-coded strategy. This result indicates that when playing against
a sophisticatedly design fixed strategies, SARSA(λ)-based learning algorithms still
cannot achieve the same performance as people’s hand-coded strategies.
Table 4.4: Performances (average episode durations (in second)± standard errors)
of learning keepers playing against random takers after several hours of
learning. All performances are averaged over 100 episodes (10 episodes
per experiment, 10 experiments for each algorithm).
Learning algorithms After 80 hours’ learning
2-Keepaway, SARSA(λ) 19.09 ± 0.12
2-Keepaway, AARL-preferred 19.43 ± 0.06
2-Keepaway, AARL-grounded 19.46 ± 0.10
Learning algorithms After 60 hours’ learning
3-Keepaway, SARSA(λ) 13.34 ± 0.05
3-Keepaway, AARL-preferred 14.49 ± 0.06
3-Keepaway, AARL-grounded 13.37 ± 0.13
4.2.3 Experiments in Takeaway games
We first give details of the Takeaway games’ settings, and then present the perfor-
mances of AARL and SARSA(λ) against the fixed keeper’s strategies.
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Table 4.5: Performances (average episode durations (in second) ± standard er-
rors) of learning keepers playing against always-tackle takers after 40
hours of learning. All performances are averaged over 100 episodes (10
episodes per experiment, 10 experiments for each algorithm).
Learning algorithms After 40 hours’ learning
2-Keepaway, SARSA(λ) 24.97 ± 0.07
2-Keepaway, AARL-preferred 26.57 ± 0.07
2-Keepaway, AARL-grounded 24.60 ± 0.09
3-Keepaway, SARSA(λ) 27.97 ± 0.08
3-Keepaway, AARL-preferred 31.92 ± 0.09
3-Keepaway, AARL-grounded 32.00 ± 0.07
Implementation
Most existing work on Takeaway uses the holder-oriented state variables (e.g. [IE08,
MZCZ08, DGK11]), the same as the state variables used in Keepaway games (see
Table 4.3). However, since each taker is learning independently and takers need
to cooperate with each other, self-oriented state variables, which describe the sit-
uation in the field from each taker’s perspective, can be more helpful. Therefore,
we combine taker’s self-oriented state variables and some holder-oriented state
variables to build a new state vector for learning takers, as shown in Table 4.7.
Besides the arguments and values we mentioned in Examples 2 and 6, we addi-
tionally use another two arguments:
• TqO(p): Tq performsMarkKeeper(p) IF Kp is open
• TqF(p): Tq performsMarkKeeper(p) IF Kp is far
The definitions of ‘open’ and ‘far’ in these two arguments are the same as in the
keeper’s arguments (Example 1 in Chapter 3). The reason (value) behind these
two arguments are just opposite of the values of keeper’s arguments O(p) and
F(p), respectively. For example, recall that the reason behind O(p) is ‘passing the
ball to the open keepers reduces the risk of the ball being intercepted’; so, from the
takers’ perspective, they should prevent the holder from passing the ball to an open
keeper. We denote the values promoted by TqO(p) and TqF(p) as MARK OPEN
(standing for ‘to mark a keeper that is open, so as to increase the success rate of
interception’) and MARK FAR (standing for ‘to mark a keeper that is far, so as to
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Table 4.6: Performances (average episode durations (in second) ± standard er-
rors) of learning keepers playing against argument-based takers after 40
hours of learning. All performances are averaged over 100 episodes (10
episodes per experiment, 10 experiments for each algorithm).
Learning algorithms After 40 hours’ learning
2-Keepaway, SARSA(λ) 11.92 ± 0.03
2-Keepaway, AARL-preferred 12.08 ± 0.02
2-Keepaway, AARL-grounded 12.11 ± 0.03
3-Keepaway, SARSA(λ) 10.74 ± 0.03
3-Keepaway, AARL-preferred 11.45 ± 0.02
3-Keepaway, AARL-grounded 11.50 ± 0.03
reduce the time keepers control the ball’), respectively. We keep the following
ranking of values (Valpref ) fixed throughout our experiments: QUICK TAC >v
QUICK MARK =v QUICK CLOSE >v MARK OPEN >v MARK FAR.
Empirical Results in Takeaway
The performances of takers’ learning strategies against keeper’s random and hand-
coded strategies are shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5, respectively. From Figure 4.4,
we can see that when playing against random keepers, all RL algorithms perform
similarly (i.e. no algorithm is significantly better or worse than the others); also,
we see that the 95% confidence intervals of all RL algorithms are wide and thus
have much overlapping, indicating that in cooperative multi-agent learning prob-
lems, when playing against a random opponent, RL algorithms need to try many
different strategies before they find the optimal policy. From Figure 4.5, we see
that both AARL algorithms significantly outperform SARSA(λ) throughout the
40-hour experiments; however, with respect the relative goodness of two AARL
implementations, we see that in 2-Takeaway, AARL-grounded significantly out-
performs AARL-preferred most of the time, but in 3-Takeaway, no AARL imple-
mentation has significant advantages over the other during the learning process.
In order to further investigate the learning algorithms’ performances after multi-
ple hours of learning, we present ‘last’ performances of different takers’ RL algo-
rithms against two different keeper’s fixed strategies in Tables 4.8 and 4.9. From
Table 4.8 we can see that, when playing against random keepers, no algorithm has
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Table 4.7: State variables for learning taker T1 in a N -Takeaway game. State
variables of other takers can be obtained similarly. The top three rows
describe self-oriented variables, and the others describe variables about
the keepers’ relative layout.
State Variable(s) Description
dist(Kp,Me), p ∈ [1, N + 1] Distance between keepers and myself.
dist(Tq,Me), q ∈ [2, N ] Distance between other takers and myself.
ang(Kp,Me), p ∈ [2, N + 1] The angle between the free keepers and
myself, with vertex atK1.
dist(Kp,K1), p ∈ [2, N + 1] Distance between K1 and the other keep-
ers.
dist(Tq,K1), p ∈ [2, N ] Distance betweenK1 and the other takers.
min
j∈[1,N ]
ang(Kp, Tq), p ∈
[2, N + 1]
The smallest angle between Kp and the
takers with vertex atK1.
significant advantages or disadvantages over the other algorithms (in 2-Takeaway,
the p-value between SARSA(λ) and AARL-preferred is 0.44, between SARSA(λ)
and AARL-grounded is 0.31, and between the two AARLs is 0.91; in 3-Takeaway,
the p-value between SARSA(λ) and AARL-preferred is 0.85, between SARSA(λ)
and AARL-grounded is 0.71, and between the two AARLs is 0.40). This result is
in line with our observation of the learning curves (Figure 4.4). Also, by compar-
ing the takers’ fixed strategies’ performances against random keepers (see Tables
4.1 and 4.2), we can see that all learning algorithms’ performances are signifi-
cantly better than any of the takers’ fixed strategies (all p-values are smaller than
0.01). This result indicates that when playing against some opponents that are dif-
ficult to predict, RL-based multi-agent cooperative learning outperforms people’s
hand-coded strategies.
From Table 4.9 we can see that when playing against hand-coded keepers, in
both 2- and 3-Takeaway, both AARL implementations significantly outperform
SARSA(λ) after 40 hours of learning (all p-values are smaller than 0.01). How-
ever, in 2-Takeaway, AARL-grounded is significantly better than AARL-preferred
(p-value < 0.01), whereas in 3-Takeaway, these two AARL algorithms have no
significant difference in their last performances (p-value: 0.17). Also, by com-
paring the takers’ fixed strategies’ performances against the hand-coded keepers
(see Table 4.1 and 4.2), we can see that all learning algorithms’ performances are
significantly better than any of the takers’ fixed strategies (all p-values are smaller
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than 0.01). This result indicates that when playing against some carefully designed
hand-coded opponents, RL-based multi-agent cooperative learning outperforms
people’s hand-coded strategies.
Table 4.8: Performances (average episode durations (in second) ± standard er-
rors) of learning takers playing against random keepers after 40 hours of
learning. All performances are averaged over 100 episodes (10 episodes
per experiment, 10 experiments for each algorithm).
Learning algorithms Performance after 40 hours’ learning
2-Takeaway, SARSA(λ) 6.72 ± 0.07
2-Takeaway, AARL-preferred 6.84 ± 0.14
2-Takeaway, AARL-grounded 6.86 ± 0.12
3-Takeaway, SARSA(λ) 6.80 ± 0.18
3-Takeaway, AARL-preferred 6.76 ± 0.11
3-Takeaway, AARL-grounded 6.87 ± 0.07
Table 4.9: Performances (average episode durations (in second) ± standard er-
rors) of learning takers playing against random keepers after 40 hours of
learning. All performances are averaged over 300 episodes (10 episodes
per experiment, 30 experiments for each algorithm).
Learning algorithms Performances after 40 hours’ learning
2-Takeaway, SARSA(λ) 12.55 ± 0.03
2-Takeaway, AARL-preferred 10.70 ± 0.01
2-Takeaway, AARL-grounded 10.09 ± 0.01
3-Takeaway, SARSA(λ) 9.21 ± 0.02
3-Takeaway, AARL-preferred 7.47 ± 0.05
3-Takeaway, AARL-grounded 7.39 ± 0.03
The state-of-the-art heuristics for takeaway games are proposed by Devlin et
al. [DGK11]. They also use look-back advice to integrate heuristics into Takeaway,
and their strategies’ performances in 2- and 3-Takeaway (also on a 40×40 field) are
shown in Figure 4.6(a) and 4.6(b), respectively. They also use SARSA(λ) as the
standard RL algorithm, and all RL parameters they used are the same as ours10.
10 However, the state variables used in [DGK11] are slightly different from ours in that they did not
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(a) 2-Takeaway (b) 3-Takeaway
Figure 4.6: The performances of two Takeaway games by using potential values
proposed in [DGK11]. Reproduced from [DGK11] with permission.
They used three heuristics: separation-based shaping encourages each agent to
take actions that increase its distance to other teammates; role-based shaping as-
signs each agent a role (either tackler or marker) a priori and only the tackler is
encouraged to tackle; combined shaping is the integration of these two heuristics.
Their strategies played against the keeper’s hand-coded strategy (the same as we
use). Their results showed that even though these heuristics successfully improved
RL performances in 3-Takeaway (Figure 4.6(b)), they misled RL in 2-Takeaway
(Figure 4.6(a)). We believe the reason for these mixed results lies in their lack of
a systematic methodology to provide heuristics. Instead, AARL allows to inte-
grate domain knowledge into RL while providing a high-level abstraction method
(VAFs) for domain experts to propose domain knowledge. Also, the improvements
of their heuristically-instructed strategies over SARSA(λ) are not as significant as
with AARL.
4.3 Experiments in a Wumpus World Game
The need to resolve conflicts contained in the domain knowledge is not the only
motivation for integrating arguments into RL. As we have pointed out in Sec-
tion 3.1.2, we also want the heuristics-generation process to be intuitive, so that
domain experts can easily check the correctness of the heuristics. Recent psy-
chological and philosophical research has revealed that argumentation is a natural
use the takers’ self-oriented state variables. Also, they use RoboCup Simulator v11.1.0. whereas
we use v15.1.0. So their baseline performances are different from ours.
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way for people to represent the domain knowledge and perform reasoning over
this knowledge [MS11]. To test whether AARL can facilitate people — even non-
experts of RL or argumentation — to propose high-quality domain knowledge
and to use this knowledge to accelerate RL, we performed an experiment involv-
ing 128 students, who attended the course Introduction to AI (Course 231) in the
Department of Computing, Imperial College London, in 2014. We asked them to
propose arguments for the Wumpus World game (the one we introduced in Section
2.2.3, which includes gold and some shooting actions) within a one-hour tutorial
session. The Wumpus World instance we consider has three golds, three Wum-
puses, three pits, and the size of the world is 5 × 5. The students were a mix of
second-year undergraduates majoring in Computer Science and master students
with non-computing first degrees. All students had some background in logic and
logic programming, but virtually no background on argumentation. Before this
test, we gave them a one-hour lecture about basics of RL. We had informed them
about the setting of the game and given them example arguments that represent the
domain knowledge as follows: in any state, if the agent smells stench and three
out of four navigating actions are safe (OK), then encourage shooting towards the
remaining direction. The form of the arguments will be introduced shortly. We
asked them to give their own domain knowledge in the form of arguments. Since
VAFs were not introduced to them, we did not ask them to give values and told
them that all arguments they gave were ‘equally important’.
We developed a Graphical User Interface (GUI)11 for the students to run the
Wumpus World games, tune parameters of RL and observe the learning curves.
The console of this system is shown in Figure 4.7(a). By clicking the button ‘Start’
in this window, two new windows pop up: one illustrates the situation of the world
(Figure 4.7(b)), the other presents the current state and action of the learning agent
(Figure 4.7(c)). When an experiment finishes, the learning curve of this experi-
ment can be generated by clicking the button ‘Plot Learning Curve’12 in window
‘Wumpus World Environment’ (Figure 4.7(b)). To add arguments, students should
first edit a file containing all arguments, click ‘Load Arguments’ (in the console
window) and then select that file before starting an experiment. The form of an
argument is as follows:
IF
11 The system and its manual can be found at www.doc.ic.ac.uk/˜yg211/teaching.
html
12 This button will be activated only after an experiment finishes.
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(a) The ‘Wumpus World Console’ window. Note
that once the learning begins (button ‘Start’
clicked), the button ‘Load Argument’ is frozen and
arguments cannot be changed until this experiment
finishes.
(b) The ‘Wumpus World Environment’ window. By default each learning step
takes 500 ms, and this can be changed by clicking buttons ‘Speed Up’ and ‘Slow
Down’. After each episode finishes, some run-time statistics (as in Table 4.10)
as well as the total reward received in this episode will be shown in the text field
‘Running Statistics’.
(c) The ‘Agent’ window. Note that only part of the
state vector is shown in this window: the locations
of un-collected golds are used in our RL, but not
shown in this window.
Figure 4.7: The GUI-based system of the Wumpus World game.
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Condition1
· · ·
ConditionN
THEN
+ Action1
· · ·
+ ActionM
DONE
This argument means: when Condition1, · · · , ConditionN are all true, then Ac-
tion1 is good, · · · , ActionM is good. Note that if there are multiple actions rec-
ommended by an argument, we split this argument into two arguments, whose
conditions are the same, but support different actions. For each student’s input
arguments, we do this split, and the resulting arguments constitute the candidate
argument set Arg∗. A condition in each argument can be one of the following:
go left/go right/go up/go down OK/BAD/UNKNOWN
Stench/Breeze/Glitter True/False
Given this form, our example domain knowledge can be represented by four argu-
ments; one of them is:
IF
go left OK
go up OK
go right OK
Stench True
THEN
+ shoot down
DONE.
Given the candidate argument set, we need to specify their conditions (OK, BAD
and UNKNOWN), so that the learning agent can select the applicable arguments
in each state. Considering the rewards of this game (see Section 2.2.1 and Section
2.2.3), in any state, if an action’s corresponding Q-value is 0.0, we say it is UN-
KNOWN in this state; if an action’s Q-value is (inclusively) larger than -50 and
not equal to 0.0, this action is OK in this state; otherwise, we say this action is
BAD in this state.
As for the attacks between arguments, since there is only one RL agent in this
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problem, the attacks can be built according to rule b) in Definition 2 in Chapter
3. To be more specific, all arguments that support different actions will mutually
attack each other in the SCAF.
Because we did not ask the students to provide any values or to rank the ar-
guments they gave, we make all arguments promote the same anonymous value.
As for type of extensions, we use preferred extensions to derive heuristics, be-
cause this type of ‘credulous’ semantics can make more use of the knowledge stu-
dents provided (the grounded extension only recommends the convincingly good
actions, whereas preferred extensions recommend all equally good actions, see
Section 2.1.2). As for the potential value given to recommended actions (i.e. c
in Algorithm 7), we set it to 3 because this value is comparable to the rewards
received by the agent; our preliminary experiments indicate that by using this c
value, the learning can be effectively influenced by the example arguments. This
is all the domain knowledge we give to the learning agent (see line 2 in Algorithm
7).
Note that, since all arguments are equally preferred, and preferred extensions
are used to give heuristics, each action that has any applicable arguments sup-
porting it will have equal chance to be recommended to the agent. For example,
suppose that in a state s, there are in total three applicable arguments: two argu-
mentsA,B supporting go right, and another argumentC supporting go up; in this
case, there are two preferred extensions: {A,B} and {C}, and each of these exten-
sions supports one action. Therefore, if we randomly choose a preferred extension
to recommend an action, go right and go up have the same chance to be recom-
mended, although there are more arguments supporting go right. This is because
all arguments supporting go right must be contained in one and only one preferred
extension. Formally, this is proved in Proposition 1 as follows:
Proposition 1. In a single-agent learning problem, where all values in V are
equally preferred, i.e. ∀v1, v2 ∈ Valpref, v1 =v v2. Given the simplified AF
− =
(Arg,Att−), ∀A ∈ Arg, there is one and only one preferred extension E such that
A ∈ E.
Proof. We first prove that there is at least one preferred extension containing A.
Because all values are equally preferred, given the simplification rule of VAFs (see
Section 2.1.3), no attacks in Att (the attack set of SCAF) will be deleted during
the simplification. In other words, Att− = Att. Since all attacks are mutual in
Att−, {A} is an admissible extension, so there must exists at least one preferred
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extension containing A.
Then we prove that there is at most one preferred extension containing A. We
prove this by contradiction. Assume that, besides E, there exists another preferred
extension P containing A and ∃B ∈ Arg, B ∈ P,B 6∈ E. Because A,B are all
in preferred extension P , they are conflict-free; also, B can defend itself from all
attacks, so E ∪ {B} is also admissible. This contradicts with the assumption that
E is a preferred extension. So E = P .
Each student’s arguments were used together with the the provided example
arguments to implement a SARSA(0)-based AARL algorithm, and we ran each
student’s AARL implementation for 100 independent experiments, each consist-
ing of 100 episodes, and obtain the average performance of each student’s AARL
implementation. Given these averaged performances, we average over them and
obtain the average performance of all AARL implementations. In addition, we ran
the standard SARSA(0) algorithm without using any arguments also for 100 ex-
periments, each also consisting of 100 episodes. Their performances are given
in Figure 4.8. The RL parameters we used in all experiments are as follows:
α = 0.1, γ = 1, λ = 0, ǫ = 0. From Figure 4.8 we can see that between episodes
34 and 48, the averaged performance all students’ AARL implementations is sig-
nificantly better than that of standard SARSA(0). In addition, we can see that,
in average, AARL implementations receives the first positive reward at episode
40, whereas standard SARSA(0), in average, receives its first positive reward at
episode 45. These facts indicate that students’ arguments significantly improve
the learning speed of SARSA(0).
In order to further investigate the performance variance among the students’
AARL implementations, in Figure 4.9, we summarise the number of AARL im-
plementations receiving different overall rewards13. Since the overall rewards re-
ceived by the standard SARSA(0) is -217335, and each student’s AARL imple-
mentation receives positive overall rewards (see Figure 4.9), we can clearly see
that the arguments provided by the students effectively instruct the RL agents to
converge faster.
Furthermore, in order to gain more insights into how the students’ arguments
accelerate the learning, we compute some statistics during the learning procedures
and present them in Table 4.10. Note that all AARL results are averaged over
13 For each RL implementation, its ‘overall rewards’ are the rewards received in all 100 independent
experiments (i.e. all 10,000 episodes, because each experiment has 100 episodes). Other terms,
e.g. ‘overall Wumpuses killed’, can be interpreted similarly.
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Figure 4.9: A histogram summarising the number of students’ AARLs receiving
different overall rewards.
that the students were new to RL and Argumentation, and the very limited time
they had for editing arguments (the total tutorial time was one hour), these results
illustrate that Argumentation can be easily used to represent and manage domain
knowledge, even for non-experts, and suggest that AARL is an effective algorithm
for integrating this knowledge into RL.
Table 4.10: Some statistics (means ± standard errors) of the experiments. All p-
values are computed by using one-sample t-test.
AARL SARSA(0) p-value
Overall Wumpuses killed 26117 ± 6.4545 26008 0.01
Overall gold collected 22805 ± 6.8081 22043 < 0.01
Overall no. of perf. pickup 31962 ± 19.4518 32669 < 0.01
Overall no. of perf. shoot actions 68107 ± 92.0424 74294 < 0.01
Prob. of falling into pit 0.3521 ± 0.0044 0.3806 < 0.01
Prob. of being eaten 0.0577 ± 0.0015 0.0706 < 0.01
4.4 Related Work
There is research on improving machine learning by using argumentation. Mozina
et al. [MZB07] proposed argumentation based machine learning, which combines
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arguments with the original examples of CN2 algorithm [CN89] to form argu-
mented examples. Arguments can take one of the forms: Classification because
Reasons or Classification despite Reasons. The arguments do not need to hold for
the whole domain, which helps experts to articulate more accurate domain knowl-
edge [MZB07]. The use of arguments significantly improves the performance of
CN2. However, the relationships between different arguments are not taken into
account in their technique, which restricts the effect argumentation has. Also, the
machine learning technique considered, CN2, is supervised.
Some research has been devoted to incorporating domain knowledge into RL
to improve its performance in MAS. Grzes and Kudenko [GK08] used high-level
STRIPS knowledge in combination with reward shaping to search for an optimal
policy and showed that the STRIPS-based reward shaping converges faster than
the abstract MDP approach. However, their approach requires an explicit goal
state and STRIPS-style domain knowledge, which are unavailable in several appli-
cations (e.g. Keepaway and Takeaway games). As for cooperative RL, Claus and
Boutilier [CB98] distinguished two forms of multi-agent RL: independent learners
(ILs), which only consider their own Q-values when choosing actions, and joint ac-
tion learners (JALs), which search the exponential joint action space to maximise
the sum of all agents’ Q-values. They showed that even though JALs have much
more information than ILs, they do not perform much differently from ILs. Our
agents can be seen as ILs. Guestrin et al. [GLP02] used a coordination graph to
restrain the coordination relationships so that actions are selected to maximise the
sum of Q-values of only related agents. Thus, to obtain the Q-values of all related
teammates, an agent has to compute all these Q-values or communicate with other
agents. Similar approaches include the Cooperative Hierarchical RL proposed by
Ghavamzadeh et al. [GMM06], in which coordination is only learnt in predefined
cooperative sub-tasks, and the approach proposed by Lau et al. [LLH12], which
models coordination among agents as coordination constraints and uses these to
limit the joint action space for exploration. However, in all these cooperative RL
approaches, domain knowledge is in the form of hard constraints and the action
exploration is strictly constrained. Hence, learning cannot correct errors in the
domain knowledge and the performances are highly sensitive to the quality of the
domain knowledge.
In addition to PBRS techniques, there also exist other techniques for integrating
heuristics into RL. Bianchi et al. [BRC08] proposed the Heuristically Accelerated
RL method to integrate heuristic information into RL. However, in their approach,
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for a proportion 1− ǫ (ǫ ∈ R, ǫ ∈ [0, 1]), the action that is chosen by the heuristics
will be executed, and for the other ǫ proportions, a random action will be chosen.
As ǫ is often very small14, the heuristically chosen actions will be executed very
often and, as a result, in order to improve the performance of RL, fine-grained and
accurate heuristics are needed. But in complex applications such as Keepaway and
Takeaway games, precise heuristics can hardly be obtained, because the domain
knowledge used to propose heuristics are usually imperfect.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we incorporate the VAFs-based argumentation framework we intro-
duced in Chapter 3 into SARSA(λ) via look-ahead advice, and propose the result-
ing algorithm: SARSA(λ)-based AARL. We test this algorithm in three application
domains to evaluate its effectiveness in terms of three aspects: in Keepaway games,
we test the advantage of SARSA(λ)-based AARL over standard SARSA(λ) in
single-agent learning problems; in Takeaway games, we test this advantage in co-
operative multi-agent problems; and in a simple Wumpus World game, we test
the usability of this algorithm. Experiments in the first two application domains
indicate that SARSA(λ)-based AARL outperforms standard SARSA(λ) in terms
of convergence speed, even when the domain knowledge used is imperfect. The
last experiment, in which 128 students are asked to give argument-based domain
knowledge to instruct a RL agent in the Wumpus World, suggests that SARSA(λ)-
based AARL can be used by people that have little knowledge in RL or Argumen-
tation to propose high-quality heuristics for RL.
As we have discussed in Section 3.3, AARL is a generic framework and has
potential to be implemented in different kinds of RL algorithms, not limited to
SARSA(λ). Because Hierarchical RL (HRL) algorithms, e.g. MAXQ, have proven
to be more effective than flat RL algorithms, e.g. SARSA(λ), in many application
domains [BM03], we believe that implementing a HRL-based AARL can result in
more effective learning. However, to the best of our knowledge, there exists no
PBRS techniques for HRL algorithms. Below in Chapter 5, we will introduce a
PBRS technique for MAXQ-0 (see Section 2.2.3), so as to facilitate the implemen-
tation of MAXQ-based AARL, which will be presented in Chapter 6.
14 Note that with a larger ǫ value, the probability of performing a random action is higher. So using
a big ǫ value in HARL will weaken the effectiveness of the heuristics, because then the agent
will follow the instruction of the heuristics less often.
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5 Potential Based Reward Shaping for
Hierarchical RL
In this chapter, we present a PBRS technique for one of the most widely used
Hierarchical RL algorithms: MAXQ (see Section 2.2.3). To be more specific, we
define potential values suitable to be used in MAXQ, and incorporate these poten-
tial values into the MAXQ decomposition functions such that the potential-values-
augmented functions are still able to hierarchically decompose the whole problem
into multiple sub-problems. In addition, based on these new MAXQ decompo-
sition functions, we propose an algorithm called PBRS-MAXQ-0, and prove that
under certain conditions, this algorithm is guaranteed to converge to the optimal
hierarchical policy. Empirically, we also test the effectiveness of PBRS-MAXQ-0
in two application domains. Work in this chapter lays the foundation of MAXQ-
based AARL, which will be introduced below in Chapter 6.
In the remainder of this chapter, we first present the main contribution of this
chapter, i.e. the PBRS-MAXQ-0 algorithm in Section 5.1. In particular, we will
describe how to integrate potential values into MAXQ and prove convergence
property of the resulting algorithm. Then, in Section 5.2, we will show the em-
pirical results of PBRS-MAXQ-0 in two application domains. In Section 5.3 we
review related works and, finally, in Section 5.4, we conclude this chapter.
5.1 MAXQ with PBRS
In this section, we first present rules for integrating potential values into the origi-
nal MAXQ decomposition functions, and reveal the relation between the potential-
values-augmented MAXQ functions1 and the original MAXQ functions. Then,
we present the PBRS-MAXQ-0 algorithm, which employs the potential-values-
augmented MAXQ functions to find the optimal hierarchical policy (for defini-
1 Note that we refer to value functions V (Definition 2.3 ), function Q (Definition 2.4) and com-
pletion function C (Definition 2.5) as the MAXQ functions.
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tion of optimal hierarchical policy, see Section 2.2.3), and prove its convergence
property.
Throughout this section, let HM = {M0, · · · ,Mn} be a hierarchical decompo-
sition of the core MDPM . In the remainder of this chapter, we sometimes use i as
a shorthand ofMi and, unless stated otherwise, we let i range over all sub-tasks in
HM , i.e. i = 0, · · · , n. Before we introduce the integration rules, we first formally
define the potential values. Note that, in Section 2.2.5, we discussed that in some
classical PBRS techniques, e.g. look-ahead advice (LA), a potential value is in the
form of Φ(s, a), indicating the goodness of performing action a at state s. How-
ever, in MAXQ, the goodness of performing a sub-task a is not only dependent on
the current state s, but also on the parent sub-task that invokes a in state s. As a
result, in MAXQ, we extend the potential values so that each potential value rep-
resents the goodness of performing sub-task a in state s under a’s parent sub-task
i: Φ(i, s, a). Formally:
Definition 4. GivenMDPM and its MAXQ decompositionHM = {M0, · · · ,Mn},
let SM be the set containing all available states in M , and let CM ⊆ HM be the
set that consists only of all composite sub-tasks in HM . Let ΦHM : CM × SM ×
HM → R be the potential value function forHM such that:
• if a composite sub-task i terminates at state s, ΦHM (i, s, a) = 0, where
a ∈ HM can be any child sub-task of i;
• otherwise, ΦHM (i, s, a) can be any real number.
In the remainder of this chapter, in case of no ambiguity, we ignore the subscript
HM and simply use Φ to denote the potential value function.
To illustrate why, in MAXQ, we need to include parent sub-task as an input of
the potential values, let us consider the Taxi problem [Die00]. The Taxi problem
we consider consists of a 5 × 5 grid world with four landmarks, labelled (R)ed,
(G)reen, (B)lue and (Y)ellow. An example scenario of the Taxi problem is shown
in Figure 5.1(a). In the beginning of each episode, the taxi is in a random square,
a passenger is in a random landmark and this passenger wants to be transported
to one of the landmarks (also randomly chosen). The taxi has to navigate to the
passenger’s starting position, pick up the passenger, go to the destination and put
down the passenger there, and then an episode ends. Note that the passenger’s
starting position could be the same with its destination; in this case, we still require
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Figure 5.1: Settings of the Taxi problem. Thick lines in (a) represent walls.
the agent to pick up the passenger and put it down at the destination to finish the
task.
There are six primitive actions available for the taxi: i) four navigation actions
that move the taxi one square in the indicated direction: north, south, east and
west; ii) the pick up action, which transfers the passenger into the taxi and iii) the
put down action, which puts down the passenger at the square in which the taxi
is. There is a reward of −1 for each action and an additional reward of +20 for
successfully delivering the passenger. Also, there is an additional reward of −10
when the taxi performs pick up and put down illegally, i.e. performing pick up
(put down) when there is no passenger in the current square (when the current
square is not the destination of the passenger). Hitting a wall is a no-op (i.e. the
taxi will remain in its original square) and results in no additional rewards.
We use a widely used MAXQ graph for this problem (used in, e.g. [Die00,
JS08]), as shown in Figure 5.1(b). Consider the scenario in Figure 5.1(a), we can
see that performing north within subtask Navigate(R) is intuitively ‘good’ in this
scenario, while performing it within Navigate(B) is ‘bad’. This domain knowledge
cannot be represented by using a traditional potential valueΦ(s, a), because it only
considers the current state s and current action a, not taking into account the parent
sub-task that invokes a at s. This example illustrates the necessity of including
parent sub-task as an input of potential values in MAXQ.
5.1.1 Integrating Potential Values into the MAXQ Decomposition
As we discussed in Section 2.2.5, in classical PBRS techniques, potential values
are integrated into the updating rules of Q-values (see Equation (2.7)) as well as
the action-selection polices (see the biased ǫ-greedy policy in Equation (2.8)) so
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as to influence the action-selection process in flat RL algorithms. Similarly, in
order to use the potential values to influence the sub-task-selection in MAXQ, we
also need to integrate the potential values that we defined in Definition 4 into the
MAXQ functions V (Equation (2.3) in Section 2.2.3),Q (Equation (2.4) in Section
2.2.3), and C (Equation (2.5) in Section 2.2.3), and the sub-task-selection process
(Algorithm 4 in Section 2.2.3). Here we first focus on the integration of potential
values into the MAXQ functions; the integration into sub-task-selection will be
discussed below in Section 5.1.2.
The potential-values-augmented counterparts of V , Q and C are V˜ , Q˜ and C˜,
respectively, and shortly in this subsection we will show that these new functions
have close relationship with their corresponding original MAXQ functions. First,
we formally define the potential-values-augmented MAXQ-functions as follows:
Definition 5. Given a MDPM , its MAXQ decomposition HM = {M0, · · · ,Mn}
and a hierarchical policy π = {π0, · · · , πn}, for any sub-task i ∈ HM and state s,
if i does not terminate at s, i.e. s ∈ Si,
2 V˜ pi(i, s) = 0; otherwise:
V˜ pi(i, s) =
{ ∑
s′ [P (s
′|s, i)R(s′|s, i)] if i is primitive,
Q˜pi(i, s, πi(s)) if i is composite,
(5.1)
where
Q˜pi(i, s, a) = V˜ pi(a, s) + C˜pi(i, s, a); (5.2)
whenMi does not terminate at state s,
C˜pi(i, s, a) =
∑
s′,τ
P pii (s
′, τ |s, a) · 1Si(s
′) · γτ [V pi(πi(s
′), s′)
+ C˜pi(i, s′, πi(s
′)) + Φ(i, s′, πi(s
′))]− Φ(i, s, a), (5.3)
where V pi is the function defined in Equation (2.3); otherwise (i.e. whenMi termi-
nates at state s), C˜pi(i, s, a) = 0, where a can be any child of i. Note that 1Si(s
′)
in Equation (5.3) is an indicator function: if s′ ∈ Si, 1Si(s
′) = 1; otherwise,
1Si(s
′) = 0.
We can see that the potential-values-augmented MAXQ functions are also de-
fined in a hierarchical way, similar to their corresponding MAXQ functions (see
2 Si is the set containing all states in which sub-task i does not terminate. See Definition 1 in
Section 2.2.3.
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Section 2.2.3). In particular, the base case is function V˜ pi(i, s) when i is a prim-
itive action, and all other functions are defined recursively based on it. Note that
the value function V pi appearing in Equation (5.3) is the original V pi function de-
fined in Equation (2.3) (Section 2.2.3), not the potential-value-augmented MAXQ
function V˜ pi.
Now we briefly describe why we integrate potential values into MAXQ func-
tions in this way. We first revisit the integration rules of the PBRS for flat RL
algorithms. From Equation (2.6) in Section 2.2.5, we can see that the potential
values are integrated in a temporal difference (TD) form: each reward is aug-
mented with the difference of the next state’s potential value and the current state’s
potential value. The purpose is to cancel out most potential values when cumulat-
ing long-term rewards, and, therefore, to reconstruct the original value function V
easily from the potential-values-augmented value function Vˆ (see Equation (2.6)).
Similarly, we can see that potential values are integrated into C values also in a
temporal difference way (see Equation (5.3)). Now we show that this way of in-
tegration can also facilitate the reconstruction of original completion functions C
from their potential-values-augmented counterparts C˜.
Proposition 2. Given a MAXQ decomposition {M0,· · ·,Mn} and its fixed hierar-
chical policy π = {π0,· · ·, πn}, for any composite sub-task Mi, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, and
any state s, C˜pi(i, s, πi(s)) = C
pi(i, s, πi(s))− Φ(i, s, πi(s)).
Proof. When i terminates in state s, C˜pi(i, s, a) = 0 = Cpi(i, s, a) − Φ(i, s, a),
where a can be any child of i; otherwise suppose that in one sample trajectory,
the sequence of children sub-tasks executed within Mi starting from state s is
Ma1 ,Ma2 ,· · ·,Mak . For each sub-task Maj , j = 1,· · ·, k, we assume that it takes
τj time steps to finish and terminates at state sj . Since Mk terminates at state sk,
we can deduce thatMi also terminates at state sk. Then we expand C˜
pi(i, s, a1) as
follows:
C˜pi(i, s, a1)
= γτ1 [V pi(a2, s1) + C˜
pi(i, s1, a2) + Φ(i, s1, a2)]− Φ(i, s, a1)
= γτ1V pi(a2, s1) + γ
τ1C˜pi(i, s1, a2) + γ
τ1Φ(i, s1, a2)− Φ(i, s, a1)
= γτ1V pi(a2, s1) + γ
τ1{γτ2 [V pi(a3, s2) + C˜
pi(i, s2, a3) + Φ(i, s2, a3)]
− Φ(i, s1, a2)}+ γ
τ1Φ(i, s1, a2)− Φ(i, s, a1) (5.4)
= γτ1V pi(a2, s1) + γ
τ1+τ2V pi(a3, s2) + γ
τ1+τ2C˜pi(i, s2, a3)
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+ γτ1+τ2Φ(i, s2, a3)− Φ(i, s, a1) (5.5)
· · ·
= γτ1V pi(a2, s1) + · · ·+ γ
τ1+···+τk−1V pi(ak, sk−1) + γ
τ1+···+τk−1C˜pi(i, sk−1, ak)
+ γτ1+···+τk−1Φ(i, sk−1, ak)− Φ(i, s, a1) (5.6)
= γτ1V pi(a2, s1) + · · ·+ γ
τ1+···+τk−1V pi(ak, sk−1)− Φ(i, s, a1) (5.7)
= Cpi(i, s, a1)− Φ(i, s, a1)
Equation (5.5) holds because γτ1Φ(i, s1, a2) and−γ
τ1Φ(i, s1, a2) in Equation (5.4)
cancel each other out; Equation (5.6) is equivalent to (5.7) since C˜pi(i, sk−1, ak) =
−Φ(i, sk−1, ak), proven as follows: since sub-task i terminates in state sk, the in-
dicator function 1Si(sk) = 0; so according to Equation (5.3), C˜
pi(i, sk−1, ak) =
−Φ(i, sk−1, ak).
Remark. Proposition 2 indicates that there exists a constant difference between
C˜pi(i, s, a) and Cpi(i, s, a), namely Φ(i, s, a). We can see that the potential values
are added to the completion functions in a very similar way as in classical PBRS
and look-ahead advice (LA): shaping rewards are added as the difference of some
potential values of the current state and the following state (see Section 2.2.5). To
prove this proposition, we expand value functions in a ‘horizontal’ way: we only
expand V˜ pi(i, s, a) to its children sub-tasks’ level, ignoring the recursive calling
within each child sub-task, if any. By doing this, most of the augmented potential
values cancel each other out, as in classical PBRS and LA.
Example 9. Let us consider the scenario shown in Figure 5.1(a). For simplicity,
we let γ = 1. Suppose that the passenger is now at R and her destination is Y. We
call the state shown in Figure 5.1(a) s0. We can easily see that the agent, following
any optimal policy, will first invoke Get within Root at state s0, and then perform
Put. Within Get, the agent first performs Navigate(R), and then performs pick up
when it arrives at square R. Navigate(R), in turn, invokes two primitive navigation
actions. Suppose Navigate(R) first performs north, followed by west. We now fo-
cus on the value of Cpi
∗
(Navigate(R), s0, north) and C˜
pi∗(Navigate(R), s0, north),
to see whether these two functions satisfy the property in Proposition 2.
We first compute Cpi
∗
(Navigate(R), s0, north). Because after north terminates,
only action west is performed within Navigate(R), according to the meaning of
completion functions — Cpi(i, s, a) represents the cumulative rewards received
within sub-task i after performing a in state s by following policy π (see Section
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2.2.3) — we can intuitively obtain that Cpi
∗
(Navigate(R), s0, north) = −1. To be
more specific, according to the definition of Cpi (Equation (2.5) in Section 2.2.3),
Cpi
∗
(Navigate(R), s0, north) = γ[V
pi∗(west, s1) + C
pi∗(Navigate(R), s1,west)],
where s1 is the state when the agent arrives at the square next to square R in
the east. We can easily obtain that V pi
∗
(west, s1) = −1. Now we compute
Cpi
∗
(Navigate(R), s1,west). Because by performing west at s1, the agent arrives at
square R (we denote this state as s2) and sub-taskNavigate(R) terminates, by Equa-
tion (2.3) and (2.5), Cpi
∗
(Navigate(R), s1,west) = V
pi∗(Navigate(R), s2) = 0.
Therefore, we obtain that Cpi
∗
(Navigate(R), s0, north) = −1.
Now we compute C˜pi
∗
(Navigate(R), s0, north). According to Equation (5.3),
C˜pi
∗
(Navigate(R), s0, north) = γ[V
pi∗(west, s1) + C˜
pi∗(Navigate(R), s1,west) +
Φ(Navigate(R), s1,west)]−Φ(Navigate(R), s0, north). Then we compute function
C˜pi
∗
(Navigate(R), s1,west). Note that because s2 is the next state visited by the
agent after s1, and because Navigate(R) terminates at s2, from Equation (5.3) we
can see that C˜pi
∗
(Navigate(R), s1,west) = 0 − Φ(Navigate(R), s1,west). So we
can obtain that:
C˜pi
∗
(Navigate(R), s0, north)
= 1× [−1− Φ(Navigate(R), s1,west) + Φ(Navigate(R), s1,west)]
− Φ(Navigate(R), s0, north)
= −1− Φ(Navigate(R), s0, north)
= Cpi
∗
(Navigate(R), s0, north)− Φ(Navigate(R), s0, north).
So we can see that C˜pi
∗
and Cpi
∗
has the relation suggested by Proposition 2.
Given Proposition 2, we obtain the relation between V pi and V˜ pi as follows:
Proposition 3. Given a MAXQ decomposition {M0,· · ·,Mn} and its fixed hierar-
chical policy π={π0,· · ·, πn}, for any sub-task Ma0 (either primitive or compos-
ite), 0 ≤ a0 ≤ n, and any state s:
• ifMa0 is a primitive action, V˜
pi(a0, s) = V pi(a0, s);
• if Ma0 is a composite sub-task, suppose in a sample trajectory following
π, πa0(s) = a
1,· · ·, πam−1(s) = a
m, and am is a primitive action, then
V˜ pi(a0, s) = V pi(a0, s)−
∑m
j=1Φ(a
j−1, s, aj).
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Proof. The first item is immediately from the definition of V˜ pi; the second item
can be proved based on Proposition 2:
V˜ pi(a0, s)
= V˜ pi(a1, s) + C˜pi(a0, s, a1)
= V˜ pi(a2, s) + C˜pi(a1, s, a2) + C˜pi(a0, s, a1)
· · ·
= V˜ pi(am, s) + C˜pi(am−1, s, am) + · · ·+ C˜pi(a0, s, a1)
= V pi(am, s) + (Cpi(am−1, s, am)− Φ(am−1, s, am))
+ · · ·+ (Cpi(a0, s, a1)− Φ(a0, s, a1))
= V pi(am, s) + Cpi(am−1, s, am) + · · ·+ Cpi(a0, s, a1)
− (Φ(am−1, s, am) + · · ·+Φ(a0, s, a1))
= V pi(am−1, s) + Cpi(am−2, s, am−1) + · · ·+ Cpi(a0, s, a1)
− (Φ(am−1, s, am) + · · ·+Φ(a0, s, a1))
· · ·
= V pi(a0, s)− (Φ(am−1, s, am) + · · ·+Φ(a0, s, a1))
Remark. Unlike Proposition 2, which focuses on the ‘horizontal’ expansion of
the value functions, Proposition 3 goes ‘vertically’ down until the primitive ac-
tions and shows that there is a constant difference between V˜ pi(i, s) and V pi(i, s),
namely Φ(am−1, s, am) + · · ·+ Φ(a0, s, a1), the sum of of the potential values of
Mi’s child, grandchild, · · · until the primitive sub-task in state s.
Example 10. (Continuation of Example 9.) We compare V pi
∗
(Navigate(R), s0)
and V˜ pi
∗
(Navigate(R), s0) to see their relation. As for V
pi∗(Navigate(R), s0), we
have V pi
∗
(Navigate(R), s0) = V
pi∗(north, s0) + C
pi∗(Navigate(R), s0, north) ac-
cording to Equation (2.3), We can easily see that V pi
∗
(north, s0) = −1, and we
have obtained in Example 9 that Cpi
∗
(Navigate(R), s0, north) = −1. As a result,
we have V pi
∗
(Navigate(R), s0) = −2.
Then we compute V˜ pi
∗
(Navigate(R), s0). Similarly, based on Equation (5.1), we
see that V˜ pi
∗
(Navigate(R), s0) = V˜
pi∗(north, s0) + C˜
pi∗(Navigate(R), s0, north).
Because north is a primitive action, V˜ pi
∗
(north, s0) = V
pi∗(north, s0) = −1, and
we have C˜pi
∗
(Navigate(R), s0, north) = −1 − Φ(Navigate(R), s0, north). As a
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result, V˜ pi
∗
(Navigate(R), s0) = −2− Φ(Navigate(R), s0, north).
Until now, we have defined the potential-values-augmented MAXQ functions,
and reveal their relations with their corresponding original MAXQ functions. These
relations are important because they suggest how to reconstruct the original MAXQ
functions’ values by using the potential-values-augmented MAXQ functions’ val-
ues; this reconstruction is important because we need to guarantee that the optimal
polices obtained by the PBRS-MAXQ-0 algorithm — which is introduced in the
next subsection and uses the potential-values-augmented MAXQ functions during
learning — are the same as those obtained by the classical MAXQ-0 algorithm
(Algorithm 2 in Section 2.2.3).
5.1.2 The PBRS-MAXQ-0 Algorithm
In this subsection, we first propose an algorithm called PBRS-MAXQ-0, for inte-
grating PBRS into the MAXQ-0 algorithm, and then we prove that PBRS-MAXQ-
0 is guaranteed to converge to the optimal policy.
Before we introduce the PBRS-MAXQ-0 algorithm, we first introduce the sub-
task-selection policy used in PBRS-MAXQ-0. Recall that in MAXQ-0, by using
an OGLIE policy (see Section 2.2.3) on Di (the SMDP corresponds to sub-task i,
see Section 2.2.3), π∗i can be found with probability 1. Now we propose the biased
OGLIE (BOGLIE) policy as follows:
Definition 6. Given a MDPM , its MAXQ decompositionHM = {M0, · · · ,Mn},
its potential value functionΦHM , and the potential-values-augmentedMAXQ func-
tions V˜ , Q˜ and C˜. A BOGLIE policy is a sub-task selection policy such that:
• Within each composite sub-task, each of its child is executed infinitely often
in every state that is visited infinitely often.
• In the limit (i.e. after an infinitely long time of learning), for any composite
sub-task a0 and state s, the policy selects the biased-greedy child of a0 at
state s, namely
argmax
a1∈A
a0 (s)
[Q˜(a0, s, a1) +
m∑
j=1
Φ(aj−1, s, aj)] (5.8)
with probability 1, where Aa0(s) is the set of available child of a
0 at state
s, aj (j ∈ {1, · · · ,m}) is the biased-greedy child of aj−1, am is a primitive
action.
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• For each composite sub-task i and state s, there is a fixed order on sub-tasks
inAi(s) such that the policy breaks ties in favour of the sub-task that appears
earliest in the order.
By comparing Equation (5.8) and Equation (2.8) in Section 2.2.5, we can see
that the BOGLIE policy follows the same spirit as the biased ǫ-greedy policy:
these action selection policies choose actions that maximise a ‘biased’ value func-
tion. From Definition 5 and Proposition 3, we can easily see that maximising
Q˜(a0, s, a1)+
∑m
j=1Φ(a
j−1, s, aj) is actually maximisingQ(a0, s, a1). Given this
understanding, we can see that the BOGLIE policy essentially provides a method
for obtaining the optimal polices with respect to the original MAXQ functions by
using the potential-values-augmented MAXQ functions.
Given the BOGLIE policy, we now propose the PBRS-MAXQ-0 algorithm.
Pseudo code of this algorithm is presented in Algorithm 9. Similarly to MAXQ-0
(Algorithm 2 in Chapter 2), whose principle component is a function that recur-
sively invokes itself (i.e. theMAXQ-0 function presented in Algorithm 2), PBRS-
MAXQ-0’s major component is also a recursively self-invoking function called
PBRS-MAXQ-0, By comparing function PBRS-MAXQ-0 and functionMAXQ-
0, we can see that their structures are very similar: between line 4 and 8, these two
functions are exactly the same, indicating that when the input sub-task i is a prim-
itive action, they update V (i, s) in the same way; otherwise, when i is a composite
sub-task, both these functions choose and perform a child sub-task of i (line 10
in both function, note that the sub-task-selection policy used in these functions are
different), and use the resulting trajectory to update completion functions (between
line 15 and 18 in both Algorithm 2 and 9).
Now we highlight some differences between MAXQ-0 and PBRS-MAXQ-0:
• The greedy evaluation function of these two algorithms are different, al-
though their structures are similar. In MAXQ-0, functionEvaluate(i, s) (Al-
gorithm 3 in Chapter 2) is used to greedily evaluate value function V (i, s).
As we have discussed in Section 2.2.3, function Evaluate(i, s) selects a
greedy path from i to a primitive descendant of i, so as to obtain the best
estimation of V (i, s). However, in PBRS-MAXQ-0, the values used during
learning are the potential-values-augmented completion functions (C˜), so
to evaluate V (i, s), the evaluation function needs to reconstruct V (i, s) by
using functions C˜. FunctionBiasedEvaluate(i, s) implements this function-
ality. Its pseudo code is presented in Algorithm 10. Its structure is similar to
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Algorithm 9 The PBRS-MAXQ-0 algorithm (adjusted from Algorithm 2).
1: /*Recursive function*/
2: function PBRS-MAXQ-0(Sub-task i, State s)
3: seq :=<> /*initialise seq as an empty list*/
4: if i is a primitive action then
5: execute i, receive reward r and observe next state s′
6: Vt+1(i, s) := (1− αt(i)) · Vt(i, s) + αt(i) · rt
7: push s onto the beginning of seq
8: else
9: while i does not terminate at state s do
10: choose an action a by using a BOGLIE policy
11: childSeq := PBRS-MAXQ-0(a, s)
12: observe next state s′
13: Vt(a
∗, s′), a∗ := BiasedEvaluate(i, s′)
14: N := 1
15: for each s in childSeq do
16: C˜t+1(i, s, a) := (1 − αt(i))C˜t(i, s, a) + αt(i){γ
N [Vt(a
∗, s′) +
C˜t(i, s
′, a∗) + Φ(i, s′, a∗)]− Φ(i, s, a)}
17: N := N + 1
18: end for
19: append childSeq onto the front of seq
20: s := s′
21: end while
22: end if
23: return seq
24: /*Main Programme*/
25: initialise all V and C˜ values arbitrarily
26: initialise Φ values
27: PBRS-MAXQ-0(root sub-task 0, starting state s0)
that of Evaluate: when the input sub-task i is a primitive action, these two
functions both return its V pi value; otherwise, both these functions recur-
sively invoke themselves so as to obtain the evaluation of all their children
sub-tasks’ value functions. However, the major difference between these
two functions is that in function BiasedEvaluate, to reconstruct V (i, s) by
using C˜ values, the function needs to take into account all potential values
along the path from i to its primitive descendants, according to Proposition
3. For this reason, in BiasedEvaluate, when selecting greedy child (line 8),
the children’s potential values are also added.
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Also, note that the return type of these two evaluate functions are different:
function BiasedEvaluate (Algorithm 10) returns two values: a sub-task as
well as a value, whereas function Evaluate (Algorithm 3) only returns the
value. This is because in PBRS-MAXQ-0, the selected child of i (i.e. a∗) is
used in the updating of C˜ values (line 16 in Algorithm 9).
• The rules for updating completion functions in these two algorithms are dif-
ferent, but are in the same spirit. In line 16 in Algorithm 2, we see that C
values are updated by taking into account both the existing C values as well
as the new evaluation of the C value (by Equation (2.5), we can see that
V (i, s′) is actually an evaluation of C(i, s, a); this has been discussed in
Section 2.2.3). Similarly, in line 16 in Algorithm 9, C˜(i, s, a) is updated by
taking into account its old value ((1−αit)C˜t(i, s, a)) as well as its new eval-
uation: from Equation (5.3), we can see that γN [Vt(a
∗, s′) + C˜t(i, s
′, a∗) +
Φ(i, s′, a∗)] − Φ(i, s, a) is actually an estimation of C˜(i, s, a). So we can
see that both MAXQ-0 and PBRS-MAXQ-0 uses similar TD-based rules
to update their completion functions. Later when we prove the convergence
property of PBRS-MAXQ-0 (proof of Theorem 3), we will see that this sim-
ilarity ensures that PBRS-MAXQ-0 can obtain the same optimal hierarchical
policy as MAXQ-0.
Algorithm 10 The function used in PBRS-MAXQ-0 to biased-greedily evaluate
the value function of a sub-task in a certain state.
1: function BiasedEvaluate(Sub-task i, State s)
2: if i is a primitive action then
3: return Vt(i, s)
4: else
5: for all child sub-task a of i do
6: Vt(a, s) := BiasedEvaluate(a, s)[0]
7: end for
8: a∗ := argmaxa[Vt(a, s) + C˜t(i, s, a) + Φ(i, s, a)]
9: return < Vt(a
∗, s) + C˜t(i, s, a
∗) + Φ(i, s, a∗), a∗ >
10: end if
Given function BiasedEvaluate, we propose the biased ordered ǫ-greedy sub-
task-selection policy as an approximation of the BOGLIE policy. Pseudo code of
this policy is presented in Algorithm 11. We can see that if the input sub-task i is a
primitive action, this function simply returns i itself (line 3); otherwise, it computes
the value functions of all children of i, also by invoking function BiasedEvaluate
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(line 6). After that, it greedily selects children of i by taking into account their
potential values and put them in list (line 9). For a probability of ǫ, a random child
of i is returned (line 12); for the other 1 − ǫ probability, the function returns the
best child of i (line 14 to 18).
Example 11. We illustrate the difference between using an OGLIE policy and the
original MAXQ functions to select sub-tasks, and using a BOGLIE and potential-
values-augmented MAXQ functions to select sub-tasks. We still consider the sce-
nario shown in Figure 5.1(a), and use the same settings as in Example 9. We use
these two different strategies to select a good sub-task in state s0 within sub-task
Navigate(R). Before we illustrate these two strategies, without loss of generality,
we make some assumptions as follows: assume that V (k, s) = V˜ (k, s) = 0 for
any primitive action k and any state s, and C(p, s, q) = C˜(p, s, q) = 0 for any
composite sub-task p, state s and p’s child q. Also, we assume the order of nav-
igation actions is south > east > north > west. As for potential values used in
BOGLIE, we have Φ(Navigate(R), s0, north) = Φ(Navigate(R), s0,west) = 1,
and Φ(Navigate(R), s0, south) = Φ(Navigate(R), s0, ease) = −1. These potential
values represent our domain knowledge that performing north and west (east and
south) are good (bad) in state s0 within sub-task Navigate(R). Also, we let ǫ = 0,
i.e. we always choose sub-task greedily.
First, we use an OGLIE policy, e.g. ordered ǫ-greedy (see Algorithm 4 in Sec-
tion 2.2.3), and the original MAXQ functions. The input sub-task is Navigate(R),
input state is s0, input ǫ = 0, and the input ranking pref = {south > east >
north > west}. Because Navigate(R) is a primitive sub-task, this function invokes
Evaluate(Navigate(R),s0) to obtain the value functions of all children of Navi-
gate(R) (line 6). We skip the execution of Evaluate, because we can easily see
that all navigation actions’ value function at s0 are 0 (we initialise all primitive
actions’ value functions as 0). Hence, all navigation actions are added into list
(line 9). Since ǫ = 0, this function will choose actions according to ranking pref
(line 15). Easily we can see that south is returned by this function. However, this
action is not the optimal action in this state s0 within Navigate(R).
Then we use a BOGLIE policy, e.g. the biased ordered ǫ-greedy policy (Algo-
rithm 11) and the potential-values-augmented MAXQ functions to select action.
All inputs of function chooseBiasedChild are the same as those of chooseChild.
Again, because Navigate(R) is composite, this function invokes BiasedEvaluate
to obtain all navigation primitive actions’ V -values. Easily we can see that re-
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turns of BiasedEvaluate are also 0, because all primitive actions’ V -values are
initialised as 0. So when choosing the greedy child of Navigate(R), potential val-
ues of these navigation actions will play decisive roles. By using the selection rule
in line 9 in Algorithm 11, we can easily see that north and west will be chosen,
and inserted into list. Because north is preferred than west in the ranking pref ,
north will be returned as the greedy child of Navigate(R) in state s0.
Algorithm 11 The ordered ǫ-greedy sub-task-selection policy.
1: chooseBiasedChild(Sub-task i, State s, Float ǫ, SubtaskRanking pref )
2: if i is a primitive action then
3: return i
4: else
5: for all child sub-task a of i do
6: Vt(a, s) := BiasedEvaluate(a, s)
7: end for
8: list := ()
9: insert all argmaxa[Vt(a, s) + C˜t(i, s, a) + Φ(i, s, a)] into list
10: initialise a random number r ∈ R, r ∈ [0, 1]
11: if r < ǫ then
12: return a random child of i
13: else
14: if there are more than one sub-task in list then
15: return the sub-task in list that is most preferred according to pref
16: else
17: return the only sub-task in list
18: end if
19: end if
20: end if
Example 11 illustrates that by using a BOGLIE policy and the potential-values-
augmented MAXQ functions, potential values can effectively instruct the agents
to select more promising actions more quickly. Furthermore, we want the PBRS-
MAXQ-0 with BOGLIE policy to converge to the optimal hierarchical policy re-
gardless of the potential values being used. This property is proved as follows.
Theorem 3. Given a MDP M , its MAXQ decomposition HM = {M0, · · · ,Mn}
and its potential value function ΦHM , suppose all immediate rewards and all po-
tential values are bounded, and π˜i is a BOGLIE policy for sub-task i. If αt(i) > 0
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is a sequence of constants for sub-task i such that
lim
T→∞
T∑
t=1
αt(i) =∞ and lim
T→∞
T∑
t=1
α2t (i) <∞, (5.9)
then with probability 1, algorithm PBRS-MAXQ-0 converges to π∗, the unique
hierarchical optimal policy forM consistent with HM .
Proof. Recall that under the assumptions we made in the theorem, MAXQ-0 with
OGLIE policies are guaranteed to converge. In this proof, we prove that PBRS-
MAXQ-0 also converges to the original optimal policy with probability 1 by show-
ing that the learning dynamics of using a BOGLIE policy in PBRS-MAXQ-0, in
which all C˜ values are initialised arbitrarily, is the same as using a OGLIE pol-
icy in MAXQ-0, whose C values are initialised the same as the corresponding Φ
values.
We define two learning agents, L and L˜. They experience the same sample
trajectories throughout their learning. L˜ uses PBRS-MAXQ-0 and a BOGLIE
policy, and all its C˜ values are, without loss of generality, initialised as 0; L, on the
other hand, uses MAXQ-0 and an OGLIE policy, and all itsC values are initialised
as the corresponding Φ values: i.e. for any composite sub-task i, state s and child
of i: a, C(i, s, a) = Φ(i, s, a). Also, for any primitive action i and state s, the
V (i, s) value for agent L and the V˜ (i, s) value for agent L˜ are initialised as the
same, yet arbitrary, real number. Here, without loss of generality, we initialise
all these values as 0. C˜ values for agent L˜ are updated according to line 16 in
Algorithm 9. By using Proposition 3, we expand this updating rule as follows:
C˜t+1(i, s, a) = (1− αt(i)) · C˜t(i, s, a) + αt(i){γ
N max
a0∈Ai(s′)
[V˜t(a
m, s′)
+
m∑
j=1
(Φ(aj−1, s′, aj) + C˜(aj−1, s′, aj)) + C˜t(i, s
′, a0)
+ Φ(i, s′, a0)]− Φ(i, s, a)}, (5.10)
where aj , j ∈ {1, · · · ,m} is the biased greedy child of aj−1 at state s′, and am is
a primitive action. As for C values for agent L, its updating rule is presented in
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line 16 in Algorithm 2, which can be expanded as follows:
Ct+1(i, s, a) = (1− αt(i)) · Ct(i, s, a) + αt(i){γ
N max
a0∈Ai(s′)
[Vt(a
m, s′)
+
m∑
j=1
C(aj−1, s′, aj) + Ct(i, s
′, a0)]}, (5.11)
where aj is the current greedy child3 of aj−1 at state s, j = {1, · · · ,m}, and am is
a primitive action. Both these updating rules can be viewed as updating the values
with an error term scaled by α, the learning rate. We refer to the error term in
Equation (5.10) as δC˜, and the error term in Equation (5.11) as δC. We also track
the total change in C˜ and C during the learning. The difference between the initial
and current values in C˜ and C are referred to as∆C˜ and∆C, respectively. So the
current C˜ and C can be represented as follows, for any sub-task i, state s and child
sub-task a:
C˜t(i, s, a) = ∆C˜(i, s, a),
Ct(i, s, a) = Φ(i, s, a) + ∆C(i, s, a).
Given the terminologies above, we just need to prove that given any learning
trajectories, for any sub-task i, state s and i’s child a, ∆C˜(i, s, a) always equals
∆C(i, s, a). This is proved by induction, and the base cases is to prove that
∆C˜(i, s, a) = ∆C(i, s, a) when all C˜ and C values have not been updated. Be-
cause all C˜ and C equal their initial values, ∆C˜(i, s, a) = ∆C(i, s, a) = 0. So
the base case holds.
For the inductive case, assume that ∆C˜ = ∆C for all entries. We show that
by using a trajectory in which sub-task a is performed within sub-task i at state s
leading to state s′ and taking N time slots, δC˜(i, s, a) = δC(i, s, a). For the error
term of C˜(i, s, a):
δC˜(i, s, a) = γN max
a0∈Ai(s)
[V˜t(a
p, s′) +
p∑
j=1
(Φ(aj−1, s′, aj) + C˜(aj−1, s′, aj))
+ C˜t(i, s
′, a0) + Φ(i, s′, a0)]− Φ(i, s, a), (5.12)
where aj is the current biased-greedy child of aj−1, j ∈ {1, · · · , p}, and ap is a
primitive action, where p is the number of descendents of a0 in the selected path
3 For a sub-task i and state s, i’s current greedy child at state s is argmaxa0∈Ai(s)[Qt(i, s, a
0)],
where t is the current time slot. From line 8 in Algorithm 3 we can see that the V value in
MAXQ-0 is computed by selecting the current greedy descendants.
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from a0 to the primitive action ap. We denote π˜ti(s) as the policy that selects the
biased-greedy child of i at s according to the current C˜ and V˜ values, where t is
the current time slot, i can be any composite sub-task, and s can be any state in Si
(note that Si is the set containing all active states of sub-task i, see Section 2.2.3).
So in Equation (5.12), aj = π˜t
aj−1
(s′), for j = {1, · · · , p}.
Then we look into the error term of C:
δC(i, s, a) = γN max
a0∈Ai(s)
[Vt(a
q, s′) +
q∑
k=1
C(ak−1, s′, aj) + Ct(i, s
′, a0)]
(5.13)
We denote πti(s) as the policy that selects the current greedy child of i at s ac-
cording to the current C and V values, where t is the current time slot, i can
be any composite sub-task, and s can be any state in Si. So in Equation (5.13),
ak = πt
ak−1
(s′), k ∈ {1, · · · , q}, and aq is a primitive action, where q is the num-
ber of descendents of a0 in the selected path from a0 to the primitive action aq.
To prove δC˜(i, s, a) = δC(i, s, a), we only need to prove that for any descen-
dant composite sub-task e of i, π˜te(s) = π
t
e(s), i.e. the biased-greedy child of e
at s for agent L˜ is the same with the greedy child of e at s for agent L. We prove
this also by induction. The base case is prove this holds when every child of e is
primitive. In this case,
π˜te(s) = argmaxa∈Ae(s)[V˜ (a, s) + C˜(e, s, a) + Φ(e, s, a)],
πte(s) = argmaxa∈Ae(s)[V (a, s) + C(e, s, a)].
By the inductive assumption that ∆C˜(e, s, a) = ∆C(e, s, a), we can easily see
that Ct(e, s, a) = C˜t(e, s, a) + Φ(e, s, a). Also, because all children of e are
primitive, by definition, V˜ (a, s) = V (a, s). Therefore, the base case holds.
For the inductive case, assume that for any e’s composite descendant f , π˜tf (s) =
πtf (s). Then
π˜te(s) = argmax
a0∈Ae(s)
{V˜ (ap, s) +
p∑
j=1
[C˜(aj−1, s, aj) + Φ(aj−1, s, aj)]
+ C˜(e, s, a0) + Φ(e, s, a0)}, (5.14)
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where aj = π˜t
aj−1
(s), j = {1, · · · , p}, and ap is a primitive action, and
πte(s) = argmax
a0∈Ae(s)
[V (aq, s) +
q∑
k=1
C(ak−1, s, ak) + C(e, s, a0)], (5.15)
where ak = πt
ak−1
(s), k = {1, · · · , q}, and aq is a primitive action. For each
a0 ∈ Ae(s), π˜
t
a0
(s) = πt
a0
(s), so aj = ak when j = k = 1. By recursively
applying this, we can obtain that aj = ak iff j = k, and p = q. By the inductive
assumption, we can obtain thatC(i, s, a) = C˜(i, s, a)+Φ(i, s, a), and therefore by
replacing C values in Equation (5.15) by C˜+Φ, we can obtain that π˜te(s) = π
t
e(s).
Hence, Equation (5.13) equals Equation (5.12).
By far, we have proved that by using the same learning experiences, C˜ and
C experience the same amount of updates, i.e. ∆C˜(i, s, a) = ∆C(i, s, a), for
any possible subtask-state-child pair (i, s, a). Since C(i, s, a) is guaranteed to
converge to a constant, denoted as Cpi
∗
(i, s, a), C˜(i, s, a) is also guaranteed to
converge to a constant: C˜ p˜i
∗
(i, s, a) = Cpi
∗
(i, s, a)−Φ(i, s, a). As we have proved
that when ∆C˜ = ∆C, for any sub-task i, the biased-greedy child of i in PBRS-
MAXQ-0 equals the greedy child of i in MAXQ-0. Hence, we prove that π˜∗i (s) =
π∗i (s) for any sub-task i and state s.
Remark. Theorem 3 not only proves that PBRS-MAXQ-0 is guaranteed to con-
verge to the optimal hierarchical policy by using a BOGLIE policy, but also re-
veals that using PBRS-MAXQ-0 (in which all C˜ are initialised as 0) is equivalent
to using MAXQ-0 (in which all C values are initialised as their corresponding
potential values). Also, this theorem suggests the ‘perfect’ potential values: in
classical PBRS for MDP (see Section 2.2.5), the ‘perfect’ potential value in state
s is V ∗(s), i.e. the value function at s by following the optimal policy. This po-
tential value is regarded as ‘perfect’ because when Φ(s) = V ∗(s), V˜ ∗(s) = 0,
and this is viewed as a particularly easy value to learn [NHR99]. Similarly, in
a MAXQ decomposition, we can see that when Φ(i, s, a) = Cpi
∗
(i, s, a), where
π∗ is an optimal hierarchical policy for this MAXQ, then C˜pi
∗
(i, s, a) = 0 and
V˜ pi
∗
(i, s) = V pi
∗
(am, s), and we believe that these values are also easy to learn.
Note that our intuition on the potential values are also in line with the perfect val-
ues for the potential values: the higher theCpi
∗
(i, s, a) value, the more performing
Ma inMi at state s is likely to be, and the potential value Φ(i, s, a) should thus be
higher.
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5.2 Experiments
We test the performance of PBRS-MAXQ-0 in two application domains: the Taxi
problem and a stochasticWumpus World problem. As baseline algorithms, we also
implement MAXQ-0 (Algorithm 2 in Section 2.2.3), SARSA(0) (Algorithm 1 in
Section 2.2.2) and SARSA(0) with look-ahead advice (LA-SARSA(0), see Section
2.2.5 for these two algorithms).
5.2.1 Taxi Problem
The basic settings of the Taxi problem have been introduced earlier in Section
5.1.1. To make this problemmore challenging, we make the navigation actions (i.e.
north, south, east and west) have some probabilities to fail: each of these actions
can move the agent one square in the intended direction with probability 0.8 and
in each perpendicular direction with probability 0.1. As for termination states of
each sub-task (definition of termination state is given in Definition 1 in Section
2.2.3), we let Root terminate when the passenger is delivered; Get terminate when
the taxi picks up the passenger; Put terminate when the taxi delivers the passenger;
Navigate(X), where X can be any landmark (R, Y, B and G), terminate when the
taxi arrives at square X.
The state representation we use consists of four elements: the taxi’s current
position, a boolean variable indicating whether the passenger is picked or not,
the passenger’s starting position and its destination. Both MAXQ-0 and PBRS-
MAXQ-0 use the same task graph shown in Figure 5.1(b) in Section 5.1.1. As
for learning parameters, for MAXQ-0 and SARSA(0), we have γ = 1, α = 1 and
ǫ = 1 in the beginning of each experiment, and we let α decrease at a rate of 0.999,
i.e. αt = αt−1×0.999. Similarly, ǫ decreases at a rate of 0.99. For PBRS-MAXQ-
0 and LA-SARSA(0), we use the same γ value, initialise α and ǫ as 0.2 and 0.5,
respectively, and decrease them at a rate of 0.999 and 0.9, respectively. All these
learning parameters are selected based on our preliminary experimental results, so
as to minimise each algorithm’s convergence speed.
The potential values Φ(i, s, a) used in PBRS-MAXQ-0 are given as follows:
• When sub-task a is Get, if the passenger has not been picked up,Φ(i, s, a) =
+20; else, Φ(i, s, a) = −20. These potential values are proposed based on
our domain knowledge that ‘when the passenger has not been picked up, Get
should be encouraged; otherwise, it should be discouraged’. Note that here
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we do not specify i, because when a is Get, its parent sub-task i can only
be Root, according to the sub-task graph Figure 5.1(b) in Section 5.1. In the
following, when we do not specify the parent sub-task i, then i can be any
possible parent sub-task of a.
• When sub-task a is Put, if the passenger has been picked up, Φ(i, s, a) =
+20; else, Φ(i, s, a) = −20. These potential values are proposed based on
our domain knowledge that ‘when the passenger has been picked up, Put
should be encouraged; otherwise, it should be discouraged’.
• When sub-task a is pick up, if the passenger has not been picked up and the
taxi is in the passenger’s position, Φ(i, s, a) = +10; else, Φ(i, s, a) = −10.
These potential values are proposed to encourage the taxi to perform pick up
only when it is at the passenger’s location and the passenger has not been
picked, and to discourage the taxi to perform pick up in other states.
• When sub-task a is put down, if the passenger has been picked up and
the taxi is in the passenger’s destination position, Φ(i, s, a) = +10; else,
Φ(i, s, a) = −10. These potential values are proposed to encourage the taxi
to perform put down only when it takes the passenger to the destination, and
to discourage the taxi to perform put down in other states.
• When sub-task a is Navigate(X), Φ(i, s) = +10 if one of the following two
requirements satisfies: (1) the passenger has not been picked up and X is
the passenger’s position; or (2) the passenger has been picked up and X is
the destination. In all other states, Φ(i, s, a) = −10. These potential values
are proposed to encourage the taxi to navigate to the ‘good’ positions (when
the passenger has not been picked up, the ‘good’ position is the passenger’s
square; otherwise, the ‘good’ position is the passenger’s destination).
• When a is a navigation action, Φ(Navigate(X), s, a) = +5 if a reduces the
Manhattan distance to the landmark X; otherwise, Φ(i, s, a) = −5. These
potential values are proposed to encourage the taxi to choose the navigation
actions that reduce the Manhattan distance to the good positions. Note that
these potential values are not perfect: when there is wall, the action that
reduces the Manhattan distance may not be the best, and these potential
values do not consider the stochastic nature of these navigation actions. We
deliberately use these imperfect potential values, so as to see the robustness
of PBRS-MAXQ-0.
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Then we present the potential values used for LA-SARSA(0). Note that po-
tential value functions used in LA only have two inputs: the current state s and
the current action a. The potential values Φ(s, a) used in LA-SARSA(0) are as
follows:
• When a is pick up, Φ(s, a) = +10 iff the passenger has not been picked up
and the taxi is in the passenger’s position; otherwise, Φ(s, a) = −10. These
potential values are proposed so as to encourage the taxi to perform pick up
only when it is in the passenger’s position and the passenger has not been
picked up; otherwise, pick up is discouraged.
• When a is put down, Φ(s, a) = +10 iff the passenger has been picked up
and the taxi is in the passenger’s destination position; otherwise, Φ(s, a) =
−10. These potential values are proposed so as to encourage the taxi to
perform put down only when it is in the passenger’s destination and the
passenger has been picked up; otherwise, put down is discouraged.
• When a is a navigation action (north, south, east or west), Φ(s, a) = +5 iff:
– The passenger has not been picked up, and performing a reduces the
Manhattan distance to the passenger’s position; or
– The passenger has been picked up, and performing a reduces the Man-
hattan distance to the passenger’s destination position.
In all other situations, Φ(s, a) = −5. Note that, similar to those poten-
tial values for primitive navigation actions that are used in PBRS-MAXQ-0,
these potential values are not perfect, in the sense that they may mislead the
taxi to perform some non-optimal actions. However, we use these imper-
fect potential values so as to ensure that the potential values used in PBRS-
MAXQ-0 and LA-SARSA(0) are as similar as possible, so as to evaluate
these two PBRS techniques effectiveness.
The performances of these four algorithms are given in Figure 5.2. We can see
that in both flat and hierarchical RL, PBRS techniques can significantly improve
the learning performance. Also, the performance of PBRS-MAXQ-0 is always sig-
nificantly better than all other three RL algorithms throughout the 500-episode ex-
periments (p-values are all smaller than 0.01). Note that PBRS-MAXQ-0 and LA-
SARSA(0) use the same pieces of domain knowledge, but PBRS-MAXQ-0’s per-
formance is significantly better. The reason is that (i) the foundation RL algorithm
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Figure 5.3: Performances of R-MAXQ and R-MAXQ in the Taxi Problem. This
figure is reproduced from Figure 2(b) in [JS08] with permission.
Similarly to the previous experiment, we also implement four algorithms on this
problem: MAXQ-0, SARSA(0), PBRS-MAXQ-0 and LA-SARSA(0). For each
algorithm, we performed 100 independent experiments, each consisting of 5000
episodes. The state representation we use consists of the agent’s current location,
the exit’s location, the number of uncollected gold and their locations, and three
boolean variables indicating whether the agent senses glitter, breeze and stench,
respectively, For all four learning algorithms, we let γ = 1 throughout our ex-
periments; α and ǫ are set to be 1 in the first episode of each experiment, and α
decreases at a rate of 0.9995. In MAXQ-0 and PBRS-MAXQ-0, we let ǫ decrease
at a rate of 0.99, whereas in SARSA(0) and LA-SARSA(0), we let ǫ decrease at a
rate of 0.95. These learning parameters are chosen based on our preliminary ex-
perimental results, so as to maximise each algorithm’s average cumulative reward
in each experiment.
As for the potential values used in PBRS-MAXQ-0, Φ(i, s, a) is given as fol-
lows:
• When a is Collect, if there still exists uncollected gold, Φ(i, s, a) = +100;
else, Φ(i, s, a) = −100. These potential values are to encourage (discour-
age) the agent to perform Collect when there (does not) exists uncollected
golds. Note that here we do not specify i, because when a is Collect, its
parent sub-task i can only be Root, according to the sub-task graph Figure
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Figure 5.4: A Wumpus World. The smiling face stands for the agent, each black
square stands for a pit, each ‘W’ stands for a Wumpus, the ‘E’ (in the
top-right corner) stands for the exit, and each diamond symbol stands
for a gold.
2.5 in Section 2.2.3. In the following, when we do not specify the parent
sub-task i, then i can be any possible parent sub-task of a.
• When a is Exit, if all gold have been collected, Φ(i, s, a) = +100, where
i can only be Root; else, Φ(i, s, a) = −100. These potential values are to
encourage (discourage) the agent to perform Exit when (not) all golds are
collected.
• When a is pickup, if the agent sees glitter in s, Φ(i, s, a) = +50; else,
Φ(i, s, a) = −50. These potential values are to encourage (discourage) the
agent to perform pickup when there is (no) gold in the current square.
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• When a is Hunt, if the agent smells stench in s, Φ(i, s, a) = +10; else,
Φ(i, s, a) = −10. These potential values are to encourage (discourage) the
agent to perform Hunt when the agent does (not) feel stench in the current
square. Note that the parent sub-task i can be either Collect or Exit.
• When a is Navigate(x, y),
– if i is Collect and (x, y) is the location of the farthest collected gold
towards the exit, Φ(i, s, a) = +10;
– if i is Exit and (x, y) is the location of the exit, Φ(i, s, a) = +10;
– for all other situations, Φ(i, s, a) = −10.
These potential values are to encourage the agent to navigate to the farthest
uncollected gold if there is any uncollected gold, or encourage the agent to
navigate to the exit otherwise. Navigating to any other places are discour-
aged. Note that the parent sub-task i can be either Collect or Exit.
• When a is a primitive shoot action, if the agent feels stench in s, Φ(i, s, a) =
+5; else, Φ(i, s, a) = −5. These potential values encourage the agent to
shoot when it feels stench.
• When a is one of the primitive navigation actions, if the intended direction
of a decreases the Manhattan distance to its parent sub-task’s target position,
Φ(i, s, a) = +5; else, Φ(i, s, a) = −5. These potential values encourage
the agent to choose the path that minimising the Manhattan distance during
navigation.
Note that the potential values provided here contain some non-perfect instruc-
tions: for example, we encourage the agent to collect the farthest gold towards the
exit, which may lead the agent to being killed. However, generally, we believe that
collecting the farthest gold can reduce the number of steps needed to successfully
exit the world. We intentionally use these ‘misleading’ potential values so as to
test the robustness of using PBRS in MAXQ.
As for the potential values Φ(s, a) (where s can be any state, and a can be
any primitive action) used in LA-SARSA(0), we let them be the same with their
corresponding potential values used in PBRS-MAXQ-0. For example, when a
is pickup, if the agent sees glitter in s, Φ(s, a) = +50; otherwise, Φ(s, a) =
−50. Note that when a is a navigation primitive action (e.g. go left), we have
Φ(s, a) = +5 iff a reduces the Manhattan distance to the farthest gold (if there is
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Table 5.1: Some statistics (mean± standard error) during the learning. Percentage
values (i.e. the last two rows) are computed by counting all episodes
that are ended due to falling into pit (eaten by Wumpus) and dividing
this number by the number of episodes (i.e. five million, obtained from
5000 episodes per experiments and 1000 episodes in total). Therefore,
no standard errors are provided in the last two rows.
MAXQ PBRS-MAXQ SARSA LA-SARSA
Step/epi 611.61± 7.96 522.01± 4.98 1264.97± 7.06 794.45± 2.96
Rew/step −0.98± 0.02 1.234± 0.02 −0.54± 0.01 0.93± 0.01
Kill/epi 4.30± 0.04 8.74± 0.01 8.94± 0.00 9.34± 0.00
Gold/epi 4.25± 0.04 7.91± 0.01 8.62± 0.01 9.27± 0.00
#Shoot/epi 5.653± 0.04 11.21± 0.01 24.23± 0.14 12.62± 0.01
#Pick/epi 5.370.04 9.91± 0.01 26.14± 0.17 12.32± 0.01
Fall% 0.54 0.36 0.31 0.15
Eaten% 0.25 0.01 0.06 0.03
SARSA(0)) significantly outperform their corresponding standard RL algorithms
(MAXQ-0 and SARSA(0), respectively). Also, we see that SARSA(0) outper-
forms MAXQ-0 and LA-SARSA(0) outperforms PBRS-MAXQ-0 in the early
learning stage, but after 5000 episodes of learning, the MAXQ-based algorithms
outperform their SARSA(0)-based counterpart (indeed, the p-value between the
last episode’s averaged performances of MAXQ-0 and SARSA(0) is smaller than
0.01, while the p-value between the last episode’s averaged performances of PBRS-
MAXQ-0 and LA-SARSA(0) is 0.04).
To further investigate the reason behind the performance drop of SARSA(0),
we compute some learning statistics during the learning, presented in Table 5.1.
In this table, ‘epi’ and ‘Rew’ are shorthands for episode and rewards, respectively.
From these data we can see that SARSA(0)-based algorithms perform significantly
more pickup and shooting actions than their MAXQ-based counterparts (p-values
are smaller than 0.01). This is because in the early learning stage, performing more
pickup and shooting actions will result in a higher chance to collect golds and kill
Wumpuses and, thus, will earn the agent more rewards; also, performing more
pickup and shooting actions will also reduce the chance to be killed by falling
into the pit or being eaten by a Wumpus. This explains why SARSA(0)-based
agents perform better in the early learning stage. However, these rewards will re-
inforce the SARSA(0)-based learning agents to perform these actions more, which
in turn leads to a drop in received rewards. This explains the performance drop
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of SARSA(0) after 1500 episodes and why LA-SARSA(0) is not able to reach the
same height of PBRS-MAXQ-0 after 5000 episodes of learning. MAXQ-based
algorithms avoid this problem because of its hierarchical execution: to execute
pickup or a shooting action in MAXQ, the learning agent needs to select several
levels of sub-tasks, and in each level, there are some randomness in the selection
(see Algorithm 4 and 11). As a result, although performing pickup and the shoot-
ing actions will lead to high rewards in the early stage, they still cannot be selected
very frequently in the early stage.
5.3 Related Work
To the best of knowledge, no existing work integrates reward shaping techniques
into any of the widely used Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning (HRL) algo-
rithms, e.g. Options [SPS99], Hierarchy of Abstract Machines [PR97] or MAXQ.
However, the pseudo rewards used in MAXQ-based algorithms are also for im-
proving the sub-task-selection efficiency. Actually, Dietterich’s original work that
introduces MAXQ decomposition [Die98] has proposed this technique. Pseudo
rewards are some extra rewards used in each sub-task, specifying which states are
more desirable to be visited in this sub-task and which are not. In particular, a
pseudo reward for a sub-task i is of the form σi(s), where s is a state. If s is some
state that people want the agent to visit more (less) in sub-task i, people can assign
σi(s) a positive (negative) real value. The pseudo rewards are only used in learn-
ing, not in MAXQ function values updating, namely pseudo rewards are only used
in sub-task-selection, but they will not be directly integrated into the MAXQ func-
tions. We highlight two important differences between the pseudo rewards and our
PBRS-MAXQ-0:
• By using pseudo rewards, the original optimal policy is not guaranteed to be
found [Die00, BM03]. This is because pseudo rewards are not directly fitted
into theMAXQ functions; therefore, if the pseudo rewards are incorrect (e.g.
an undesirable state is given a huge positive pseudo reward), the learning
process cannot cancel out the negative effect brought by this pseudo reward,
no matter for how long the learning proceeds. However, PBRS-MAXQ-0
is guaranteed to converge after a sufficiently long time of learning, because
potential values are fitted into the MAXQ functions in a specific form (see
Definition 5 earlier in this Chapter), and this integration form guarantees
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that after enough long time of learning, potential values can cancel each
other out. So, regardless of the correctness of the potential values, PBRS-
MAXQ-0 can obtain the optimal policy. In other words, PBRS-MAXQ-0 is
more robust than using pseudo rewards in MAXQ-0.
• Pseudo rewards only allow people to provide some ‘indirect’ instructions,
while PBRS-MAXQ-0 allows people to give ‘direct’ instructions. We can
see that pseudo rewards specify which states are more desirable and which
are not, but they do not directly instruct the agent how to achieve the desir-
able states or how to avoid visiting the undesirable states. So pseudo rewards
can only provide ‘indirect’ instructions. On the other hand, the potential val-
ues we use in PBRS-MAXQ-0, can directly let the agent know which child
sub-task a is more desirable in state s within a’s parent sub-task i, because
they are of the form Φ(i, s, a).
5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we integrate two popular RL techniques: Potential-Based Reward
Shaping (PBRS) and MAXQ. In particular, we prove that, by following our in-
tegration rules, arbitrary potential values can be integrated into the MAXQ de-
composition without altering the original optimal performance. In addition, based
on the integration rules, we propose the PBRS-MAXQ-0 algorithm, and prove
that after learning for sufficiently long time, PBRS-MAXQ-0 is guaranteed to
converge to the hierarchical optimal policy. Also, we implement MAXQ-0 and
PBRS-MAXQ-0, and test their performances in two widely used RL testbeds: the
Taxi problem and a stochastic Wumpus World problem. Empirical results suggest
that PBRS can effectively accelerate the learning speed of MAXQ-0, even when
the domain knowledge is imperfect.
The integration of PBRS and MAXQ provides an approach for using heuristics
to improve the convergence speed of MAXQ-0. However, as we discussed in
Chapter 1 and Chapter 2, proposing high-quality heuristics for RL algorithms is
generally challenging, and this is even more so for MAXQ-0 algorithms, in which
the potential values not only need to take into account the state and the child sub-
task, but also need to consider which parent sub-task is invoking this child (see
Section 5.1). Motivated by the success of using argumentation frameworks to
provide heuristics for SARSA(λ) (Chapter 4), below in Chapter 6, we will integrate
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the argumentation framework we proposed in Chapter 3 into PBRS-MAXQ-0, and
use the resulting MAXQ-based AARL to tackle a real world problem.
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6 MAXQ-Based AARL: An Empirical
Evaluation
In Chapter 4, we presented SARSA(λ)-based AARL, which uses a classic Potential-
Based Reward Shaping (PBRS) technique — look-ahead advice (LA) — to inte-
grate argumentation-generated heuristics into SARSA(λ). Empirical results show
that AARL can improve the performance of standard SARSA(λ), and these suc-
cessful results motivated us to investigate whether AARL can be implemented on
some more effective RL algorithms than SARSA(λ), e.g. the MAXQ-0 algorithm,
and whether this integration can also improve the learning speed. The main pur-
pose of this chapter is to investigate these problems.
In this chapter, based on the PBRS-MAXQ-0 algorithm we presented in Chap-
ter 5, we propose MAXQ-based AARL and empirically test its performance in a
novel Residential Demand Response (RDR) system called Energy Usage Recom-
mendation System (EURS). This system learns the user’s usage behaviour of home
appliances and gives the user recommendations accordingly so as to help him save
electricity expenses. We designed a simulated user based on a large amount of real
data, so as to evaluate whether our EURS can give satisfactory recommendations
to this simulated user.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: we first present MAXQ-
based AARL in Section 6.1, and then give background of RDR systems and present
an overview of EURS in Section 6.2. After that, in Section 6.3, we motivate why
we choose to use Hierarchical RL (HRL) algorithms to implement EURS, and, in
Section 6.4, we describe how we use data collected from a real user to design a
simulated user, with which EURS interacts. Afterwards, in Section 6.5, we give
the detailed design of our prototype EURS, including how we model this problem
as a MDP, and how we design the MAXQ hierarchical decomposition for EURS.
In Section 6.6, based on our domain knowledge on this application, we propose
some arguments and values, for both SARSA(λ)- and MAXQ-based AARL. At
last, we present the experimental settings and performances in Section 6.7, review
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related works in Section 6.8 and conclude this chapter in Section 6.9.
6.1 MAXQ-based AARL
As we have discussed in Section 3.3 and 3.5, an AARL amounts to the combi-
nation of three modules: the AF module, which is responsible for building argu-
mentation frameworks SCAF, VSCAF and AF−; the Potential Generator module,
which assigns each action appropriate potential values based on heuristics gen-
erated by the AF module; and the PBRS+RL module, which integrates potential
values into some RL algorithms via some PBRS technique. We have discussed in
Section 3.3 and 3.5 that, in AARL, the argumentation framework for generating
heuristics is independent of the underlying RL algorithm used. In other words,
we can implement different versions of AARL, which share the same argumenta-
tion frameworks for generating heuristics, but use different techniques to integrate
these heuristics into different RL algorithms. In MAXQ-based AARL, we use
the PBRS-MAXQ-0 algorithm introduced in Chapter 5 to serve as the PBRS+RL
module.
In the remainder of this section, we describe how to implement the other two
modules and how to integrate all three modules together so as to construct the
whole MAXQ-based AARL algorithm. Note that we only focus on single-agent
MAXQ-based AARL in this chapter, because multi-agent learning based onMAXQ
algorithms involves considerable problem-specific design issues (this will be dis-
cussed in greater detail later in Section 6.9). Since this is the first work in integrat-
ing MAXQ with argumentation, we believe that considering only the single agent
learning case can help us more focus on the integration itself, not the complex
implementation details of multi-agent MAXQ [GMM06].
Firstly, we look into the AF module in MAXQ-based AARL. In SARSA(λ)-
based AARL, arguments can attack or be attacked by any other arguments that
support different actions for the same agent. This is because, at any state, every
action can be selected by the agent; thus, actions are ‘competing’ with one another.
However, in each composite sub-task in MAXQ, only the children of this sub-
task can be chosen and, therefore, only sub-tasks that share the same parent are
competing with each other. Therefore, in MAXQ-based AARL, two arguments
can be in the attack relation if and only if the sub-tasks they support share the
same parent sub-task. As an illustration, consider the Taxi problem we introduced
in Section 5.1 and its task graph in Figure 5.1(b). An argument supporting sub-task
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Get and an argument supporting sub-task south should not be in the attack relation,
because these two sub-tasks have different parents and, therefore, are not directly
competing with one another during the sub-task-selection process in MAXQ. To
ensure that only ‘competitive’ arguments can have attack relation, we propose sub-
task-based SCAF and VSCAF, defined as follows (note, again, that we focus on the
single-agent learning case here).
Definition 7. For a MAXQ-based learning agent, let its MAXQ decomposition
be HM = {M0, · · · ,Mn}. Given this agent’s observation Sta of a state s, a Sta-
specific cooperative argumentation framework (SCAF) for sub-task i, where i ∈
HM is a composite sub-task, is an AF (Arg,Att) s.t.:
1. Arg = {A|con(A) is a child of sub-task i, A is applicable with respect to
the learning agent }.
2. Att ⊆ Arg× Arg s.t. (A,B) ∈ Att iff con(A) 6= con(B) and A,B ∈ Arg.
We refer to a SCAF for sub-task i as SCAFi.
We can see that SCAFi is an AF such that only applicable arguments supporting
children of i can be included in this AF, and two arguments can attack each other
in SCAFi if and only if they support different children of i. So SCAFi represents
and organises domain knowledge relating to the sub-task-selection in i. We then
augment SCAFi with values, and the resulting framework is defined as follows:
Definition 8. For a MAXQ-based learning agent, let its MAXQ decomposition be
HM = {M0, · · · ,Mn}. Given this agent’s observation Sta of a state s, a value-
based Sta-specific cooperative argumentation framework for sub-task i is a VAF
VSCAFi = (SCAFi = (Arg,Att),V, val,ValprefSta) s.t.:
1. SCAFi is the Sta-specific cooperative argumentation framework for com-
posite sub-task i;
2. V is a set (of values);
3. val : Arg→ V is a function from Arg to V; and
4. ValprefSta is a preorder over V, denoted as ≥v.
We refer to (Arg,Att,V, val,Valpref−Sta) as the VAF derived from VSCAF, where
Valpref−Sta is a strict partial order >v such that ∀v1, v2 ∈ V, v1 >v v2 if and only if
v1 ≥v v2 and v2 6≥v v1, and we refer to AF
i− = (Arg,Att−) as the simplified AF
derived from this VAF by using simplification rules of VAFs (see Section 2.1.3).
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As an illustration, let us consider the Wumpus World game we presented in
Section 2.2.3. Suppose we have the following arguments:
• A1: Collect IF there exist uncollected golds.
• A2: pickup IF sees glitter in the current square.
• A3: Hunt IF feels stench in the current square.
We can see that argument A2 and A3 can be contained in one SCAFi (where
i can be any sub-task) and can attack one another, because the sub-task (action)
they support — pickup and Hunt — share the same parent sub-task (see the task
graph shown in Figure 2.5 in Chapter 2). But A1 and A2 cannot be contained in
one SCAFi, because the sub-task supported by these two arguments – Collect and
pickup – do not share the same parent. Suppose in one state s, within Root, only
Collect is applicable, then we can build SCAFRoot = (ArgRoot,AttRoot) where
ArgRoot = {A1}, and AttRoot = ∅. Also in state s, if both A2 and A3 are appli-
cable, then SCAFCollect = (ArgCollect,AttCollect), where ArgCollect = {A2,A3},
and AttCollect = {(A2,A3), (A3,A2)}. Also, suppose that we have a value set V
consisting of only two values:
• V1: collect gold so as to receive more rewards,
• V2: kill a Wumpus so as to receive more rewards,
and we have val contains bothA2 7→ V1 andA3 7→ V2. In addition, in Valpref, we
haveV1 ≥v V2. Then we can build VSCAF
Collect = (SCAFCollect,V, val,Valpref),
and we can easily obtain that the simplified AF derived from VSCAFCollect is
AFCollect− = (ArgCollect,AttCollect−), where AttCollect− = {A2,A3}. From this
illustration, we can see that argumentation frameworks SCAFCollect,VSCAFCollect
and AFCollect− exclude ‘useless’ information (arguments) for selecting children of
Collect (in this illustrative example, A1 is useless in children-selection within Col-
lect) and only include the ‘relevant’ arguments (i.e. A2 and A3).
Also note that AFi− (i can be any composite sub-task ) ‘inherits’ all properties
of AF−. For example, if AFi− has non-empty grounded or preferred extension(s),
then at most one child of sub-task i is recommended. This can be proved similarly
to Theorem 1, so we skip its proof here.
Secondly, we discuss the Potential Generatormodule. Recall that in SARSA(λ)-
based AARL, we require the domain expert to give a upfront real number c > 0,
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and we give all recommended actions this c value as its potential value (see Sec-
tion 4.1). In PBRS-MAXQ-0, as suggested by Theorem 3 in Section 5.1.2 (see
remark right after the theorem), the ideal value for Φ(i, s, a) is Cpi
∗
(i, s, a), where
i can be any composite sub-task, s can be any state and a can be any child of i.
Note that there can be a big difference between C values for different subtask-
state-child pairs (i, s, a): for example, in the illustration we give in Section 2.2.3,
Cpi
∗
(Root, s1,Hunt) = 598 (this value is the cumulative reward received after per-
forming Hunt in state s1 within Root), and C
pi∗(Hunt, s1, shoot right) = 0. So the
ideal value for Φ(Root, s1,Hunt) is 598, and for Φ(Hunt, s1, shoot right) is 0. We
can therefore see that giving these two potential values the same value is inappro-
priate. Hence, in MAXQ-based AARL, we require the domain expert to provide k
potential values: c1, · · · , ck, where k is the number of composite sub-tasks in the
MAXQ decomposition. The idea is that within each composite sub-task i, we give
the same potential value to all recommended children of i. Still, this is a simplified
setting: an ideal setting is to ask to the domain expert to give each subtask-state-
child pair (i, s, a) a specific potential value, but this will require too much human
engineering; more importantly, in complex applications, the domain experts may
not be able to provide so fine-grained domain knowledge. In both our experiments
in Section 5.2, we use this method to give potential values, and empirical results
show that the performance is good. We believe this method to give potential values
in MAXQ is practical.
Given our discussions on the AF module and Potential Generator module above,
we use one function, getHierarchicalPotential, to implement these two modules’
functionality. Pseudo code of this function is presented in Algorithm 12. We give
a detailed explanation of Algorithm 12 as follows: if the input parent sub-task p
terminates in input state s, by definition of the potential values (see Definition 4 in
Section 5.1.1),Φ(p, s, d) = 0 (line 4 in Algorithm 12); otherwise, the function first
obtains the upfront domain knowledge provided by domain expert (line 6). Given
this knowledge, sub-task-based argumentation frameworks SCAFp and VSCAFp
can be built, and the simplified AFp− can be derived (line 7). By computing the set
E of required type of extensions for AFp− (line 8) and obtaining the recommended
sub-task arec from theE (line 9, getRecActFromExt has been presented in 3.2.4),
we can obtain the potential value for child sub-task d: if d equals arec, Φ(p, s, d) =
cp (line 11); otherwise, Φ(p, s, d) = 0 (line 13).
In the remainder of this chapter, we use both MAXQ-based and SARSA(λ)-
based AARL algorithms to implement Energy Usage Recommendation System
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Algorithm 12 Function getHierarchicalPotential for MAXQ-based AARL
1: /*Function for computing potential values*/
2: getHierarchicalPotential(Composite Sub-task p, State s, Sub-task d)
3: if p terminates in state s then
4: return 0
5: else
6: Obtain candidate argument set Arg∗, value set V, value promotion relation
val, value ranking Valpref, the argumentation extension type Type, and the
potential value given to recommended sub-tasks of p: cp ∈ R, cp > 0
7: Build SCAFp, VSCAFp, and derive AFp−
8: E := getExtension(AFp−, T ype)
9: arec := getRecActFromExt(E)
10: if arec is not null and d = arec then
11: return cp
12: else
13: return 0
14: end if
15: end if
(EURS), and compare their performances under multiple settings.
6.2 The Energy Usage Recommendation System
Reducing energy consumptions as well as CO2 emissions have been recognised as
an important problem faced by the world, and the demand side management, also
known as demand response (DR), is regarded as an important technique in tackling
this problem [LCL11, OLGM10]. In a nutshell, DR amounts to reschedule users’
energy demand so as to reduce the peak load of the whole electricity network as
well as to save money for the energy users. DR for large energy users has received
intensive investigations and has been implemented in many areas (a comprehensive
review of this field can be found in e.g. [AES08]), and an increasing trend of
research on residential DR (RDR) is also witnessed in recent years [OLGM10].
We implement a RDR system which is able to read and record the power read-
ings of each appliance1 in a household and, based on these data, give the user
advice every thirty minutes, suggesting whether or not to use some selected ap-
1 We believe this assumption is achievable, because of the increasing popularity of smart meters, the
increasing numbers and types of off-the-shelf sensors [KK14], and the rapid development of non-
intrusive load monitoring, which can derive appliance-level consumptions from the aggregated
power consumption [PGWR12].
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pliances in the ensuing thirty minutes.2 The user reads the advice and decides
whether to change the original usage plan or not. Note that the user does not need
to explicitly reply to the system: the system can detect whether the user follows its
advice by reading the power consumption of each appliance. We call this system
Energy Usage Recommendation System (EURS).
Our contribution in this experiment is threefold:
• we propose a novel RDR system called EURS, and design a real-data-based
simulated user to interact with this system;
• we identify the hierarchical structure in energy usage and accordingly pro-
pose the first MAXQ-based algorithm for RDR (see next subsection); and
• we novelly use PBRS in designing a RDR system and illustrate that us-
ing domain knowledge can effectively improve the performances of both
SARSA- and MAXQ-based RDR systems.
6.3 Why Use MAXQ-Based AARL
Predicting the user’s usage behaviour plays an important role in designing EURS,
because the user is unlikely to accept advice that is very different from the user’s
planned usage. However, it has been reported that Q-Learning cannot effectively
predict the user’s usage behaviour, especially when the prediction interval is larger
than 30 minutes [GQS10]. We will show that our MAXQ-based EURS is able to
give more acceptable advice.
It has been recognised that people’s energy usage in the same type of days is
very similar [TMTT+13], and the reason is that in each day type, certain types of
activities are performed routinely. For example, each Saturday, my energy usage
is very similar, because I usually clean my room in the morning, cook at noon, go
out in the afternoon and do some entertainment activities in the evening. Actually,
all days that share similar appliances usages can be categorised into one type. For
instance, if my usage in Tuesdays is similar to that in Saturdays, they can all cat-
egorised as one day type. There exist some algorithms in learning and identifying
the type of days, e.g. [TMTT+13]. Each type of activity, in turn, involves using
certain appliances: cleaning, for instance, involves using the vacuum cleaner. We
2 In this system, to discretise time, we divide each day into forty-eight equal-length time slots, each
covers thirty minutes.
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can see that the type of days, activities and appliances naturally form a top-down
hierarchical relation, and to predict a user’s appliance-level usage, we can first
identify the day type and activity type, so as to reduce the number of appliances
that may be used and increase the prediction accuracy. The motivation for using
MAXQ to design the EURS is to take full use of this hierarchical structure. In this
work, for simplicity, we only focus on one type of day: the days when the user
uses some selected appliances once a day, and our MAXQ hierarchical decompo-
sition will therefore only consider the activity-appliance hierarchy. More details
of the type of day and the hierarchy will be given below in Section 6.4 and 6.5,
respectively.
Besides using a hierarchical structure to improve the prediction accuracy, using
some prior knowledge about a user’s usage pattern can also potentially improve the
performance of EURS. Considerable domain knowledge is available about when a
certain kind of activity is likely/unlikely to be performed: some of this knowledge
is generic (e.g., people usually do not clean their houses at midnight), while some
others is personal (e.g., by observing a user’s usage for some time, the system can
easily identify when he usually cleans his house). However, this knowledge can
contain conflicts: for example, some pieces of domain knowledge may advise a
user to use a certain appliance at time t because this user usually uses it at time
t, while some other pieces of domain knowledge may advise this user to use this
appliance later than t, because postponing the usage can save quite some money.
And we can see that different recommendations are based on different values: for
example, still consider the earlier illustrative example, the former piece is based
on the value ‘avoid disrupting the user’, while the latter piece is based on the value
‘save money’. Overall, we believe that value-based argumentation framework is a
suitable abstraction to represent domain knowledge in this setting so as to obtain
high-quality heuristics. And to incorporate these heuristics into RL-based EURS,
we use both MAXQ- and SARSA-based AARL.
6.4 A Real-Data-Based Simulated User
Recall that the goal of EURS is to learn the user’s usage pattern of some appliances
and accordingly give the user recommendations, so as to save money for the user
as well as minimising disruption3’. So we can see that in this learning problem,
the user is the ‘environment’, and RL-based EURS learns the best actions (in this
3 ‘Disruption’ here means the advised action is different from the user’s existing planned behaviour.
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Figure 6.1: The probability distribution of the switching on time of the washing
machine. This distribution is obtained by using the user’s usage data
in 51 selected days.
case, the actions are recommendations) in each time slot of a day by interacting
with this environment. Because many episodes of learning may be needed before
a good policy can be found (this can be seen from, for example, experiment on the
Keepaway and Takeaway games in Section 4.2, experiments on the Taxi problem in
Section 5.2.1, and experiments on the stochastic Wumpus World game in Section
5.2.2), it is unrealistic to make the system interact with real users for very long
time. As a result, it is essential to design a simulated user to train this system
before it is deployed in real households.
To make the simulated user as lifelike as possible, we use a big amount of data
collected from a real user to design the simulated user. We use the longest dataset
in the UK-DALE database [KK14], which contains power readings of 54 appli-
ances over 470 days in one household. We only consider six appliances: the vac-
uum cleaner (hoover), dishwasher, washing machine, TV, kitchen electronics4 and
PC5. We consider these appliances because they consume considerable energy (av-
erage≥ 0.1 kWh/day) and have quite flexible working times (unlike, e.g., theWiFi
router, which typically works 24/7). We only consider one specific type of day, in
which the simulated user uses these six appliances once a day. In the dataset, 54
days are of this type, and most of them are weekend days (51).
4 These electronics include a kettle, two toasters, two food mixers and a kitchen aid. According
to the description of the UK-DALE database, the data of these electronics are collected by using
one sensor, so they are treated as one appliance in our work.
5 This PC is mainly used for entertaining purposes.
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Figure 6.2: The probability distribution of the switching on time and working time
of the TV set.
Note that we need to simulate a user in the following two aspects: (1) how
the user plans his usage of each appliance, namely the original usage pattern of
this user, and (2) how he responds to different recommendations in different situ-
ations. To simulate the first aspect, we assume that, in this selected type of days,
the user has a fixed probability to use each appliance in each time slot, and this
probability can be simply computed from the user’s existing usage data. For ex-
ample, the probability distribution of the user turning on the washing machine in
different time slots is shown in Figure 6.1, and the probability distribution of the
user switching on the TV in different time slots and using it for different lengths
of time is shown in Figure 6.2. Note that Figure 6.1 is two-dimensional because
we do not need to consider the working time of the washing machine: we ob-
serve from the data set that, in each usage, the washing machine works for three
time slots and automatically turns off. For example, in Figure 6.1, the right-most
bar represents that the probability of switching on the washing machine between
21:00 and 21:30 (and using it for the three time slots) is 0.01. Figure 6.2 is, how-
ever, three-dimensional, because the working time of each usage is also needed to
be taken into account when computing the user’s usage pattern. For example, the
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bottom left bar in Figure 6.2 represents that the probability of switching on the TV
between 00:00 and 00:30 and using it for thirty minutes (one time slot) is 0.002.
Three appliances switch off automatically after working for fixed numbers of time
slots: the washing machine, dish washer and kitchen electronics. They work for
three, two and one time slot(s) before they are turned off, respectively.
More specifically, for each appliance i, i = 1, · · · , 6, we compute Pi(ts, te), the
probability of using appliance i from time ts to time te,
6 by using data collected
from the specific type of days in the dataset. In the beginning of each day, the sim-
ulated user uses these probability distributions to plan when to switch on and off
each appliance. For example, given the distribution of the washing machine shown
in Figure 6.1, the simulated user has 1% probability to switch on the washing ma-
chine between 00:00 and 00:30, and has 8.5% probability to use turn it on between
13:00 and 13:30. For simplicity, we assume that each day, any appliance’s usage
is independent of other appliance usage, and is also independent of the usage on
other days.
As for point (2), we will describe how the user responds to recommendations
below in Section 6.5, because this is closely related to the transition function and
the rewards function of this problem.
6.5 Model the Problem as a MDP
In Section 6.4 above, we have pointed out that the user is the ‘environment’ of
this learning problem, and the task of EURS is to learn how the environment re-
sponds to different recommendations in different situations, so as to give the most
‘satisfactory’ recommendations to the user in different situations. Given this un-
derstanding, we model the simulated user as a MDP, and its four components are
as follows (i ranges over all six appliances, i.e. i = 1, · · · , 6):
• States. Each day is a learning episode, which is divided into forty-eight
equal-length time slots, each covering 30 minutes. Each state is a vector,
consisting of the current time index, the status of all appliances (on/off), and
when each appliance has been started using in today (if an appliance has not
been used until the current time slot of the day, this value is −1). In the
remainder of this chapter, unless stated otherwise, we use s to represent a
state, s.time is the index of the current time slot in state s, and s.ti is the
6Note that both ts and te here are indies of time slots.
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time when appliance i is started used today.
• Actions. Each primitive action is a recommendation to the user. Note that,
since we consider six appliances, each primitive action consists of six sub-
recommendations, or atomic actions, one for each appliance. We design five
kinds of sub-recommendations for each appliance i (s is the current state, l
is the most likely number of time slots the user will use appliance i for; l can
be obtained easily from Pi probability distributions):
– switch on: advises the user to turn on appliance i in the current time
slot and keep using it for at least another time slot. To be more specific,
this sub-recommendation recommends the user to use appliance i from
time s.time to time s.time+l. Note that this sub-recommendation can
only be recommended to appliance i if i is currently off; when i is on,
this atomic action is not available because it is ‘useless’.
– switch off : advises the user to turn off appliance i in the ensuing time
slot. To be more specific, this sub-recommendation recommends the
user to use appliance i from s.ti to the current time s.time (note that
s.ti is the time when the user actually starts using appliance i). Note
that this sub-recommendation can only be recommended to an appli-
ance that has been turned on and has not finished using; otherwise, it
is ‘useless’.
– keep on: advises the user to keep using appliance i for at least another
time slot; i.e. recommends the user to use appliance i from s.ti to the
next time slot s.time+1. Note that this sub-recommendation can only
be recommended to appliance i if i is currently on.
– keep off : when s.ti = t, i.e. the user plans to use appliance i now,
it advises the user to postpone the usage of i for one time slot, i.e. it
recommends the user to use appliance i from s.time + 1 to s.time +
1 + l; otherwise, it simply recommends the user not to use appliance
i in the current time slot. Note that this sub-recommendation can only
be recommended to appliance i if i is currently off.
– on and off : advises the user to turn on and finish using i in the ensuing
time slot, i.e. it recommends the user to use appliance i only during
the current time s.time. Note that this sub-recommendation can only
be recommended to appliance i if i is currently off.
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For example, a vector a1 = (wm : keep off, hv : switch on, pc : keep off, tv :
keep on, kt : switch off, ds : switch on) is a primitive action, which recom-
mends the user to keep off the washing machine (wm), switch on the hoover
(hv), keep off the PC (pc), keep on the TV (tv), switch off the kitchen elec-
tronics (kt) and switch on the dishwasher (ds). In the remainder of this chap-
ter, we use recommendation and primitive action interchangeably, and use
sub-recommendation and atomic action interchangeably. Also note that, as
the user does not need to turn off dishwasher, kitchen electronics and wash-
ing machine (these appliances automatically turn off after they finish their
work), switch off and on and off are not advised to these three appliances.
• Rewards. Note that RL-based EURS uses the rewards to evaluate to what
extent the user likes or dislikes a recommendation in a state. Because an ac-
tion is a vector consisting of six sub-recommendations, the reward returned
by the user is the sum of six sub-rewards, one for each sub-recommendation.
To be more specific, if the current time slot is not the last time slot of the
day, reward R =
∑6
i=1Ri, where Ri is the sub-reward for appliance i.
Sub-reward Ri = 0 iff the user accepts the ith sub-recommendation in the
recommendation, i.e. the ith sub-recommendation is the same as the action
the user actually performs on the corresponding appliance; otherwise, Ri =
pun (pun for punishment), where pun ∈ R, pun ≤ 0 is a constant number,
and we will specify its value later in our experimental settings (Section 6.7).
When the current time slot is the last time slot of the current day, R =∑6
i=1(Ri + E
o
i − E
r
i ), where E
o
i and E
r
i are the whole-day expense for
appliance i based on the user’s original planned usage and his real usage,
respectively. Note that Eoi and E
r
i are computed in the end of each day,
when the real usage of each appliances is known. Since the power of all
appliances are known a priori (can be read from the original data set), the
computation of these two values are therefore quite straightforward and we
thus omit them here.
To understand why we give 0 when the system’s advice is accepted, consider
a primitive action that is exactly the same as the user’s plan. This advice
should not receive a positive reward, because it does not save any money, nor
should it receive a negative reward, because it does not cause any loss. From
the rewarding rules above, we can see that the system only receives positive
rewards when it helps the user save money, i.e. Eri < E
o
i , and by tuning the
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rejection punishment pun, we can adjust how much weight the simulated
user puts on ‘minimising disruption For example, when pun = 0, the simu-
lated user does not mind to be disrupted and only cares about money-saving,
while when pun = −∞, the user only wants to avoid disruption and does
not care about the expense.
• Transition function. In this problem, the transition function describes how
the user adjusts his original usage after reading advice. Consider a situation
where the user’s original plan is to use appliance i from ts to te, and the
system’s sub-recommendation for i is to use it from t1 to t2. We make the
user accepts this sub-recommendation iff Pi(t1, t2)− Pi(ts, te) ≥ Th1 (Th
for threshold), where Th1 ∈ R,−1 ≤ Th1 ≤ 1 (we will specify the value of
Th1 later in Section 6.7). We can see that Th1 is a threshold value to control
how willing the simulated user is to change its original planned usage: the
bigger the Th1, the less willing the user is to change his original usage.
For example, when Th1 > 0, the user accepts a suggestion iff the advised
actions are, according to the user’s existing habits, performed more often
than the original planned actions.
Now we design the MAXQ hierarchy. Recall that we only consider the activity-
appliance hierarchy (because we focus on one specific type of day, see Section
6.4), so the composite sub-tasks in our MAXQ hierarchy correspond to activities,
and the primitive actions correspond to appliance usages. Also note that in the
execution of MAXQ, at each layer, only one sub-task can be selected. In other
words, all activities are mutually exclusive, because at each time only one of them
can be recommended to the user. In order to design mutually exclusive activities
(sub-tasks), we first divide all six appliances into two groups: exclusive appliances,
including hoover, kitchen electronics and PC, and compatible appliances, includ-
ing all the other appliances. This division is based on our domain knowledge that,
at each time slot, the user is unlikely to use more than one exclusive appliance,
but may use one or more compatible appliances. For example, we think it is un-
likely for a user to use the hoover and kitchen electronics at the same time, but it
is common to use the hoover and dishwasher simultaneously.
Given the above division of appliances, we design five activities (composite sub-
tasks): Cleaning, Cooking, Relaxing, UseCompatible and KeepAllOff . In Clean-
ing, Cooking and Relaxing, only one exclusive appliance can be advised to be used,
namely the hoover, kitchen electronics and PC, respectively, while all compatible
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Washing Machine 
or TV
Figure 6.3: The task graph for the energy adviser system.
appliances can also be advised to be used. In UseCompatible, one or more com-
patible appliances can be advised to be used, while no exclusive appliances can
be advised to be used. In KeepAllOff , all appliances are advised to stop working
(i.e. switch off or keep off ). The MAXQ graph is illustrated in Fig. 6.3. Each
bottom-layer box represents a collection of primitive actions: for example, box
Use Hoover includes all primitive actions that advise the user to use the hoover.
So action a1 = (wm : keep off, hv : switch on, pc : keep off, tv : keep on, kt :
switch off, ds : switch on) we mentioned above is in the box Use Hoover, whereas
action a2 = (wm : keep off, hv : switch on, pc : keep off, tv : keep on, kt :
switch on, dw : switch on) is not included in this box. Actually, action a2 is not
included in any bottom layer box in Figure 6.3, because we assume that two ex-
clusive appliances — in this case, the hoover and kitchen electronics — should not
be used by the user in the same time slot and, therefore, we do not allow MAXQ-
based EURS to give this recommendation. However, in SARSA-based EURS, we
still allow action a2 to be recommended to the user. By doing this, we shrink the
action space of MAXQ-based EURS, at the risk of being not able to obtain the
optimal policy: if the user indeed performs this action, our MAXQ-based EURS
will never be able to give the user this recommendation.
As for the termination predicate, UseCompatible, KeepAllOff and all primitive
actions terminate immediately, Root terminates when a day ends, and the other
three composite sub-tasks terminate when their corresponding exclusive appliance
finished working.
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6.6 Arguments for EURS
In this section, we introduce the arguments and values used in both SARSA(0)-
based and MAXQ-based AARL for the EURS. In Section 6.6.1, we will introduce
the arguments supporting recommendations (primitive actions) and their corre-
sponding values, while in Section 6.6.2, we will introduce arguments and values
for composite sub-tasks in MAXQ based AARL.
Figure 6.4 summarises all options considered in a AARL-based implementation
of EURS. We use both preferred extensions and grounded extensions (see Sec-
tion 2.1.2) in implementing AARL algorithms, and in each semantics, we use two
different value ranking approaches: one is to have all values equally ranked, and
the other is to rank values according to their relative importance, as advised by
the domain expert. In particular, when using preferred semantics, we employ two
methods in obtaining recommendations from preferred extensions: one method is
to randomly select a preferred extension and recommend actions that are supported
by arguments in this selected preferred extension. This is the standard method we
discussed in Section 3.2.4. The other method is to recommend all actions that are
supported by a preferred argument (an argument is preferred iff it is contained in
at least one preferred extension, see Section 2.1.2). Compared with the standard
approach, this method is somewhat counter-intuitive, since we have shown in Sec-
tion 3.2.2 that actions recommended by different preferred extensions may be con-
flicting with one another. In particular, in the single-agent learning case, the same
agent may be recommended to perform different actions by different preferred
extensions. However, by recommending all preferred-argument-recommended ac-
tions to the learning agent, the learning agent can know that these recommended
actions are ‘equally good’, and are better than the other non-recommended actions.
As a result, the learning agent are encouraged to explore the recommended actions
more.
6.6.1 Arguments Supporting Primitive Actions and Their Values
We propose a systemic method to propose arguments for so many primitive ac-
tions, by taking advantage of our assumption that ‘the usage of each appliance
is independent with usages of other appliances’ (this assumption is made in Sec-
tion 6.5). To be more specific, based on this assumption, when the system evalu-
ates the sub-recommendation for one appliance, it does not need to consider sub-
recommendations for other appliance: for example, when we consider whether to
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Figure 6.4: Settings we use to implement AARL for EURS. Strings in the right
most column are shorthands for setting on its left. For example, ‘G-D’
is a shorthand for the setting ‘grounded extension is used, and values
are not equally preferred’.
recommend the user to use the TV in a state s, we do not need to consider whether
we should also recommend him to use the dishwasher, because their usages are
independent. As a result, when we ask domain expert to give heuristics about
whether a recommendation is good or not, we can just ask the domain expert to
evaluate the goodness of each sub-recommendation in this recommendation, in-
stead of evaluating the recommendation as a whole.
As an example, consider action a1 = (wm : keep off, hv : switch on, pc :
keep off, tv : keep on, kt : switch off, dw : switch on), and suppose we attempt to
give some arguments supporting this action. One way to do this is to think about in
which states this recommendation is good; this is obviously difficult, because the
domain expert has to take into account all sub-recommendations in the recommen-
dation to find the good states to perform this action. Furthermore, since the number
of possible actions is big,7 to consider the good states for each action hence needs
7 As presented in Section 6.5, each action of EURS is a recommendation consisting of six sub-
recommendations. Since we have five kinds of atomic actions, the total number of available
actions in each state is quite big: there are 56 = 15625 possible sub-recommendation combi-
nations, but not all of them are legal in this problem: for example, suppose a state in which all
appliances are off and have not been used today, then atomic actions switch off and keep on are
not available in this state for each appliance, because these two sub-recommendations are ’use-
less’. Given the legal condition of each sub-recommendation, we can easily see that the TV, PC
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lot of human efforts. An alternative way is to ask the domain expert to provide, for
each sub-recommendation, in which states this sub-recommendation is good to be
recommended to the user; and then by finding the intersection of these good states
for each sub-recommendation, the good states for the whole recommendation can
be found.
Take a1 for instance: instead of asking the domain expert to provide in which
states this action is good to perform, we can ask the expert to provide in which
states it is good to recommend keep off to the washing machine, and in which
states it is good to recommend switch on to the hoover, etc. Then, given these
good states for each sub-recommendation, the good states for performing action
a1 can be simply obtained by computing the intersection of all these ‘good states’.
Now we propose the good states for each sub-recommendation. Recall that we
want all sub-recommendations to not only be close to the user’s existing usage
habit (i.e. to minimise disruption), but also be able save the user money. Given
these goals, we list the good states for each primitive action as follows: ( i ranges
over all appliances, and Price(t) ∈ R is the electricity price in time slot t. Th2 and
Th3 are threshold values, where Th2 ∈ R, 0 ≤ Th2 ≤ 1 and Th3 ∈ R, Th3 > 0.
Their detailed values will be given below in Section 6.7 ):
1. switch on(i) is good to be recommended to the user in state s if:
a) the probability of switching on i at s.time and keeping using i for
more than one time slot is larger than Th2 and switch on is available
for i in s; or
b) Price(s.time) < Th3 p/kWh and Price(s.time+ 1) < Th3 p/kWh
and switch on is available for i in s.
2. on and off (i) is good to be recommended to the user in state s if:
a) the probability of switching on i at s.time and use it for only one time
slot is larger than Th2 and on and off is available for i in s; or
b) Price(s.time) < Th3 p/kWh and on and off is available for i in s.
3. keep off (i) is good to be recommended to the user in state s if keep off is
available for i in s.
and kitchen electronics have three sub-recommendations available, while the other three appli-
ances have two appliances available (because they will turn off automatically, so on and off is
not available for them) in any state; therefore, the total number of legal actions is 33×23 = 216.
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4. switch off (i) is good to be recommended to the user in state s if switch off
is available for i in s.
5. keep on(i) is good to be recommended to the user in states s if the proba-
bility of using i from s.ti to s.time + 1 is larger than Th2 and keep on is
available for i in s.
In the remainder of this chapter, we refer to the set of good states for five sub-
recommendations as GSswitch on, GSswitch off, GSon and off, GSkeep on and GSkeep off,
respectively. Note that the above good states are proposed based upon two as-
sumptions: (1) we know the probability distribution function Pi (see Section 6.4)
for each appliance i a priori; and (2) we know the electricity price rate at each
time of the day a priori. We think that both these assumptions can be satisfied in
real applications: as for assumption (1), we may require the user not to use the
system during the first few days after it is installed, so that, during this period,
the system can collect some preliminary data about the user’s usage and obtain Pi
accordingly; as for assumption (2), many tariffs used in our daily lives provide the
price rates a priori, for example, most tariffs provided by EDF8, one of the biggest
electricity provider in the UK, have their price rates available online. Also, even if
the electricity rates are unknown a priori, they can be predicted by some existing
techniques, e.g. [CENC03]. Note that the probabilities in the descriptions of these
good states can be computed by the usage probability distribution Pi (see Section
6.4). For example, in the first item in the description ofGSswitch on, ‘the probability
of switching on i at s.time and keep using i for more than one time slot’ can be
computed as follows:
∑48−s.time
t=1 Pi(s.time, s.time+ t).
We describe the domain knowledge upon which we propose the above five sets
of good states:
• GSswitch on is proposed based on the domain knowledge that if the user usu-
ally performs switch on on appliance i at the current time slot and uses it
for more than one time slot, then sub-recommendation switch on(i) should
recommended to the user now, so as to minimise the disruption of the user’s
existing usage pattern; or if the electricity price of the current and next time
slot is quite low (lower than threshold value Th3), then sub-recommendation
switch on(i) should be advised to the user, so as to help him save more
money.
8 www.edf.co.uk
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• GSon and off is proposed based on the domain knowledge that if the user usu-
ally switches on appliance i at the current time slot and uses it just one time
slot, then sub-recommendation on and off (i) should recommended to the
user now, so as to minimise the disruption of the user’s existing usage pat-
tern; or if the electricity price of the current time slot is quite low (lower
than threshold value Th3), then sub-recommendation on and off (i) should
be advised to the user, so as to help him save more money.
• GSkeep off is proposed based on the domain knowledge that whenever sub-
recommendation keep off is available for appliance i, keep off (i) should be
recommended to the user by default, because it helps the user save money.
Also, if the user usually keeps off appliance i in the current time slot, keep off (i)
also can minimise the disruption.
• GSswitch off is proposed based on the domain knowledge that whenever sub-
recommendation switch off is available for appliance i, switch off (i) should
be recommended to the user by default, because it helps the user save money.
Also, if the user usually switches off appliance i in the current time slot,
switch off (i) also can minimise the disruption.
• GSkeep on is based on the domain knowledge that if the user usually performs
keep on on appliance i in the current time slot, then sub-recommendation
keep on(i) should be recommended to the user now, so as to minimise the
disruption of the user’s existing usage pattern.
Given the good states of each sub-recommendations, we define the arguments
that supporting primitive action a = (awm, ahv, adw, akt, atv, apc) as follows (the
requirement of the form of arguments used in AARL is given in Section 3.2.2; note
that since we focus on the single-agent learning case now, we omit the agent that
each argument belongs to):
PAa: a IF s ∈ GSawm
⋂
GSahv
⋂
GSadw
⋂
GSakt
⋂
GSatv
⋂
GSapc
where awm, ahv, adw, akt, atv, apc are the sub-recommendations for the washing
machine, hoover, dishwasher, kitchen, TV and PC, respectively, and s is the cur-
rent state. So we can see that an argument PAa is applicable in state s iff s is a
good state for all sub-recommendations in a. Note that each primitive action has
only a single argument supporting it. In the remainder of this chapter, we refer
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to arguments of this form as primitive arguments, or simply P-arguments, because
each of them supports a primitive action.
As an example, let us still consider the primitive action a1 = (wm : keep off, hv :
switch on, pc : keep off, tv : keep on, kt : switch off, dw : switch on). Its corre-
sponding argument is PAa1 . This argument is applicable in s iff s is a good state
for recommending keep off to the washing machine, for recommending switch on
for the hoover, ..., and for recommend switch on to the dish washer.
After proposing the P-arguments, we now consider the values that are promoted
by these arguments. We use a similar method to construct the values: we first
identify the ‘sub-value’ of each sub-recommendation, and then build a value by
combining the sub-values. For example, consider action a1 = (wm : keep off, hv :
switch on, pc : keep off, tv : keep on, kt : switch off, dw : switch on). We know
its argument is PAa1 , and we try to identify the value it promotes. We may think
that to give sub-recommendation keep off to washing machine is to promote a sub-
value ‘save money’, to give sub-recommendation switch on to hoover is to promote
sub-value ‘minimise disruption’, etc. These sub-values can be combined to form
a new value, referred to as P-value (because they are promoted by P-arguments),
which represent the value of a whole recommendation.
Now we propose the sub-values for each sub-recommendation. We can see
that the domain knowledge for proposing good states actually provides the sub-
values of each sub-recommendation. For example, from the domain knowledge for
Gswitch on, we can see that switch on can promote three sub-values under different
conditions: if the user usually performs switch on on appliance i at the current time
slot, then sub-recommendation switch on(i) promotes the sub-value ‘to minimise
the disruption of the user’s existing usage pattern’; or if the electricity price of
the current and next time slot is quite low, then switch on(i) promotes the sub-
value ‘help the user to save more money’; when both these conditions hold in a
state, switch on(i) promotes ‘help the user to save money while not disrupting his
usage’. Formally, these sub-values are given as follows:
• SV1: To avoid disrupting the user’s planned usage.
• SV2: To save some money for the user.
• SV3: To save some money for the user while minimising the disruption.
Given these sub-values, we can see that if a sub-recommendation a is recom-
mended to an appliance i in state s, the sub-value SV si (a) promoted by a is:
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• When a is switch on, it promotes SV1 if the user usually switches on ap-
pliance i at the current time slot and uses it for more than one time slot; it
promotes SV2 if the electricity price of the current and next time slot is quite
low; and it promotes SV3 if in state s, both these conditions are satisfied.
• When a is on and off , it promotes SV1 if the user usually switches on appli-
ance i at the current time slot and uses it just one time slot; it promotes SV2
if the electricity price of the current time slot is quite low; and it promotes
SV3 if both these conditions are satisfied.
• When a is keep off , it promotes SV3 if the user usually keep off i in the
current time slot; otherwise, it promotes SV2.
• When a is switch off , it promotes SV3 if the user usually switches off i in
the current time slot; otherwise, it promotes SV2.
• When a is keep on, it always promotes SV1.
As we have discussed above, a P-value is a combination of six sub-values. So we
represent a P-value as a vector, consisting of the sub-values promoted by each sub-
recommendation. Since switch on and on and off can promote at most three sub-
values each (SV1, SV2 and SV3), keep off and switch off can promote at most two
sub-values (SV2 and SV3), and keep on can only promote SV1, the total number
of P-values is 3× 3× 2× 2 = 36. Now we define the promotion relation from P-
arguments to P-values. Given a primitive action a = (awm, ahv, apc, atv, akt, adw)
and its corresponding P-argument Aa, when a is recommended to the user in state
s, the P-value promoted by a is
< SV si (awm), SV
s
i (ahv), SV
s
i (apc), SV
s
i (atv), SV
s
i (akt), SV
s
i (adw) >,
and we denote this P-value as PV s(a).
For example, let us still consider a1 = (wm : keep off, hv : switch on, pc :
keep off, tv : keep on, kt : switch off, dw : switch on). Suppose in one state
s, its corresponding argument PAa1 is applicable (i.e. s is in the intersection of
all good states of each sub-recommendation in a1), and suppose that in state s,
keep off (wm) promotes SV3, switch on(hv) promotes SV1, keep off (pc) promotes
SV2, keep on(tv) promotes SV1, switch off (kt) promotes SV3 and switch on(dw)
promotes SV2. Then the value promoted by argument PAa1 is PV
s(a1) =<
SV3, SV1, SV2, SV1, SV3, SV2 >.
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Then we discuss the ranking of these P-values. To rank them, we need to trade
off between the value of money-saving and minimising disruption. We propose
a function F : SV × AP × S → R to compute the ‘score’ for sub-value pro-
moted by a sub-recommendation given to appliance i in state s, where SV =
{SV1, SV2, SV3} is the set of sub-values, AP is the set of all appliances, and S is
the set of all states. For example, if keep off is recommended to the TV in a state s,
we can see that the sub-value promoted by keep off in this case is SV stv(keep off),
and the ‘score’ we assign to this sub-value is F (SV stv(keep off), tv, s). The ‘score’
of each P-value is the sum of its component sub-values’ score. By doing this, we
can obtain a total order over the P-values by comparing their ‘scores’.
Recall that the constant value pun (see Section 6.5) represents howmuch weight
the simulated user puts on the value of minimising disruption. So |pun| can be di-
rectly used to represent the ‘importance’ of sub-value SV1. As for sub-value SV2,
its ‘importance’ is related to how much money can be saved for the user by a sub-
recommendation. For a sub-recommendation a, if it is recommended to an appli-
ance i in a state s, the expected moneyM si (a) saved by a is computed as follows:
M si (a) = Ei(t
i∗
s , t
i∗
e ) − Ei(t
i
s(a), t
i
e(a)), where function Ei(ts, te) computes the
money costs of using appliance i from time ts (inclusive) until time te (inclusive);
(ti∗s , t
i∗
e ) = argmaxts,te Pi(ts, te), namely (t
i∗
s , t
i∗
e ) is the most likely start-time-
end-time pair for appliance i given the user’s existing usage habit; tis(a) and t
i
e(a)
are the start and end time advised by atomic action a for appliance i, respectively.
Given the ‘score’ of each sub-values presented above, we let function F assign real
numbers to different sub-values as follows: F (SV1, i, s) = |pun|, F (SV2, i, s) =
M si (a), and F (SV3), i, s) = M
s
i (a) + |pun|. And then we overload F to allow it
to accept P-values as input, so that for a P-value V , F (V, i, s) =
∑
sv F (sv, i, s),
where sv are all component sub-values in V . Given this way of ranking values, we
can see that the value ranking can be different in different states.
6.6.2 Arguments Supporting Composite Sub-tasks and Their values
In the previous subsection (Section 6.6.1), we introduced the arguments for prim-
itive actions (recommendations) and the values they promote. In this section, we
introduce the arguments whose conclusions are composite sub-tasks in MAXQ
(see Section 6.5) and values they promote. Note that the arguments we proposed
in Section 6.6.1 are also applicable for primitive actions in MAXQ.
First, we propose some arguments that support composite sub-tasks as follows
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(s is the current state, s.time is the current time slot, and i ranges over appliances
that have not been used until s.time in the current day; also, we let Pi(ts) =∑48−ts
t=1 Pi(ts, ts + t), so Pi(ts) can be viewed as the marginal probability of
switching on appliance i in time ts):
• CA1: Cleaning IF Phv(s.time) > Th2 and hoover has not been used today
• CA2: Cooking IF Pkt(s.time) > Th2 and kitchen electronics have not
been used today
• CA3: Relaxing IF PC has not been used today and Ppc(s.time) > Th2
• CA4: KeepAllOff IF maxi Pi(s.time) < Th2
• CA5: UseCompatible IF none of the conditions of CA1, . . ., CA4 hold.
We refer to these arguments as C-arguments, because they support composite ar-
guments. The domain knowledge behind CA1, CA2 and CA3 is to advise the user
to use the hoover, kitchen electronics and PC, respectively, if these appliances are
usually used by the user in the current time slot. As for CA4, it represents the
domain knowledge of recommending the user to stop using all selected appliances
if the user usually uses none of them in the current time slot, and CA5 is to recom-
mend the user to use only compatible appliances when the user usually does not
use any of the exclusive appliances.
From the domain knowledge behind the C-arguments, we can see that unlike
P-arguments, which may promote both the value of minimising disruption and
money-saving, C-arguments are only based on the idea of ‘giving users advises
that are close to their existing usage’. This is because the money that can be saved
by each composite sub-task is too difficult to be accurately evaluated: within a
composite sub-task, unpredictable numbers of primitive actions can be executed in
an unpredictable order, and the user’s responses to these primitive actions are also
unpredictable. As a result, for simplicity, we make all C-arguments promote the
same value ‘minimising disruption’, and we denote this value as CV.
6.7 Experimental Settings and Results
To comprehensively evaluate the performances of MAXQ- and SARSA-based
AARL, each experiment is divided into two phases: a learning phase and an
evaluation phase. The detailed settings of all our experiments are presented in
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Section 6.7.1, and the performances of the learning and evaluation phases are pre-
sented in 6.7.2 and 6.7.3, respectively.
6.7.1 Experimental Settings
We use JAVA to implement the simulated environment. We implemented EURS
by using four categories of RL algorithms: standard SARSA(0), SARSA(0)-based
AARL, standard MAXQ-0 and MAXQ-based AARL. Because we do not use eli-
gibility traces (ET) in MAXQ-0 and PBRS-MAXQ-0 (however, note that ET tech-
niques can be used in these algorithms, because these algorithms are TD-based; see
Section 2.2.4), for comparative reasons, we also let λ = 0 in standard SARSA(λ)
and SARSA(λ)-based AARL. Also note that since we have six different imple-
mentations of each AARL algorithm (see Figure 6.4).
In all AARL algorithms, we use the ASPARTIX library [DGWW11] to compute
the preferred and grounded extensions. To reduce computational time, once ex-
tensions are computed, we store the current state and the extensions, so that when
the same state is encountered again in the future, we can quickly obtain the corre-
sponding extensions without computing them again.
Our experiments are organised as follows: for each RL implementation, we
perform 100 independent experiments, each consisting of a learning phase. A
learning phase consists of 2000 days (episodes). After all experiments finished,
we perform the evaluation phase, in which the learning is stopped (i.e. C and V
values are not updated, and we let ǫ = 0 so as to stop exploration) and EURS uses
the learnt policy to give recommendations to the same simulated user for another
365 days. The purpose of the learning phases is to test initial performances as well
as the convergence speed of different algorithms, and the purpose of the evaluation
phases is to evaluate the quality of the learnt strategies.
Now we give the constant and threshold values used in the experiments. We use
two different values of pun (see Section 6.5): −1 and−3, and two different values
of Th1: 0 and −0.02. For the threshold values Th2 and Th3 (see Section 6.6.1),
we have Th2 = 0.1 and Th3 = 10. Recall that in MAXQ-based AARL, we
require the domain expert to give a positive real number ci for each composite
sub-task i in the MAXQ decomposition (see Section 6.1 and Algorithm 12 in that
section). As for the potential value for Root, we set it as c1 = |pun|; and for other
composite sub-tasks, we let their potential values be the same: c2 = |pun|/6.
In SARSA(0)-based AARL, the potential value for all actions is also set as c2
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(see Algorithm 7 for where this potential value is used). Our preliminary exper-
imental results indicate that the values of c1 and c2 have a big influence on the
AARL’s convergence speed: if these values are too small (e.g. c1 < |pun|/10
and c2 < |pun|/20), the potential values will have little influence on the learning
performance, and thus the AARL’s performance is almost the same as those of
standard RL (i.e. SARSA(0) and MAXQ-0) algorithms; on the other hand, when
we use big c1 and c2 values (e.g c1 ≥ |pun| × 3 and c2 ≥ |pun|/2), the learning
performance is mostly determined by the potential values, not the rewards received
during the learning, and in these cases, the learning algorithms take a very long
time to converge to the optimal policy, although they reach a sub-optimal policy
quickly in the beginning of the learning. Also, we find that the smaller the absolute
value of pun, the smaller the values of c1 and c2 should be, because pun directly
influences the amount of rewards EURS can receive (see Section 6.5). Therefore,
we let c1 and c2 be proportional to pun.
As for the electricity price rates, we use one of the most widely used tariffs in
the UK: Economy7. In this tariff, the price rate is 5.52 p/kWh between 0:30 and
7:30, and 15.39 p/kWh at other times. In our preliminary experiments, we have
also used another popular tariff in the UK: Economy10, in which the price rate is
8.98 p/kWh during 4:30 - 7:30, 8:30 - 12:30 and 11:30 - 16:30, and 16.92 p/kWh
at other times. However, preliminary results show that the performances of all
our implemented algorithms under Economy7 and Economy10 are very similar
(i.e. given the same algorithm and under the same parameters, the learning curves
in Economy7 and Economy10 looks very similar, while the rewards received in
Economy10 is slightly larger than those in Economy7 because Economy10 has
more distributed off-peak periods) and, therefore, we only present the learning
performances under Economy7 below.
As for the learning parameters, in all four learning algorithms we have imple-
mented, we have γ = 1, and we use the ǫ-greedy policy as the action selection
policy. In SARSA(0) and MAXQ-0, we initialise α and ǫ as 1 in the first episode
of each experiment, make α decrease at a rate of 0.999 (i.e. αt+1 = αt × 0.999),
and make ǫ decrease at a rate of 0.99. In SARSA(0)-based and MAXQ-based
AARL, we have α and ǫ as 0.3 and 0.5, respectively, in the first episode of each
experiment, and let them decrease at a rate of 0.999 and 0.9, respectively. Note
that, for each learning algorithm, the above parameters are chosen so as to max-
imise their respective performance in the evaluation phases. We can see that the ǫ
values and their decreasing rate are smaller in AARL algorithms than in standard
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RL algorithms (i.e. SARSA(0) and MAXQ-0), consistent with our assumption that
AARL algorithms need less exploration.
6.7.2 Results in Learning Phases
The performances of SARSA(0)-based RL algorithms are presented in Figure 6.5,
while those of the MAXQ-based algorithms are presented in Figure 6.6. We first
analyse the performances of SARSA(0)-based algorithms. We can see that, under
all settings, throughout the 2000-episode experiments, most of the SARSA(0)-
based AARL algorithms’ learning curves are above that of SARSA(0) (except
when pun = −1, Th1 = −0.02, the performance of P-A-D is almost the same
as that of SARSA(0); we will discuss the possible reasons shortly), indicating that,
generically, AARL algorithms are significantly better than SARSA(0) in terms of
initial performance and convergence speed. With respect to the performances of
different AARL implementations, we find that when pun = −3 (see the figures on
the left-hand side in Figure 6.5), the AARL algorithms that rank values according
to the rule we presented in Section 6.6.1 (i.e. P-A-D, P-R-D and G-D) perform sig-
nificantly better than the other implementations, which rank all values equally (see
Section 6.6), in the first 500 episodes of the learning. This result indicates that our
value-ranking rules presented in Section 6.6.1 are reasonable and therefore able
to help the corresponding algorithms achieve the optimal (or near-optimal) poli-
cies more quickly. Also, we find that the G-D implementation of AARL (i.e. the
AARL that uses the grounded semantics and ranks values differently, see Figure
6.4) has the (significantly) best performance in the first 500 episodes. The reason
of this remains unclear and is worth further investigation, but we assume it can
be that the grounded extensions only recommend the ‘convincingly good’ actions,
and by doing this, the risk of being punished can be reduced and hence the rewards
received is higher.
However, under the setting pun = −1, no AARL has significant advantages
over the other AARL implementations. We speculate that the reason may be that
the shaping rewards (i.e. the c values, see Section 6.7.1) we give are proportional
to the absolute value of pun; so when pun = −1, the shaping rewards AARL
gives are all small and, hence, their influence on the learning process is weak.
Because all AARLs’ effects on the learning are weak, neither of them can ‘stand
out’, and their improvements over SARSA(0) are not as big as those under the
setting pun = −3.
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Then we analyse the performances of MAXQ-based algorithms (see Figure 6.6).
We can see that under all settings, all AARL algorithms perform significantly bet-
ter than MAXQ-0, in terms of their initial performances and convergence speed.
Also, we find that each MAXQ-based algorithm performs significantly better than
their counterpart SARSA-based algorithm, in terms of both initial performance and
convergence speed. These results not only suggest that MAXQ-based algorithms
can learn more effectively than SARSA-based algorithms, but also indicate that
MAXQ-based AARL can also effectively improve the performance of standard
MAXQ-0.
However, we find that all AARL implementations have very similar perfor-
mances: none of them has significant advantages over the other AARL implemen-
tations under all settings. We believe that this is due to the fact that all MAXQ-
based AARL implementations use the same arguments for composite sub-tasks
(see Section 6.6.2); as a result, in the same state, all MAXQ-based AARL imple-
mentations recommend the same composite sub-task, and this explains why their
performances are similar. From this observation, we can also see that the potential
values for composite sub-tasks play an important role in improving the initial per-
formances of AARL, because these potential values can help the system to reduce
the scope of primitive actions that need to be considered. This result also indi-
cates the importance of the PBRS-MAXQ-0 algorithm, which allows the designer
to give potential values for composite sub-tasks.
6.7.3 Results in the Evaluation Phases
The average rewards and their standard errors of SARSA(0)-based and MAXQ-
based algorithms are presented in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, respectively. We first analyse
the data for SARSA(0)-based algorithms. We can see that under all settings, the
performance of SARSA(0) is significantly worse than all other AARL algorithms
(indeed, Tukey’s range test [Tuk49] p-values9 are smaller than 0.01; pairwise p-
value comparisons are given in Table 6.3), indicating that even after 2000 episodes
of learning, the SARSA(0) algorithm still has not converged. As for the quality of
different AARL implementations, we see that no AARL implementation signifi-
9 In the remaining of this subsection, unless stated otherwise, all p-values are obtained from Tukey’s
range test after ANOVA tests. We are using this method instead of using two-tailed t-test because
doing multiple two-tailed t-tests would result in an increased chance of committing a statistical
type I error. For more details about ANOVA test and Tukey’s range test, please refer to e.g.
[TS+01, Hay86, Tuk49].
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mains unclear.
As for the relative quality of different MAXQ-based AARL implementations,
we find that no AARL implementation is able to significantly outperform all other
implementations under each setting. Also, we find that no algorithm is able to
have ‘good’ performance under all settings, where ‘good’ means either the best
performance or no significant disadvantage compared to the best. The reason of
this mixed result is worth further investigation, but at least we can draw the conclu-
sion that each MAXQ-based AARL has its strengths and weaknesses, and none of
them have significant advantages or disadvantages given all four types of simulated
users.
Then we compare the performances between SARSA(0)- and MAXQ-based al-
gorithms. By comparing the counterpart numbers in Table 6.1 and 6.2, we can see
that under each setting, MAXQ-0 significantly outperforms SARSA(0) (indeed,
all p-values are smaller than 0.01, using two-tailed t-test). In addition, under each
setting, we compare the best MAXQ-based algorithm’s performance with that of
the best SARSA(0)-based algorithm, and find that when pun = −1, Th1 = 0
and pun = −3, Th1 = −0.02, their performances do not have significant dif-
ferences (p-value are 0.33 and 0.13, respectively, using two-tailed t-test); under
the other two settings, however, MAXQ-based AARL’s best performance is sig-
nificantly better than SARSA(0)-based AARL’s (p-values are smaller than 0.05,
using two-tailed t-test). These results indicate that when pun = −1, Th1 = 0 and
pun = −3, Th1 = −0.02, SARSA(0)-based AARL implementations are able to
converge faster than in the other two settings. Further investigations into which
factors affect the convergence speed in AARL are essential.
Table 6.1: The average rewards and their standard errors of different SARSA(0)-
based algorithms in the evaluation phases. All results are averaged over
365 episodes. In each column, the best performance is in boldface, and
the performances that do not have a significant disadvantage compared
with the best performance are in italic.
pun/Th1 −3/0 −1/0 −3/− 0.02 −1/− 0.02
SARSA(0) −58.78± 2.21 −17.85± 0.93 −46.21± 1.74 −13.39± 0.62
P-A-D −18.94± 0.60 −6 .40 ± 0 .48 −5.22± 0.33 −3 .89 ± 0 .40
P-A-S −23.89± 1.26 −8.56± 0.34 −16.90± 0.65 −2.61± 0.15
P-R-D −20 .71 ± 0 .54 −5 .78 ± 0 .42 −7 .14 ± 0 .20 −3 .99 ± 0 .39
P-R-S −23 .43 ± 0 .99 −7.58± 0.41 −7 .15 ± 0 .76 −2 .66 ± 0 .39
G-D −30.83± 0.54 −6.97± 0.43 −5 .66 ± 0 .24 −3 .89 ± 0 .40
G-S −26.27± 1.12 −4.69± 0.34 −8.97± 0.75 −4.43± 0.39
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Table 6.2: The average rewards and their standard errors of different MAXQ-based
algorithms in the evaluation phases. All results are averaged over 365
episodes. In each column, the best performance is in boldface, and the
performances that do not have a significant disadvantage compared with
the best performance are in italic.
pun/Th1 −3/0 −1/0 −3/− 0.02 −1/− 0.02
MAXQ-0 −26.73± 1.21 −4 .72 ± 0 .52 −16.11± 0.73 −1 .54 ± 0 .54
P-A-D −19.43± 0.63 −8.23± 0.48 −12.38± 0.59 −0 .29 ± 0 .43
P-A-S −19.23± 0.73 −5 .30 ± 0 .40 −8 .62 ± 0 .60 −3.75± 0.38
P-R-D −14.78± 0.73 −5 .88 ± 0 .41 −10.08± 0.63 0.08± 0.51
P-R-S −19.12± 0.60 −5 .18 ± 0 .37 −6.30± 0.63 −0 .24 ± 0 .48
G-D −17 .83 ± 0 .59 −4 .57 ± 0 .41 −8 .86 ± 0 .57 −3.70± 0.35
G-S −18.62± 0.58 −4.17± 0.41 −9.23± 0.51 −0 .37 ± 0 .45
6.8 Related Works
RL has become a popular technique for designing RDR systems in recent years.
O’Neill et al. [OLGM10] proposed a RDR system which can directly control the
switch on time of some appliances in a household; when the user tries to switch
on an appliances (e.g. by pressing this appliance’s starting button), instead of
immediately using the appliance, the user essentially makes a ‘reservation’ of that
appliance to the RDR system; the system will decides when to actually switch on
that appliance, so as to keep a good balance between maximising money saving
and minimising disruption. However, the simulated user they used to interact with
their system is simple and unrealistic: they assume that the probability of the user
using an appliance in the current time is totally dependent on his usage of this
appliance in the previous time slot; in other words, they assume that the user’s
usage of each appliance is totally Markovian, which is unrealistic as suggested
by some research [TMTT+13]. Also, we argue that the assumption that the RDR
system can directly control the usage of some appliances is unrealistic and may be
unwelcome for residential users.
More RL-based RDR systems use the assumption that each household is able
to store some electricity temporally and sell them out to other households or the
power station, e.g. [CVRH12, LZL+12, CPG12]. However, the target of these
research is to maximise the energy distribution in a community, a specific area
or a cluster of devices, whereas our EURS is to maximise the money saving for
individual household.
Some other work, although not directly about designing RDR systems, focuses
on other approaches for saving money for residential users. Ramchurn et al.
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Table 6.3: Pairwise p-values of SARSA-based algorithms in EURS. A, B, C and D
stand for settings pun = −3, Th1 = 0, pun = −1, Th1 = 0, pun =
−3, Th1 = −0.02 and pun = −1, Th1 = −0.02, respectively. All
p-values are computed by using Tukey’s range test [Tuk49].
A B C D
SARSA vs P-A-D 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SARSA vs P-A-S 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SARSA vs P-R-D 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SARSA vs P-R-S 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SARSA vs G-D 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SARSA vs G-S 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
P-A-D vs P-A-S 0.04 0.04 0.00 0.29
P-A-D vs P-R-D 0.94 0.98 0.66 1.00
P-A-D vs P-R-S 0.10 0.67 0.65 0.34
P-A-D vs G-D 0.00 0.99 1.00 1.00
P-A-D vs G-S 0.00 0.22 0.02 0.97
P-A-S vs P-R-D 0.47 0.00 0.00 0.21
P-A-S vs P-R-S 1.00 0.83 0.00 1.00
P-A-S vs G-D 0.00 0.30 0.00 0.29
P-A-S vs G-S 0.78 0.00 0.00 0.03
P-R-D vs P-R-S 0.66 0.17 1.00 0.25
P-R-D vs G-D 0.00 0.66 0.87 1.00
P-R-D vs G-S 0.01 0.75 0.71 0.99
P-R-S vs G-D 0.00 0.98 0.86 0.34
P-R-S vs G-S 0.61 0.00 0.71 0.04
G-D vs G-S 0.09 0.03 0.07 0.97
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Table 6.4: Pairwise p-values of MAXQ-based algorithms in EURS. A, B, C and D
stand for settings pun = −3, Th1 = 0, pun = −1, Th1 = 0, pun =
−3, Th1 = −0.02 and pun = −1, Th1 = −0.02, respectively. All
p-values are computed by using Tukey’s range test [Tuk49].
A B C D
MAXQ-0 vs P-A-D 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.45
MAXQ-0 vs P-A-S 0.00 0.96 0.00 0.01
MAXQ-0 vs P-R-D 0.00 0.48 0.00 0.15
MAXQ-0 vs P-R-S 0.00 0.99 0.00 0.40
MAXQ-0 vs G-D 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.01
MAXQ-0 vs G-S 0.00 0.97 0.00 0.53
P-A-D vs P-A-S 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
P-A-D vs P-R-D 0.00 0.00 0.11 1.00
P-A-D vs P-R-S 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
P-A-D vs G-D 0.74 0.00 0.00 0.00
P-A-D vs G-S 0.99 0.00 0.01 1.00
P-A-S vs P-R-D 0.00 0.96 0.62 0.00
P-A-S vs P-R-S 1.00 1.00 0.10 0.00
P-A-S vs G-D 0.85 0.90 1.00 1.00
P-A-S vs G-S 1.00 0.51 0.99 0.00
P-R-D vs P-R-S 0.00 0.91 0.00 1.00
P-R-D vs G-D 0.06 0.32 0.80 0.00
P-R-D vs G-S 0.01 0.08 0.96 0.99
P-R-S vs G-D 0.89 0.95 0.05 0.00
P-R-S vs G-S 1.00 0.65 0.01 1.00
G-D vs G-S 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.00
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[ROP+13] proposed a web-based system for recommending tariffs for residential
users. They developed novel extensions to Bayesian Quadrature [OGR+12], a ma-
chine learning technique, in order to generate predictions of yearly consumption
at hourly level. These estimates can then be directly used to select the best tariff
available from energy retailers. Also, they gave some advice on which form of
recommendations the users prefer to receive. However, we can see that their work
is more focusing on predicting the user’s usage, whereas our EURS is more focus-
ing on giving advice so as to change the user’s usage. Truong et al. [TMTT+13]
developed a graphical model [Jor99] based approach for predicting a user’s energy
usage. Their model assumes that people’s usage repeats routinely, and in the same
type of days a user’s energy usage is similar. However, their approach is off-line,
in the sense that they need to fit considerable data into their model at once, and
then the model returns the predicted usage during a certain period of upcoming
time. Also, their work does not provide any recommendations to the user.
6.9 Conclusion
In this chapter, we propose the MAXQ-based AARL algorithm and test its ef-
fectiveness in a novel real application: Energy Usage Recommendation System
(EURS).We implement a simulated environment, which includes a real-data-based
simulated user and EURS. EURS is implemented by using four different RL algo-
rithms: SARSA(0), SARSA(0)-based AARL,MAXQ-0 andMAXQ-based AARL.
In both SARSA(0)- and MAXQ-based AARL, we use different argumentation se-
mantics to select the ‘winning’ arguments, and also use different methods in de-
riving heuristics from the winning arguments. We perform detailed analysis on
the performances of different approaches so as to obtain deeper insights into the
properties of each approach. Our analysis indicates that MAXQ-based AARL out-
performs all other three approaches, while SARSA(0)-based AARL outperforms
standard SARSA(0).
We focus on only the single-agent MAXQ-based AARL in this chapter. A main
reason is that coordinating multiple MAXQ-based learning agents involves con-
siderable application-specific knowledge and much trail and error: in order to co-
ordinate multiple MAXQ agents, the ‘depth of cooperation’, namely which layers
of sub-tasks should to be coordinated between different agents, needs to be con-
sidered carefully according to the specific application domain[GMM06]. As this
is the first work in proposing MAXQ-based AARL, we choose to only consider
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the single-agent learning algorithm, so that we can focus on how to incorporate
argumentation frameworks into MAXQ. Nevertheless, we believe the single-agent
MAXQ-based AARL algorithm can be potentially extended to multi-agent algo-
rithms, and this is left as an important future work. More details of this extension
will be discussed below in Chapter 7.
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7 Conclusion
This dissertation addresses the topic of planning and learning for stochastic, se-
quential decision making. We propose the Argumentation Accelerated Reinforce-
ment Learning (AARL) framework, which is an integration of Argumentation
Theory and Reinforcement Learning (RL), to address this problem, because the
heuristics derived from domain knowledge that is represented in the form of argu-
mentation frameworks can help RL to make sequential decisions more efficiently
in stochastic complex environment. This integration not only combats problems
faced by both participating techniques — for example the curse of dimensionality
faced by RL and a lack of sequential-decision-making capability in Argumentation
techniques — but also partly fills some long-standing gaps: in terms of decision-
making, this integration partly fills the gap between the proactive and reactive
views of decision-making, because it employs Argumentation to plan good deci-
sions proactively, and uses the results to instruct reactive decision-making in RL;
in terms of Artificial Intelligence (AI), it partly fills the gap between logic- and
statistic-based AI, because Argumentation is a logic-based reasoning technique,
while RL learns how to make decisions in stochastic environments by learning
probabilistic properties of the environment.
We work on both the Argumentation side and the RL side to fill these gaps:
on the Argumentation side, we propose a generic framework for representing do-
main knowledge by using Value-based Argumentation Frameworks (VAFs), de-
rive heuristics from this domain knowledge by selecting the ‘winning arguments’,
and prove that the heuristics generated by our argumentation framework can not
only instruct individual learning agents, but also coordinate multiple cooperative
independent learning agents. On the RL side, we apply the classical Potential
Based Reward Shaping (PBRS) techniques to a popular hierarchical RL (HRL)
algorithm: MAXQ-0, and propose the PBRS-MAXQ-0 algorithm. We prove that
under certain conditions, PBRS-MAXQ-0 is guaranteed to converge to the optimal
hierarchical policy, regardless of the potential values being used. PBRS-MAXQ-
0 facilitates the integration of argumentation-generated heuristics into MAXQ-0.
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Both sides’ work contribute to the AARL framework, which can be implemented
based on both flat RL algorithms (e.g. SARSA(λ)) as well as hierarchical RL
(HRL) algorithms (e.g. MAXQ-0).
From the empirical perspective, we perform experiments on multiple applica-
tion domains. To be more specific, we test the effectiveness of SARSA(λ)-based
AARL in RoboCup Soccer Keepaway and Takeaway games (Section 4.2), test
the effectiveness of PBRS-MAXQ-0 in the Taxi problem and a stochastic Wum-
pus World game (Section 5.2), and test the effectiveness of both SARSA(0)- and
MAXQ-based AARL in a novel residential demand response system (Chapter 6).
In all these experiments, to varying degrees, AARL algorithms outperform their
standard RL counterparts in terms of initial performance and convergence speed.
These results indicate the effectiveness of AARL. Moreover, besides the experi-
ments mentioned above, we also perform an experiment to evaluate the usability
of SARSA(0)-based AARL, in which we ask 128 students to give argument-based
domain knowledge to instruct a RL agent in a Wumpus World; results indicate
that our argumentation framework used in AARL can effectively help people that
have very little background in both Argumentation and RL to integrate domain
knowledge into RL.
As for future work, we identify two lines of work worth further investigation:
(1) how to extend, generalise and refine the techniques presented in this thesis (in-
cluding the AARL framework, the PBRS-MAXQ-0 algorithm, etc.), so as to make
them more effective and to apply them to more challenging application domains;
and (2) how to propose some paradigms or frameworks, which are based on tech-
niques other than Argumentation or RL, but follow the same spirit of incorporating
statistic- and logic-based AI approaches. We will discuss both lines of future work
below.
First, we see much potential for improving the techniques presented in this the-
sis:
• We can improve and generalise our VAF-based argumentation framework
(Chapter 3), towards several directions.
– This argumentation framework can be based on argumentation tech-
niques other than VAFs to represent the preferences over arguments:
for example, by allowing arguments to attack attacks [Mod09], the
preferences over arguments can be directly represented without using
values. An immediate advantage of this replacement is that the domain
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experts do not need to provide all value-related domain knowledge (the
value set, the promotion relation and the partial order over values), and
only need to inform the argumentation framework on which arguments
attack which attacks. Other properties of this replacement are unclear,
and thus worth further investigation.
– SCAFs and VSCAFs only include arguments whose conclusions are
actions (See Chapter 3). In other words, only one kind of information
can be represented by these arguments, that is ‘some actions are good
under certain conditions’. However, in some applications, domain ex-
perts may need represent other kinds of information in the argumenta-
tion frameworks. For example, in ourWumpusWorld that involves stu-
dents, we have asked the students to provide arguments about ‘which
actions should not be performed under certain conditions’, and we find
that students can also easily propose this kind of arguments. However,
as our current AARL does not allow these ‘negative arguments’, we
do not use these arguments in our experiments. Intuitively, including
these negative arguments can prevent the agents from performing some
obviously ‘stupid’ actions and thus improve the convergence speed. As
a result, in the future, we will extend AARL to allow for these nega-
tive arguments, and investigate the theoretical and empirical influence
of this extension.
Another line of research to extend the arguments in AARL is to in-
troduce epistemic arguments, whose conclusions are not actions but,
instead, the premises of other arguments (the arguments whose conclu-
sions are actions are known as practical arguments [Amg09]). Since
the epistemic arguments can argue about the applicability of practical
arguments, by introducing epistemic arguments, the applicability of
each arguments can also be justified. For example, let us revisit the
argumentation framework we presented in Chapter 1 (see Figure 1.2).
We can see that no arguments recommend action go down. Let D be
the argument ‘perform go down if going down is deemed safe’. This
argument is inapplicable in the setting considered in Section 1.2. How-
ever, we did not explicitly justify why this argument is not applicable.
By introducing epistemic arguments, we can represent the applicability
decision process of this argument within the argumentation framework,
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Wumpus(D) // D Pit(D)oo
Figure 7.1: An AF including epistemic arguments Wumpus(D) and Pit(D) to
justify the inapplicability of practical argument D, given the domain
knowledge in Section 1.1.
e.g. as given in Figure 7.1. Here we use two epistemic arguments,
Wumpus(D) and Pit(D), to justify why argument D is inapplicable. Ar-
gument Wumpus(D) (Pit(D)) means ‘going down is not safe because
the agent feels stench (breeze) and there is no domain knowledge sug-
gesting that the Wumpus (pit) is not on the downside’. We can see that
the conclusion of these two arguments are the contrary of the premises
of argument D; therefore, we build attacks point from these epistemic
arguments to D. Note that an epistemic argument can also attack or
be attacked by other epistemic arguments. From this example, we see
that by using epistemic arguments, the justification of each practical
arguments can also be represented by argumentation frameworks, and
this allows for richer knowledge representation. Therefore, introduc-
ing epistemic arguments into our AARL is another interesting topic
worth further investigation.
– Since different semantics use different criteria to select the ‘winning’
arguments (see Chapter 2), given the same argumentation framework,
different semantics may give different recommendations, and these
recommendations may be suitable for different problems. Therefore,
the properties of the heuristics generated by semantics other than the
grounded and preferred semantics are also worth investigation.
– In our current argumentation frameworks, the derived heuristics are
only suitable for the problems in which ‘cooperative agents should
perform different sub-tasks (actions)’ (see Section 3.2.3). However,
in some cooperative multi-agent learning problems, this requirement
can be invalid: for example, multiple agents may need to perform the
same action at the same time so as to finish some difficult tasks. In
these problems, we need an argumentation framework which can al-
low us to specify the requirements on the heuristics, e.g. which agents
are allowed to perform the same action, which actions are allowed to
be performed by multiple agents, etc., and this framework can generate
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heuristics meeting the requirements we provide. This can be regarded
as a generalisation of the current argumentation framework, and (at
least intuitively) the new framework would be more flexible and appli-
cable to more problems.
– We may extend this argumentation framework so that it can be used
to generate heuristics for non-cooperative or even competitive multi-
agent RL problems, e.g. the multi-agent Taxi problem [GMM06],
where each agent is selfish but also accepts cooperation with other
taxis if the cooperation can help each participating taxi to receive more
rewards. We believe that argumentation frameworks can be suitable
for these problems as well, because the dialectic nature of argumen-
tation allows us to naturally fit argumentation into the communication
between agents. For example, agents can use argumentation to effec-
tively perform certain kinds of dialogue, e.g. information seeking or
persuasion [Wal89], so as to quickly reach a cooperative deal such that
each side’s benefit can be maximised.
– In our current AARL, arguments can provide heuristics and hence in-
fluence the learning process, but the learning results cannot affect the
argumentation frameworks. In other words, the interaction between
argumentation frameworks and RL is ‘one-way’. However, as the
learning proceeds, we may find that some of the domain knowledge
we provided at first is imperfect and, therefore, would like to use the
learnt policies to ‘revise’ the domain knowledge encoded in the argu-
mentation frameworks. For example, in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6, we
can see that we sometimes conditionalise the value rankings, but these
rankings may not be perfect in some situations. It will be ideal that
the value rankings can be dynamically changed if the learning agents
find that the value ranking being used lead to poor performance and
have found better rankings instead. By doing this, we can close the
interaction loop between the argumentation frameworks and the learn-
ing agents, and the learning-revised argumentation frameworks can be
used by system designers to understand the policy found by the learn-
ing algorithm, or be used to facilitate transfer learning [TS09], i.e.
using one learning agent’s learning experiences to help other learning
agents to converge faster.
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– We plan to conduct more experiments involving people to use argu-
mentation frameworks, similar to the experiments we introduced in
Chapter 4, so as to investigate the effectiveness of AARL and, more
generally, empirically validate the oft-heard but rarely tested claim that
argumentation provides a useful paradigm for integrating human rea-
soning with computational reasoning [BCD07]. Some immediate fu-
ture work include inviting the students to give preferences over the
arguments they provide and, furthermore, asking them to ‘debate’ over
the preferences they give (e.g. allowing students to give arguments that
can attack other attacks [Mod09]).
• As for AARL algorithms (Chapter 4 and Chapter 6), we only select two RL
algorithms — SARSA(λ) and MAXQ-0 — to instantiate the AARL algo-
rithm. However, there are many other RL algorithms available, and AARL,
in principle, can be implemented on any RL algorithms that have corre-
sponding PBRS techniques (see the architecture of AARL in Chapter 3).
We believe that other RL algorithms’ implementations of AARL may have
some properties that are not revealed by the two versions we have imple-
mented (i.e. SARSA(λ)- and MAXQ-based AARL), and may have better
performances in certain applications. For example, R-MAX [BT03], a pop-
ular model-based RL algorithm (for brief description of ‘model-based’ and
‘model-free’ RL algorithms, see Section 2.2.2; more detailed description
can be found in [SB98]), has been successfully integrated into MAXQ al-
gorithms [JS08] (the resulting algorithm is called R-MAXQ), and R-MAXQ
can also be augmented with PBRS techniques [ALZ08]; as a result, we be-
lieve that PBRS-MAXQ-0 (see Chapter 5) can be applied to R-MAXQ with
minor revisions, and the resulting algorithm will lay the foundation of R-
MAXQ-based AARL. Since model-based RL algorithms can learn the tran-
sition probability of the environment more efficiently than model-free RL
algorithms [SB98], we believe that the R-MAXQ-based AARL can be more
suitable than model-free-RL-based AARL in some real applications.
As forMAXQ-based AARL (Chapter 6), extending theMAXQ-based AARL
to the multi-agent case is an interesting future work. We have shown in
Chapter 3 that AARL can effectively coordinate multiple cooperative learn-
ing agents, and we believe that extending MAXQ-based AARL to multi-
agent learning problems will also lead to performance improvement over
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classic multi-agent MAXQ [GMM06]. We identify two main difficulties of
this extension: i) how to allow agents with different MAXQ decomposition
hierarchies to cooperate, and ii) how to decide the ‘depth of cooperation’,
namely which sub-tasks need to be considered in the coordination process.
• With respect to our Energy Usage Recommendation System (Chapter 6),
the current system we use still has some limitations and is built upon some
unrealistic assumptions: for example, our current system assumes that all
appliances’ usages are independent with one another, which is not the case
for many appliances: for example, people usually use the dishwasher one or
two hours after using kitchen electronics, and people always use the home
theatre PC together with their TV sets. These correlations between usages of
different appliances provide some more domain knowledge about the user’s
habits, and by using this knowledge properly, more ‘satisfactory’ recom-
mendations are more likely to be provided. Also, our current system can
only give recommendations in one specific type of days (see Section 6.4).
In order to combat these limitations of EURS, we need to both improve the
learning algorithm as well as the domain knowledge used by the system:
on the learning side, we may use other machine learning algorithms to ‘dig
out’ more useful information about the user, e.g. the correlations between
appliances, the type of days, etc.; on the domain knowledge side, we may
take into account some other information about the user, e.g. the weather of
the day, the activities on the calendar of the user, etc.; this information can
be represented by some new arguments and also be used to help the system
to provide better recommendations.
Finally, besides the extensions of the current works as we discussed above, we
may propose other paradigms or algorithms to incorporate logic- and statistic-
based AI approaches, because we believe that this integration is an important trend
in AI research. Our work is a preliminary step towards this direction, but in our
current integration, both sides are working quite independently, and bonded to-
gether by using some ‘glue’ or ‘midware’ techniques (namely PBRS). Because of
the relative independence of each side, this ‘loose’ integration has its advantage in
scalability and flexibility. However, since logic- and statistic-based AI can com-
pensate each other fundamentally (logic-based AI needs statistic-based AI to han-
dle uncertainty, while statistic-based AI needs logic-based AI to handle complex-
ity [Dom06]), we believe that the ‘tight’ integration of logic-and statistic-based AI
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can lead to more effective AI techniques. There has been some research devoted to
this ‘tight’ integration, so as to perform uncertain inferences: for example,Markov
Logic Network [RD06], integrates first order logic with Markov networks [KS80],
Independent Choice Logic [Poo97] integrates acyclic logic programming [AB91]
with Bayesian networks [Pea88], Despite the successes of these approaches, they
both have some limitations: Markov Logic Network is based on first order logic
and, thus, cannot perform non-monotonic reasoning (for non-monotonic reason-
ing, see Chapter 1 and 2); and Independent Choice Logic restricts its representa-
tion to acyclic logic programs, which do not allowmultiple models (a model can be
roughly viewed as a solution of a logic program; more formal descriptions can be
found in e.g. [GL88]). Argumentation techniques can perform non-monotonic rea-
soning, and some of them also allow cyclic logic programming (e.g. Assumption
based Argumentation (ABA) [DKT09]); these techniques have not been integrated
with statistic AI techniques like Bayesian networks or Markov networks,1 and we
believe that their integrations are also worth further investigation.
1We note that abstract argumentation frameworks have been integrated with Bayesian networks
[Vre05], and ABA has variants in which assumptions and inference rules can have probabilities
[Koh03, DT10]. However, we see no research that allow argumentation-based logic reasoning
(e.g. ABA) and Bayesian or Markov networks.
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